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“If a pointing gesture is not interpreted as communicative behaviour,
then it cannot be understood. An arm extended in the air would be seen
as to be an absurd, rather meaningless piece of behaviour.”
(Bejarano 2011:67)!
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Notational conventions
Terminology
Sender

signer and speaker

Signer

sender in a sign language discourse

Speaker

sender in a spoken language discourse

Addressee

receiver of the message in both Sign and
Spoken language

Pointing sign

pointing in sign language

Pointing gesture

pointing that co-occurs with speech

NGT

Sign Language of the Netherlands

Gloss Conventions in sign language examples
Each sign is represented by an English word, written in capital letters,
that is the closest English equivalent.
PT:signer LIVE NIJMEGEN
‘I live in Nijmegen’
Reference to examples takes the form of a three-part string, consisting
of the session number (e.g. CNGT0001), the signer code (e.g. S003),
and the start time code of the example (mm:ss:ms).
PT:x

Abbreviation for pointing sign, specified for
intended location x, x being the referent.
PT:turtle ! a pointing sign directed to the
location of a turtle
PT:addressee ! a pointing sign directed to the
location of the addressee.

#

Finger spelling

""! !

Gloss Conventions in gesture examples
Reference to examples takes the form of a two-part string, consisting of
the session number (e.g. D1), the signer code (e.g. _1), and the start
time code of the example (mm:ss:ms).

*
[

Represents a long pause in speech
]

Indicates the stroke of the pointing gesture
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Abstract
!
When people communicate in a face-to-face situation, pointing is
prevalent, both in sign language and in spoken language, but the
question is whether pointing signs (in a sign language) and pointing
gestures (in a spoken language) have the same form and interpretation
in either modality. The aim of this study is to investigate this question. A
comparison between pointing gestures in spoken Dutch and pointing
signs in Sign Language of the Netherlands (NGT) will reveal that the
form as well as the basic function is the same in the two modalities.
Pointing is best described as the extension of one or more selected
fingers that project a line into space, indicating a location. All pointing is
directed at a location, whether or not this location is occupied by
something, and whether or not the location or the object occupying the
location is the intended referent of the pointing. As for the interpretation
of pointing, I will argue that three constraints play a role in determining
the intended referent: referents are sought in the surrounding space of
the sender and the addressee, referents are more likely to be objects
than locations, and linguistic information is crucial in the interpretation of
pointing. Inspection of the possible forms and interpretations of pointing
lead to four possible pointing constructions: (i) pointing to a location to
refer to that location; (ii) pointing to an object to refer to that object; (iii)
pointing to an object to refer to another object; (iv) pointing to an empty
location to refer to an (absent) object. A corpus of pointing signs in Sign
Language of the Netherlands and a corpus of pointing gestures in
spoken Dutch were compared, and all four constructions were found in
both corpora, albeit in different frequencies. However, a main distinction
between pointing signs and pointing gestures was found in the fourth
construction, pointing to an empty location to refer to an absent object.

"#! !
Such a pointing can be either pointing to an imaginary object in a mental
or narrative space, in which case the location is motivated (not random),
or it can be pointing to an empty location in surrounding space in order
to localize a discourse referent for the purpose of future (anaphoric)
reference. In this case the location is not motivated. A difference
between pointing in sign language and spoken language can be
observed in this latter function.

!
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Chapter 1
Introduction
!
In 1880, while education of the deaf in Europe and America was already
based on a signing system, Abbe Giulio Tarra, the president of the Milan
Conference, spoke the following words (Lane 1984:391-394):
“Gesture is not the true language of man which suits the dignity of
his nature. Gesture, instead of addressing the mind, addresses the
imagination and the senses. Moreover, it is not and never will be the
language of society… Thus, for us it is an absolute necessity to
prohibit that language and to replace it with living speech, the only
instrument of human thought…(p.391) […] Oral speech is the sole
power that can rekindle the light God breathed into man when, giving
him a soul in a corporeal body, he gave him also a means of
understanding, of conceiving, and of expressing himself… While on
the one hand, mimic signs are not sufficient to express the fullness
of thought, on the other hand they enhance and glorify fantasy and
all the faculties of the sense of imagination… The fantastic language
of signs exalts the senses and foments the passions, whereas
speech elevates the mind much more naturally, with calm, prudence
and truth and avoids the danger of exaggerating the sentiment
expressed and provoking harmful mental impressions.(p.394)”
The aim of the Milan Conference was to discuss the status of sign
language. Sign language was considered an inferior manner of
communication and should therefore not be used by or taught to deaf
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people. Sign language was considered to be nothing but a gestural
system, similar to the co-speech gestures used by hearing people while
speaking. Now, more than a hundred-and-thirty years later, sign linguists
have revealed the grammar of sign language and it is no longer seen as
a gestural system without linguistic status. At the same time, we know
much more about gesture as well.
Since Classical Antiquity, people have studied the gestures that
speakers produce while speaking. In those early days people also
acknowledged the importance of these gestures for discourse (mainly in
relation to rhetoric). However, their attitudes toward gestures varied. One
of the most complete discussions of gestures in ancient times can be
found in the eleventh part of Institutio oratoria by Marcus Fabius
Quintilianus, written in the first century AD. He divided speech into two
components: Voice, and Movement (gestus) and provided an elaborate
explanation about the body parts that can be used for this ‘gestus’.
According to Quintilianus, both voice and gesture are of great
significance to the discourse.
In the sixteenth century this work convinced the public speakers
that gesture was of great importance to speech craft and, moreover, that
gestures could be taught. On the one hand, the upper class of society
used the skill of gesturing as an indication of a high social position. On
the other hand, the work of Bonifacio (1616) and Bulwer (1644)
suggested that gesture might be a universal language innate to humans
that could solve the confusion that spoken languages of different
cultures might bring about.
This view was picked up by philosophers of the eighteenth
century. Still, the focus was not on the relation between speech and
gestures, but on gestures as an autonomous phenomenon and possibly
a universal language. From this point of view Abbé Charles-Michel de
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l’Epée started to construct a sign language together with deaf French
people.
By the end of the nineteenth century, the phenomenon of
gesticulation had received much attention, which led to a greater
understanding of the nature and significance of gestures. However, in
the beginning of the twentieth century the interest in gesture research
declined. The use of sign language was prohibited during the Milan
Conference and in the first half of the century gesticulation was seen as
a social convention, which no longer made it a plausible candidate for a
universal underlying language. Finally, gesture research was no longer
considered interesting due to lack of a theoretical framework.
Then, gesture received renewed interest in the field of
psychology and linguistics in the second half of the twentieth century. At
first, the focus was on gesture only, and its link to speech was not yet a
topic of discussion. Kendon (1972) was the first to argue for a nonarbitrary relation between speech and body movements “as if the speech
production process is manifested in two forms of activity simultaneously:
in the vocal organs and also in the bodily movement, particularly in
movements of the hands and arms” (Kendon 1972:205). From then on
more and more research was done on the link between gesture and
speech. For instance, Lock, Young, Service & Chandler (1990:42-55)
noted that “language replaces gesture as the main communicative
channel”. However, ‘replacing’ is perhaps not the most appropriate term.
Research has repeatedly shown that the link between gesture
and speech is very tight. Kelly, Özyürek & Maris (2010:261) argue that
“gesture influences the processing of speech, speech influences the
processing of gesture, and this integration is mandatory”. Kelly et al.
(2010) showed people a video with a prime, for instance a person
chopping vegetables, and then presented them with? a target. The types
of targets were as follows:

!
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Speech: CHOP; gesture: CHOP
Speech: CHOP; gesture: CUT
Speech: CHOP; gesture: TWIST
Speech: CUT; gesture: CHOP
Speech: TWIST; gesture: CHOP
Participants had to decide whether or not there was a relation between
the prime and the target. This resulted in participants being slower with
incongruent targets (either gesture or speech) and, importantly, this
effect was bidirectional. According to Kelly et al. (2010) this shows that
“gesture and speech combine to form a composite signal in
communication” (also see McNeill 1992; 2000, Clark 2003, Kita 2003a,
Kita & Özyürek 2003, Lascarides & Stone 2009, McNeill & Duncan
2000).
Another argument for the integration of gesture in the linguistic
system comes from quotations. Clark and Gerrig (1990) argue that a
speaker cannot only quote spoken utterances from another person, but
also their vocal and manual gestures and other bodily behaviours like
facial expressions. They give examples of quotations where the speaker
introduces the quotation with a matrix subject and quotation verb, but the
quotation does not contain spoken material but gestural material, like in
(1) or vocal gestures, like in (2).
(1) I got out of the car, and I just [demonstration of turning around
and bumping his head on an invisible telephone pole] (Clark &
Gerrig 1990:782)
(2) The car engine went [brmbrm], and we were off (Hudson 1985,
cited in Clark & Gerrig 1990:781)
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Examples (1) and (2) show that vocal and manual gestures are
embedded in the frame of a matrix subject and a quotation verb in the
1

same way as ‘normal’ utterances are. Wilcox (2004:138) also notes that
gestures in “co-speech contexts [...] are component elements in
composite (albeit cross-modal) symbolic structures”. Gestures may not
combine to larger components within their own modality, but they do
combine to larger wholes in combination with speech.
When discourse participants are not allowed to speak, gesture is
used in a much more productive and systematic way. This indicates that
when the dominant modality, speech, is switched off, and gesture is
solely responsible for communicating the message, it takes on more
language-like properties. Gershkoff-Stowe and Goldin-Meadow (2002)
showed that when hearing native English speakers were asked to
describe short video clips of a moving and a stationary object without
making use of spoken language, the general pattern that emerged was
Stationary object (‘object’) – Moving object (‘subject’) – Action (‘verb’).
This pattern is different from the general word order in English and
emerged in a very short period of time. This indicates that gesture, when
it is made the dominant modality, is very apt to take on linguistic
properties; after all, a consistent order of semantic elements emerged. If
it is not the dominant modality, gesture follows the word order pattern in
speech (Gershkoff-Stowe & Goldin-Meadow 2002).
There is still much unclarity as to why we use co-speech
gestures. Gullberg (2006) has shown that participants continued to
gesture when a screen was placed between the speaker and the
addressee. Bavelas, Gerwing, Sutton & Prevost (2008) compared
gestures between conditions of face-to-face discourse, talking on the

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Also see Cormier, Schembri & Woll (2013) for a more elaborated discussion on

this topic in relation to sign language.
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telephone, and talking into a voice-recorder and found that gestures
occurred in each condition. The fact that people continue to gesture
while the addressee cannot perceive these gestures is an indication that
gestures are not only used for the purpose of communication. However,
both Gullberg (2006) and Bavelas et al. (2008; also see Bavelas, Chovil,
Coates & Roe 1995) also found that dialogue and visibility have a
significant effect on the quantity of co-speech gesturing and the type of
gesturing. Bavelas et al. (2008) argue that the occurrence of co-speech
gesture is primarily based on dialogue and visibility conditions and is
therefore mainly for the benefit of the addressee.
In summary, the recognition of co-speech gestures as more than
a social convention received a lot of attention, Particularly in combination
with the (linguistic) status of sign languages. However, even nowadays,
much remains unclear, especially concerning the case of pointing.
Pointing is used in both sign language and spoken language, but the
question is whether pointing signs and pointing gestures have the same
form and interpretation throughout the two types of languages, that is, as
gestures that co-occur with spoken language and as signs that are part
of sign language. The aim of this study is to investigate this question by
comparing pointing gestures in spoken Dutch and pointing signs in Sign
Language of the Netherlands (NGT). In this dissertation pointing refers
to manual pointing performed by the hands, although other forms of
pointing are possible as well (e.g. head (nods), eye gaze, lips; see e.g.
Enfield 2001).
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1.1 Controversy: the relationship between gesture and sign
When comparing gesture and sign, the division is made, roughly
speaking, between bodily movements that are a fixed form-meaning pair
(mostly referred to as signs) and bodily movements that are not fixed in
either form or meaning (gestures). Whereas signs are part of the lexicon
of the sign language, gesture is considered to be paralinguistic, which
implies a strong relationship with the linguistic elements in language
(McNeill 1992, Kendon 2004).
The term gesture is not only reserved for manual movements.
Okrent (2002) defines a modality-free notion of gesture, which describes
gesture as not conventionalized and co-produced with a linguistic signal,
created in the context of the narrative. This implies that gesture does not
only co-occur with speech but with sign as well. The gesture can be
manual, but also non-manual. In the case of non-manual gesture in
spoken language, Okrent (2002) illustrates this with the following
example: ‘it was a loooooong time’, which is highly iconic for the length
of a situation but it does not affect the comprehensibility of the utterance.
This means that speakers can combine spoken linguistic units with
spoken gestures. The very same thing is probably going on with manual
signs and manual gestures (also see Duncan 2005). Liddell (2003)
argues that paralinguistic elements and linguistic elements can be fully
integrated in one symbol in certain constructions. Therefore, Liddell
(2003) prefers not to talk about ‘paralinguistic’ since these elements
need to be present and the language cannot be fully analyzed without
incorporating the gradient gestures in this analysis.
When we speak about manual gesture, it is difficult to distinguish
between gesture and sign in sign language. After all, the same
articulators are used for both signs and gestures in sign language, while
in spoken language, manual gestures are performed in the visual
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modality and are therefore easily distinguishable from linguistic elements
that are made in the spoken modality. The key for distinguishing the two
appears to be the contradiction between categorical and gradient
elements in the linguistic stream (Liddell 2003; Duncan 2005). Linguistic
signs are supposed to be categorical, while gestures are gradient
elements. However, the possibility of having gradient overlays on
categorical forms in sign language also leaves the possibility that a sign
does not need to be completely categorical; one part of it can be
gradient or ‘paralinguistic’ as well. For example, Duncan (2005) focuses
on classifier hand shapes, which, when modified, are influenced by the
discourse context. That is, the shape of the morpheme is altered by the
discourse context on the spot.
Several sign linguists have discussed the matter of gesture in sign
languages (e.g. Liddell & Metzger 1998, Emmorey 1999, Kendon 2008,
Duncan 2005, Sandler 2003, Schembri, Jones & Burnham 2005) and
have shown that not all manual movements are linguistic. In the case of
pointing, the issue of linguistic versus gestural aspect of the sign has
played an important role. In the case of spoken language, a pointing
gesture is produced with the hands, which is clearly distinct from the
words that are uttered. A pointing hand is in no way similar to all of the
other morphemes that are found in spoken languages and is therefore
quite easily labelled as ‘gestural’. In sign language, on the other hand,
the pointing hand that is most often involved in pointing can be
considered a morpheme. As Liddell (2003) has argued, there are
commonalities in all of the different instances of pointing, which mainly
concern the configuration of the pointing hand and the movement pattern
involved. However, a problematic issue is the directionality of the
pointing hand, which changes from instance to instance. As Braun
(1996) also noted, the act of pointing itself is not context-dependent, but
the directionality of the pointing hand is. Since there are infinitely many
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directions in space toward which the pointing hand can be directed, the
directionality of the pointing signs is gradient instead of categorical.
Signs that “are gradient are paralinguistic” (Liddell 2003:71), that is, are
not specified in a lexical representation. Thus, one part of the pointing
sign has to be lexical while the other part is gestural.
In the next two subsections, I will address some of the research
that has been done on pointing signs (section 1.1.1) and on pointing
gestures (section 1.1.2).
1.1.1 The status of pointing signs
Baker-Shenk and Cokely (1980) described the meaning of pointing signs
in ASL as follows: “when a signer points with a ‘1’-hand shape to
him/herself, it means ‘I/me’. When a signer points to the person she is
talking with, the point means ‘you’. When the signer points to another
person, it means ‘he/him’ or ‘she/her’. Pointing at a thing means ‘it’.
Pointing to a place (e.g. the building behind the addressee) means
‘there’. Pointing down to the ‘ground’ means ‘here’” (Baker-Shenk &
Cokely 1980:206). As Meier (1990) also noted, the question is not
whether pointing signs, which occur in sign language discourse, can lead
to the interpretations that Baker-Shenk & Cokely (1980) describe.
Instead, the question is whether these pointing signs are lexical forms,
and if not, how pointing signs are different from other (lexical) signs. This
remains an important, and yet unsolved, issue in sign language
research.
Lexicalized signs are those that are fully conventionalized in the
sign language lexicon (Johnston & Schembri 2007) in such a way that it
is “pre-agreed that X stands for Y” (Johnston & Ferrara 2012). In sign
language the 1-hand shape, which is most often used for pointing, is a
very productive hand shape that occurs in many one- and two-handed
lexicalized
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signs.

Some

examples

are

given

in

Figure

1.
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HANDICAPPED

TO-INTEND

MOTHER

TO-MEET

ONE

Figure 1 The 1-hand shape in several NGT signs
The signs that are represented in Figure 1 can all be specified based on
the phonological components hand shape, orientation, location and
movement, as in Table 1.
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Gloss

""!
Hand
shape
1-hand
shape
(two
handed)

Orientation

Location

Movement

Fingertips
downward

Neutral
space

Repeated
downward

TO-INTEND

1-hand
shape

Fingertip
towards chin

Head

Forward

TO-MEET

1-hand
shape
(two
handed)

Fingertips
upwards

Neutral
space

Towards
other hand

MOTHER

1-hand
shape

Fingertip
leftwards

Head

Left to right

ONE

1-hand
shape

Fingertip
upwards

Neutral
space

No
movement

HANDICAPPED

Table 1 Phonological representations of the NGT signs in Figure 1
The signs in Table 1 can be described by phonological features.
Pointing, on the other hand, is partly conventional and partly contextual,
the contextual part being the dependence on the context for directionality
and interpretation. However, there are pointing signs that appear to be
conventionalized, since they can be described in terms of phonological
features as is shown by the signs in Figure 2, which are described in
Table 2.

!
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EAR

MIND

Figure 2 Use of the 1-hand shape in NGT (CNGT0056, S005, 01:26:338;
CNGT0253, S014, 00:50:320)
Gloss

Hand
shape

Orientation

Location

Movement

EAR

1-hand
shape

Fingertips
towards ear

Ear

No movement

MIND

1-hand
shape

Fingertip
towards temple

Temple

No movement

Table 2 Phonological representations of signs EAR and MIND in
Figure 2
The sign in the first picture of Figure 2 is glossed as EAR. It is articulated
with the 1-hand shape, its location is the head and there is no
movement. However, the orientation of the sign is the tip of the finger,
which could very well be interpreted as indicating the ear. In the second
picture of Figure 6 the sign is glossed as MIND. Although the mind is a
more abstract notion than the ear, the mind is generally (and culturally)
understood to be located inside the head. Thus, the orientation of the
fingertips could indicate the mind as an absolute location, similar to

!
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pointing at a book that is lying on the table to indicate the book. Signs
that are labelled as EAR, MIND or NOSE, EYE, KIDNEY and the like are
specified for location (also see Greftegreff 1992 and De Vos 2012). The
specification of a stable location changes the status of pointing signs to
fully conventionalized signs (Johnston & Schembri 2007). Therefore, we
could say that pointing signs with lexicalized locations have become
lexical signs, whose function is not to determine spatial information of
the location or entity that they are indicating: the location specification is
now part of the sign. This is in contrast with pointing signs that do not
have a stable location specification, which is exactly the issue that has
led to much debate concerning the status of pointing signs, as will
become clear in the remainder of this section.
In discourse, pointing signs are commonly understood to
establish reference. Sign languages have pointing and no additional
linguistic forms that can be considered the equivalents of personal
pronouns in spoken language.! If the referent is physically present in the
here-and-now of the actual discourse situation, the signer directs a
pointing sign towards the referent. If the referent is not physically present
the signer uses a location in space to establish the referent in order to be
able to refer back to the referent later on in the discourse. When
compared to spoken languages, pointing signs (to either present or
absent referents) are usually considered to be the personal pronouns of
sign language (e.g. Stokoe, Casterline & Croneberg 1965, Baker-Shenk
& Cokely 1980, Lillo-Martin & Klima 1990, Pfau 2011, Berenz 2000,
Aliba!i" & Wilbur 2006, Bos 1995, Cormier 2012, Neidle, Kegl,
Maclaughlin, Bahan & Lee 2000; Meir 2003). However, since the
directionality of the pointing finger depends on the physical location of
the referent (who is either present or absent) in the space in front of the
sender’s body, this yields an infinite number of pronouns in the sign
language grammar, one for each location that the signer can point to

!
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(Lillo-Martin and Klima 1990). The alternative is that there is no person
marking in the pronominal system of sign language at all, as has been
proposed by Liddell (2000), Lillo-Martin and Klima (1990) and Sandler
and Lillo-Martin (2006). McBurney (2002) has a similar perspective and
argues that pointing signs lack person marking altogether and are
therefore better characterised as demonstratives. Neidle et al. (2000), on
the other hand, propose that sign language has a more fine-grained third
person distinction than spoken languages. In their framework, locations
in space are associated with person-features, which can be indicated by
a pointing sign.
Still, there is an apparent asymmetry between the different
pointing signs. Reference to the addressee and other participants is
located in the signing space in front of the signer’s body, but reference to
the signer is always done by pointing towards the signer’s body.
Moreover, the place on the body that the self-pointing is directed at,
seems to be determined by cultural convention: in most sign languages,
it is the chest, but in Japanese Sign Language, it is the nose (which is
probably ‘copied’ from Japanese non-signers, who also point at their
nose to refer to the self; McBurney 2002). Moreover, according to Meier
(1990), the first person singular form is completely phonologically
compositional, the first person possessive and first person plural have
distinct hand shapes and a default location on the chest, and pointing at
the chest can refer to another person than the signer herself in role-shift.
These characteristics of self-referring have led many researchers to
assume a first-nonfirst person distinction in sign language (Meier 1990,
Meir 2003, Engberg-Pedersen 1993, Cormier 2007, De Vos 2012). In
these accounts second and third person are taken together.
Despite this tradition, some recent accounts have maintained a
distinction between second and third person reference. According to
Berenz (2002) and Aliba!i" & Wilbur (2006) eye-gaze, chest, head and
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hand co-ordination can fill in the missing distinction between second and
third person. In the so-called body coordinates model, alignment of eye
gaze and hand orientation indicates second person, while misalignment,
i.e. the hand pointing somewhere differently from the direction of eye
gaze, indicates third person. However, these alignment facts may well
be explained in terms of a much more general conversational maxim:
always look at the person you are addressing (Maier, de Schepper &
Zwets, 2013). Kita (2003b) showed that similar patterns of alignment and
misalignment of eye gaze, torso orientation, and pointing are found in
hearing non-signers when they gesture (Kita 2003b).
Besides this specific pronominal use of pointing signs,
researchers have looked at other functions of pointing signs as well.
Pointing signs are embedded in the signing stream, which according to
Meier (1990) makes pointing signs subject to the syntactic distribution of
the sign language. For instance, pointing signs can take the position of
subject or object in the sentence, as in Example (3), Figure 3, where the
pointing sign directed at the signer fills the subject position in the
sentence and the pointing sign directed at the addressee fills the position
of indirect object (the direct object is dropped). This also becomes
apparent from the directionality of the sign meaning ‘ask’.
(3) PT:signer s-ASK-a PT:addressee

2

‘I ask you’

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
#!PT:signer indicates the occurrence of a pointing sign, with the referent signer. It
does not mean that the pointing sign means ‘signer’, but the annotation is simply
to clarify the intended referent of the pointing sign.!
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PT:signer

s-ASK-a

PT:addressee

Figure 3 Pointing signs embedded in a sign language utterance. The first
pointing sign in subject position, the second one in indirect object
position (CNGT0253, S013, 01:05:210)
Another frequently observed phenomenon concerning pointing signs is
pronoun copy (e.g. Bos 1995). With pronoun copy, the signer repeats
her pointing sign at the end of the utterance as in Example (4), Figure 4
(in which the object is dropped).
(4) PT:signer KNOW PT:signer
‘I know’

PT:signer

KNOW

PT:signer

Figure 4 Pronoun copy, the second pointing sign is a ‘copy’ of the first
one (CNGT0245, S014, 00:40:008)
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Bos (1995) argues that the copy is a strategy to identify the subject of a
clause, as opposed to the object (however, see Crasborn, van der Kooij,
Ros & de Hoop (2009) who argue that the pronoun copy expresses
agreement with the topic of the sentence). According to Bos (1995),
identifying this index as a copy could explain the ‘free’ word order in
NGT, allowing subjects to occur at the beginning or end of an utterance.
A copy implies that there is always a subject in subject position, but this
can be expressed as a null subject. In this case, the copy at the end of
the sentence remains. Bos (1995) gives another, more pragmatic,
explanation for pronoun copy as well, namely the properties of the
pointing sign. Since an unstressed pointing sign in fluent signing can be
very difficult to perceive, the pronoun copy increases the chances that
the addressee actually perceives the pointing sign.
Neidle et al. (2000) have argued that pointing signs can function as
determiners or locatives depending on their position within the
determiner phrase. While Baker-Shenk and Cokely (1980) assume a
strict noun-pronoun order, Neidle et al. (2000) argue that a prenominal
pointing sign functions as a definite determiner, as in Example (5),
Figure 5, while a postnominal pointing sign functions as a locative
adverbial, providing information about the location of the referent,
without affecting the definiteness of the noun.
(5) PT:colleague COLLEAGUE INFLUENCE #NGT SIGN
‘Colleagues influenced my NGT signing’
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PT:colleague

#NGT

COLLEAGUE

INFLUENCE

TO-SIGN

Figure 5 Prenominal pointing sign, that functions as a definite determiner
(CNGT0245, S013, 01:15:306)
Pointing signs can also occur both prenominally and postnominally
within one DP, which according to Neidle et al. (2000) indicates the
location of a definite noun. When there is a pointing sign but no noun,
the pointing sign has a pronominal function. Zimmer & Patschke (1991)
argue that pointing signs in ASL function as a type of determiner, since
their informants stated that they use pointing signs in nouns and noun
phrases because they ‘specify’ the noun. However, the status of preand postnominal pointing signs is a matter of debate: others have
argued that there is no significant difference in the use of either pre- or
postnominal pointing signs (Wilbur 1979).
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Furthermore, pointing signs can be used to refer back to earlier
established locations in space (created locations, Bos 1993). The status
of these locations is controversial. Some have argued that the spatial
locations in the signing space that ‘stand for’ referents, constitute overt
cases of phi-features (Neidle et al. 2000). Others argue that the locations
do not pre-exist in the sign language grammar (Greftegreff 1992). If the
latter point of view is correct, the directionality of the pointing signs has
to be, as Liddell (2003) already pointed out, gestural. In this sense,
pointing signs do not differ from the pointing gestures that co-occur with
spoken language, which will be discussed in section 1.1.2.
1.1.2 Research on pointing gestures
In gesture research, co-speech gestures are often categorized in
accordance to the semantic relation they have to the speech content
with which the gesture occurred. Enfield (2009: 190) notes that “people
are seldom in doubt as to whether a particular hand movement is
intended to be part of an accompanying utterance (e.g. pointing or
making an iconic gesture) or has nothing to do with it (e.g. scratching
one’s nose).”
David McNeill’s (1992) categorization of co-speech gesture is
one of the most widely accepted categorizations. The five types of
gesture that McNeill distinguishes are iconics, metaphorics, cohesives,
beats, and deictics.
Iconics bear a close formal relationship to the semantic content
of the speech with which they coincide. The speaker is performing the
activity or is representing the object he is talking about in his speech
physically and the gesture movement coincides with that part of the
utterance that indicates the same meaning and provides more specific
information about the way the action is performed than is indicated by
the words.
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Metaphorics are like iconics in that they are pictorial, but they refer to an
abstract idea rather than to a concrete object or event. The gesture thus
represents an abstraction as being something concrete, representing
something ‘invisible’ as an image.
Cohesives serve to tie together thematically related but
temporally separated parts of the discourse. They depend on repeating
or holding the same gesture form, movement, or locus in the gesture
space. Because of this consistency cohesives indicate continuity.
Beats are formed when the hand moves along with the
rhythmical pulsation of the speech (it could also be a once-only
movement). A beat tends to have the same form regardless of the
content. The movement is short and quick and is often made in the
periphery of the gesture space.
The common factor in these types of gestures is that they
depend on speech for their interpretation. Moreover, as de Schepper
(2013) has noted, gesture has an auxiliary status in spoken language,
which means that not every sentence in spoken language requires the
use of gestures. Speech apparently has evolved into the dominant form
of communication for hearing language users, due to factors such as
less energy requirements, the possibility to communicate in darkness
and at a distance, and the possibility to communicate and use tools at
the same time (Gentilucci and Corballis, 2006)
The final category of gesture types in McNeill’s categorization is
the deictic. These gestures are used to indicate persons, objects and
locations in the world. Deictics, or pointing gestures, are different from
the other types of gestures since they appear to have a more stable
shape and have a meaning that is so distinguishable that they can even
occur without speech. As Pfau (2011:144) notes “some utterances
simply

cannot

be

interpreted

without

taking

into

account

accompanying pointing gestures”. For instance, consider (6):
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(6) I’ve read [that book] and [that book] (while pointing first at one
book and then at another)
The distinguishing elements in (6) are the pointing gestures (indicated by
square brackets) to two different books and not the linguistic descriptions
(that book), which is the same for both referents. In this case the pointing
gestures provide a significant source of information for the interpretation
of (6) (De Ruiter & Wilkins 1998; Enfield, Kita & de Ruiter 2007).
Haviland (2000) states that deictic gestures do not merely
accompany the referring expressions, but can even replace them.
Cormier et al. (2013) give some examples of how pointing gestures can
sometimes be used to fill the same slots as pronouns:
(7) Pointing gesture substitutes for a noun or pronoun to be more
specific
Question: Who are you looking for?
Answer: <pointing gesture to person>
(8) Pointing gesture substitutes for a noun or a pronoun to be more
appropriate
Are you looking for <points head in direction of person>?
Gesture and speech express different aspects of the same message in
communication, based on an underlying mental representation. Pointing
does not only relate to speech, speech relates to pointing as well, since
they both originate from an underlying representation of the referent that
is to be expressed. That is, pointing has a communicative function, the
same as speech. Bejarano (2011) argued that pointing that is observed
with primates has no communicative intention (also see Povinelli, Bering
& Giambrone 2003). Instead, they seem to be similar to grasping
movements in order to obtain an object. While primates seem to be
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unable to perform pointing the ‘human way’, babies start pointing even
before

their

first

birthday

(Butterworth

2003).

Although

still

underdeveloped in locomotion, the hand shape is similar to the one used
in index finger pointing by adults. Butterworth (2003) observed
vocalizations and the control of the addressee’s attention while the
babies were pointing, which indicates the communicative intend of the
pointing act. When babies perceive a pointing gesture, it “serves not only
to individuate the object, but also to authorize the link between the object
and speech from the baby’s perspective” (Butterworth 2003:29).
McNeill (2003) shows that pointing can be used to refer to nonpresent entities as well. In this case the object that the speaker is
pointing at is not present, but imagined. McNeill adopts a term proposed
by Bühler (1982) Phantasma, which indicates the creation of a target
once the pointing gesture is directed to it.
Some have analyzed pointing gestures as more complex entities
as well. Kendon (2004) argued that the use of the open hand versus
index finger (in various forearm rotations) leads to (pragmatic) meaning
differences. Wilkins (2003) has shown that Arrernte children (in the north
of Australia) learn to use different hand shapes for different types of
referents. Based on his findings, Wilkins (2003) argues that pointing has
different physical forms and semantic features cross-culturally. Cormier
et al. (2013) conclude that “form varies with function in pointing gestures
as well, although it is unclear how systematic this is”.
The use of both pointing signs and gestures would be pointless
if they were not directed to locations in space that are relevant to the
ongoing discourse. In fact, the referent of a pointing sign or gesture can
only be determined by taking both the linguistic and spatial context into
account. Determining what exactly a pointing gesture or sign refers to is
a complicated task. The addressee needs to not only focus on the
pointing sign or gesture, but also has to consider the physical
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surroundings of the discourse situation, the message that is encoded
linguistically by either speech or signing, prior information that occurred
in the present discourse, and information that can be derived from
general knowledge as well. Analyzing the interpretation of pointing
gestures and pointing signs in terms of mental spaces could reveal
different degrees of complexity in the types of construction in which they
occur.

1.2 The interpretation of pointing in mental spaces
Face-to-face communication is the first and most basic setting of
language use. Languages evolved, and continue to evolve, through the
direct interplay between users (e.g. Lyons 1977; Clark 1996; Pickering &
Garrod 2004; Lascarides and Stone 2009; Bejarano 2011). The two
people who are necessarily present in face-to-face communication are
the sender and the addressee. In order to communicate they have to
interact and understand each other. While interacting, they can describe
the world of the here-and-now of their discourse situation or talk about
things that are remote from the current physical surroundings. In order to
do so they have to keep track of the referents, which are introduced into
the discourse, and also of the other person’s representations and
understanding of the message. However, since the sender and the
addressee are not the same person, an utterance creates at least two
contexts (or representations of understanding): the one of the sender
and that of the addressee (Johnson-Laird 1983). As long as these two
contexts are similar (to a certain degree) successful communication is
possible.
In the theory of Mental Spaces (Johnson-Laird 1983; Fauconnier
1994; Liddell 2003) different types of information are represented by
different spaces. In order for communication to be successful, the
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spaces of the sender and of the addressee need not be identical, but
must be similar enough so that the representations can be aligned, in
terms of Pickering and Garrod (2004). This is a complicated task for the
addressee: she has to not only interpret the signal based on her own
understanding, but also has to take into consideration the possible
intention of the sender. Mental Space Theory is based on the idea that a
sender constructs a semantic structure from a mental space. As a
consequence, the addressee has to decode the language signal to
construct mental spaces that are similar to those of the sender. Since
the physical act of pointing is always performed in the here-and-now of
the actual discourse, it directly links to the mental space the sender has
constructed from the discourse space that she is located in. In the most
straightforward case of pointing, the conceptual entity, which is encoded
by the language signal, is directly perceivable in the here-and-now of the
discourse situation. However, in many instances of communication, such
a one-to-one mapping is not possible, for instance in the situation of
someone pointing at a location to refer to someone who is not present
anymore.
Bühler (1982) in his discussion on the deictic field, distinguishes
three types of deictic elements: demonstratio ad oculos, anaphora and
deixis ad phantasma. The first type refers directly to the physical hereand-now of the discourse participants. The second type refers language
internally, i.e., to a previously established linguistic antecedent. The third
type refers to physical elements that are not in the here-and-now of the
discourse participants but are imagined by the speaker as being so.
Okrent (2002, p. 183) argued: “in gestures of abstract deixis, speakers
establish loci for elements of the discourse by pointing to the empty
space in front of them. Like signers, they point to the same spatial locus
when talking about the entity that they have established there, but unlike
signers, they are not required to do so consistently. This is due to the
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fact that the speech is carrying most of the communicative content,
leaving more room for referential errors in the gesture.” Thus, it is not
impossible for speakers to use empty locations in the space in front of
them; just because gesturers are not required to refer back to locations
consistently does not mean they can’t or never do. However, a
difference might be expected between some of the pointing gestures and
pointing signs, namely those that are directed to empty locations. As
mentioned above, gestures have an auxiliary status to spoken language.
When it comes to referring to absent entities, speakers are more likely to
use, for instance, pronouns instead of pointing gestures. Moreover, while
pointing signs occur within sign language and can receive both deictic
and anaphoric interpretations, pointing gestures co-occur with spoken
language and seem to be always interpreted deictically. When speakers
are pointing at empty locations, most research has indicated that some
sort of imagined referent is ‘present’, which is not necessarily the case
for sign language. The research discussed above has also shown that it
takes spoken language should be absent for gesture to take on
language like properties, So, even though we know that pointing in sign
and spoken language is very similar in shape and possibly also in their
basic function a difference in the complexity of the use of pointing signs
and gestures in actual discourse might be expected. However, this is not
an uncontroversial statement. Cormier, Schembri and Woll (2013) have
noted for example: "The abstract use of space with pointing gestures is
common, i.e. various meanings may be assigned to different locations in
space and then those locations referred to anaphorically by means of
further pointing gestures (Gullberg, 1998; McNeill, 2003; McNeill et al.,
1993)" (Cormier, Schembri & Woll, 2013, pg. 234-5). The aim of my
dissertation is to further explore the similarities as well as the differences
between pointing signs and pointing gestures as they are used in the
Netherlands in respectively Sign Language of the Netherlands and
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spoken Dutch. Directly comparing a spoken and signed language used
in the same country allows us to steer away from cultural differences
between countries.

1.3 Outline of the dissertation
A pointing sign or gesture might be performed with a 1 hand shape, B
hand shape (see p. 24) and other hand shapes, the palm may be
oriented upwards, downwards, leftwards, rightwards, away from or
towards the signer depending on the location of the entity she is
indicating, the hand may be localized on the upper body, head, weak
hand or in neutral space depending on the location of the entity it is
indicating and the hand may move into space depending on pragmatic
factors like emphasis and disambiguation. In Chapter 2 I will discuss the
variation in surface forms of pointing signs and gesture and I will
propose one basic feature that binds all pointing signs and gestures
together: the projected line. Although pointing could be described in
isolation, its real value only becomes apparent when it is used in
discourse. I will argue that pointing is always directed to a location. This
creates a dichotomy between object and location (there can be an actual
object in space or not, but there is always a location) and between
location and referent, leading to four types of construction that involve
pointing: a sender can point to an actual object to refer to that object, a
sender can point to an actual object to refer to another object or concept,
a sender can point to a location to refer to that location or the sender can
point at an empty location to refer to an object or concept that is not
present in the actual discourse situation.
The interpretation of each of these pointing constructions will be
analyzed as a process of optimization guiding the addressee to the
intended referent of the pointing within the discourse. Three constraints
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will be argued to play a crucial role in the interpretation of pointing signs
and gestures: (i) STAY LOCAL, a constraint that requires addressees to
interpret the pointing to be directed at an actually present location or
object; (ii) REFOBJECT, a constraint that favours pointing to refer to an
entity over pointing to refer to a location; (iii) CONNECT, the most
important one of the three constraints, which requires the addressee to
connect the interpretation of a pointing to the linguistic element that cooccurs with the pointing.
Chapter 3 focuses on pointing signs in Sign Language of the
Netherlands and Chapter 4 discusses pointing gestures. For the purpose
of the analyses in Chapter 4 I have collected gesture data, referred to as
the Radboud Corpus of Dutch Gestures. Although all four types of
constructions occur with pointing signs as well as pointing gestures, I
expect there to be a difference in the frequency and interpretation of the
fourth type of pointing construction, in which the sender points to an
empty location in order to refer to an object that is not actually present in
the real space. Besides pointing to a referent that is located in a mental
or narrative space, Bühler’s (1982) deixis ad phantasma, this
construction can also be used to refer to the location in the surrounding
space itself in order to localize a discourse referent without linking it to a
narrative space. As will be discussed in Chapter 4, the pointing gestures
in my data that were directed to empty locations are only used to refer to
objects that are not present in the here-and-now when these referents
are imagined to be present in a mental or narrative space. Pointing
signs, however, also referred to localized discourse referents. It turns out
that the constructions in which pointing signs occur in sign language are
highly similar to pointing gestures that co-occur with speech for the
greater part, but there is one function of pointing signs that pointing
gestures apparently do not share.
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Chapter 2
Form and interpretation of pointing
In both gesture and sign language research the use of the index finger in
pointing

has

been

extensively

described

(e.g.

Bejarano

2011;

Butterworth 2003; Cormier 2012; Kendon 2004; van der Kooij, Crasborn
& Ros 2006; Morris 1977; Pfau 2011; Povinelli & Davis 1994; Schembri,
McKee, McKee, Pivac, Johnston & Goswell 2009; Woodward 1982;
Zwets 2009a; De Vos 2012). In this chapter I will first discuss the formal
aspects of pointing signs and pointing gestures and I will argue that
there is one feature that all instances of pointing have in common: a
projected line, whose function is to indicate a location. This location is
what a pointing hand points at. Even when a sender seems to be
pointing at an entity (either visible or not), this entity is located in space,
and therefore all pointing signs and gestures can be defined in terms of
the location that is pointed at. The projected line is indeed the one
feature that can generalize over all variation that occurs in pointing. As
such, pointing can be defined independently from its use in actual
discourse. Second, the use or interpretation of pointing signs and
gestures will be discussed, that is the kind of reference they establish in
discourse. I will argue that, although the core function of pointing is to
indicate a location, addressees will assume that the sender is referring
(directly or indirectly) to the object rather than to the location itself,
unless there is linguistic evidence to the contrary. A sender can point to
a location to refer to that location, or a sender can point to a location that
is occupied by an actual object to refer to that object. There are two
more complex options as well: a sender can point to a location that is
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occupied by an actual object to refer to a related object or concept, or
the sender can point to a location to refer to an object that is not actually
present in that location. When the object that is referred to is not actually
present in the location pointed at, the pointing can either be interpreted
deictically, but within a narrative (mental) space instead of real space, or
it can be interpreted as an anchor for future reference or it can even be
interpreted anaphorically, in which case it is comparable to a third
person pronoun (a person marker).
I will argue in this chapter that there are three main principles
that guide the interpretation of pointing. The first one is a constraint
which favours pointing to visible entities in the local discourse (i.e.
pointing to the here and now) over pointing to imaginary entities or
concepts. The second constraint is a principle that favours pointing to
‘something’ (i.e., pointing used to refer to an entity, even if the entity is
imaginary) over pointing to ‘somewhere’ (i.e., pointing used to merely
refer to a location). The third constraint requires a match between the
pointing and the linguistic information present.
Before I can develop a model on the interpretation of pointing
signs and gestures, I will examine the formal (i.e., phonological and
morphological) aspects of them. In Section 2.1 I will start with Stokoe et
al.’s (1965) phonological description of pronominal pointing signs. I will
show in Section 2.2 that this description is too specific, and I will discuss
the variation in surface forms, in hand shape, orientation and location, of
pointing signs and gestures. In Section 2.3 I will discuss and define the
notion of a projected line. This line can be ‘drawn’ from the extended
finger in the case of a single finger extension, or from the forearm, in the
case of pointing with a B-hand. In a discourse situation the projected line
is directed to a location in space, and addressees know, or assume, that
when a sender is pointing, the sender is pointing at something (Clark
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2003; 2005). The basic interpretation of pointing may thus be called
deictic. This will be the topic of Section 2.4.
Pointing to a location is of course meaningless without
contextual reality; it can only be interpreted if the sender directs it to
indicate something in the discourse that is relevant to the discourse,
which makes the content of pointing signs and gestures completely
context-dependent, as I will argue in Section 2.5. The interpretation of
pointing signs and gestures in discourse depends on the actual
surroundings as well as on the available linguistic information.
Sometimes, the linguistic context of the pointing can be in conflict with
the physical context. I propose that this conflict is resolved in a process
of optimization. Section 2.6 presents an Optimality Theoretic analysis of
the interpretation in four types of pointing constructions that I have
distinguished: a sender can point to a location to refer to that location, a
sender can point to a location occupied by an actual object to refer to
that object, a sender can point to a location occupied by an actual object
to refer to a different (related) object or concept, or a sender can point to
a location to refer to an object or concept that is not actually present in
that location. Section 2.7 presents a summary and a discussion of
Chapter 2.

2.1 The form of pointing
Stokoe (1960) and Stokoe et al. (1965) were the first to describe
American Sign Language (ASL) signs in terms of compositional features.
They argued that tab (location of the sign), dez (hand shape) and sig
(movement of the sign) are the three aspects that can describe all signs
in ASL. Pointing signs are described as follows:
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“Sig direction is continuously variable over the space in front of
the signer, but once either signer in communication locates the
referent by making the sign subsequent reference will keep this
location.
- [The sign is articulated in zero-tab […]]
- The index finger is straight, and the other fingers are bent.
- The finger orientation is forward, or leftwards and rightwards.
- [The direction of the hand movement is not specified.]”
(Stokoe, Casterline & Croneberg 1965, translation from
Greftegreff 1992)

3

Figure 1 A ‘prototypical’ pointing sign (CNGT0460, S023, 01:38:939)
The description of Stokoe et al. (1965) gives the prototypical surface
form of a pointing sign, as in Figure 1. According to this description the
pointing sign is articulated in neutral space in front of the signer’s body.
When a pointing sign is performed it is the index finger that is used, and
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The examples and pictures in this and subsequent chapters come from the

Radboud Corpus of Dutch Gestures and the Corpus NGT. The sign language
data will be discussed in Section.3.2, Chapter 3 and the gesture data in Section
4.2, Chapter 4.
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the other fingers are bent (folded in a fist). Although Stokoe et al. (1965)
distinguish six different orientations (upwards, downwards, leftwards,
rightwards, towards the signer and away from the signer) in their system,
pointing signs may only be orientated forward, leftwards or rightwards.
Finally, they state that the direction of the hand is not specified.
Importantly, it is possible that the co-speech gestures of hearing
Dutch language users have influenced the pointing signs in NGT. The
variation in the performance of pointing signs could therefore be similar
to the variation in co-speech pointing. In the next section I will discuss
the variation in the formal features of pointing signs and compare this to
what occurs in co-speech pointing.

2.2 Variation in pointing
In order for the sender to start pointing, the hand must be brought into
position first. That is, we must make a distinction between a movement
that is part of the lexical information of the sign and a movement that is
necessary to get the hands in the right position. In gesture research the
terms preparation and retraction are used to indicate transition
movements (e.g. McNeill 1992). The significant and obligatory part of a
gesture is the stroke.
However, applying these stages to instances of pointing is
complicated, since the ‘stroke’ of a pointing sign or gesture is typically
just a hold, if even that, as is illustrated in Figure 2.
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Preparation

Stroke

Retraction

Figure 2 Stages in pointing, with a stroke of one or two video frames
(D4_1, 32:41:910)
Only the middle picture in Figure 2 could be considered to be the stroke
of the pointing gesture. The length of this stroke can range from only a
couple of (milli)second to a couple of seconds (a hold). One known
function of the hold in co-speech gesture is to make online adjustments
to speech-gesture synchrony in order to avoid potential transgressions of
a phonological synchrony rule (Enfield 2009). Transition movements
might not occur from a rest position, as illustrated in Figure 3 where the
pointing sign is preceded by the L-hand shape for the ‘L’ in ‘ASL’.

#L

PT

Figure 3 Transition from previous sign when the hand is already in
position (CNGT0245, S014, 01:20:990)
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Arendsen, van Doorn & de Ridder (2009) investigated when signers start
to recognize (the meaning of) a sign. They found that recognition starts
at the very beginning of the stroke of the (monomorphemic) sign, at on
avarage 220 ms after the start of the stroke. For the present analysis I
consider it to be important to distinguish, at least, between a transitory
movement that is required to bring the hand into position and a
movement that is incorporated into the stroke (i.e. moving the hand
towards an object, for instance to express emphasis).
The articulation of a pointing sign (or any sign or gesture) is
influenced by phonetic factors, such as the previous position of the
hands, the speed of the movement and the length of the stroke. The
significant part of pointing can therefore be short, and moreover it can
occur in many articulatory variations, as will become clear by considering
the hand shape (Section 2.2.1), the location (Section 2.2.2) and the
orientation (Section 2.2.3) of pointing.
2.2.1 Hand shape
In sign language phonology, the hand shape is usually understood as a
combination of finger selection and finger configuration (Brentari, van der
Hulst, van der Kooij & Sandler 1996; van der Kooij 1998). In the model of
Brentari et al. (1996) certain fingers are selected for a hand shape and
only those selected fingers are specified for position (however, see van
der Kooij (1998) for the significance of the unselected fingers in certain
signs). The B-hand shape, 1-hand shape, 5-hand shape and S-hand
shape are all unmarked hand shapes that occur with a high frequency in
sign languages (Battison 1974).
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Figure 4 Unmarked hand shapes in sign language
Out of these four hand shapes, the 1-hand shape seems to be most
suited for indicating locations in our physical surroundings. Even though
the human hand has five fingers that can be extended, it is not a
coincidence that the index finger is used as the default finger in pointing.
Anatomically, the index finger (like the little finger) has its own extension
muscle, as opposed to the ring finger and middle finger. It is physically
impossible to stretch the ring and middle finger as far as the index finger
without extending the other fingers to a certain degree as well (Crasborn
& van der Kooij 2008). In pointing it is important that the finger that is
used stands out (van der Kooij 1998). Woodward (1982) has explored
single finger extension in ten different sign languages and found that
single finger extension is subject to an implicational scale: index finger
extension is the least marked hand shape in the ten sign languages,
while ring finger extension is the most marked. The index finger
extension hand shape is the least marked and most frequently used
hand shape when only one finger is extended (Woodward 1982).
Moreover, the 1-hand shape best represents the extension of a line into
space, which will be discussed in Section 2.3. However, other fingers
may be used as well for pointing, as is illustrated in Figure 5.
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Figure 5 Variation in pointing hand configuration in Sign Language of the
Netherlands
Both semantic motivations and articulatory motivations have been
described to explain the variation in hand configuration. However, it
cannot be ignored that similar variations in hand shape can be found in
pointing gestures, as can be seen in Figure 6. Kendon (2004) described
semantic motivations for hand configuration (and hand orientation, see
next subsection) in pointing gestures.
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Figure 6 Variation in hand shape in co-speech pointing in Dutch
A commonality in all these variations is the use of at least one finger
where this finger is extended to be visible and contrasted. Although
extension would be the basic configuration of the selected finger, in
actual articulation the flexion of the joints at the base of the fingers can
vary, which is due to “the aim to achieve an orientation target with
relatively small articulatory actions of more proximal joints such as the
wrist, forearm, and shoulder” (Crasborn 2003:28).
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2.2.2 Orientation
The term orientation has been defined in two ways in sign language
literature. It can be used to describe the direction of movement of a sign,
for instance directed at the addressee or directed at an object.
Orientation is also used to describe the fingers and the palm. Crasborn
and van der Kooij (1997) argue for relative orientation which describes
the relation of the part of the hand to the place of articulation. Crasborn
and van der Kooij (1997) illustrate the notion of relative orientation with
the sign IDEA in NGT. The citation form of this sign is an extended index
finger, palm facing downwards, touching the temple. However, in the
actual articulation of the sign, the palm can have many different
orientations. The only constant in these variations is the fingertip (part of
the hand) touching (although this is not even always the case) the
temple (place of articulation; also see van der Kooij 1994).
Crasborn and van der Kooij (1997) propose a feature set for the
orientation of signs, one of which is the feature [fingertip(s)]. This feature
would accurately describe the orientation part of pointing, although, as
we will see in Section 2.2.3, there seems to be no predetermined place
of articulation (location). As long as the relative orientation of a pointing
sign is the fingertip(s), variation in palm orientation is accounted for, as is
illustrated in Figure 7. Thus, the relative orientation of pointing signs is
described by the orientation of the fingertip(s).
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Figure 7 Variation in palm orientation in Sign Language of the
Netherlands
The same goes for co-speech pointing gestures. In pointing gestures as
well it is the orientation of the fingertips that overlaps with the orientation
of the pointing gesture, as is illustrated in Figure 8.
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Figure 8 Variation in palm orientation in co-speech pointing in Dutch !
What the discussion above has tried to show is that the representation of
pointing is underspecified: there is a form in the lexical representation of
pointing, specifying only the extension of one or more selected fingers,
with the orientational feature [fingertip(s)]. The question that arises is
thus: how is it possible that we can still identify the act of pointing as
such, if it seems to vary in form from instance to instance?
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2.2.3 Location
According to the description of Stokoe et al. (1965) the location where
the pointing sign is produced is the neutral space in front of the signer’s
body. Liddell and Johnson (1989) divided neutral space in very small
compartments of locations. Later, Liddell (2003) states that even this
extensive system cannot capture all the possible locations of a pointing
sign. Instead, he proposes that the location is something that exists
outside the system (Stokoe et al. (1965) also refer to this as
‘unspecified’). This indeed seems to account better for the variation that
occurs in the location with pointing signs as is illustrated by Figure 9.

Figure 9 Variation in spatial location of the pointing sign in NGT
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Figure 9 shows that the location of a pointing sign cannot simply be
neutral space. Pointing can be directed at the non-dominant hand, at the
chest, to a location behind the signer, et cetera.
Apparently, a signer can indicate any location, and so can hearing
gesturers. Figure 10 shows the variation in location in pointing gestures,
including pointing at the chest, in neutral space, behind the speaker and
at the other (non-dominant) hand.

Figure 10 Variation in spatial location in co-speech pointing in Dutch
Although a phonological representation should not have the intention to
be specific and detailed, leaving open all possible options is the same
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thing as saying that there is no location specified at all. That is, the
phonological representation of a pointing sign remains underspecified. In
fact, the location of a pointing sign or gesture can only be determined by
taking the context into account. Or, the location only comes into
existence when it is indicated by a pointing finger. As Greftegreff (1992)
noted, “the locus should not be conceived simply as the place where the
sign is executed, but as the area which the hands move in relation to.
The locus does not exist prior to the articulation of the sign. On the
contrary, it is established by, and indicated by, the signing action. This
means that the sign must be described independently of one particular
locus value” (Greftegreff 1992:178, also see Liddell 2003). The
difference between lexical signs in sign language and pointing signs is
that the former have stable locations, while the location of the latter is
either an independent morpheme, or a mental construction that arises
from the interpretation process of the pointing sign. Either way, the
phonological description of an instance of pointing itself should not
include a location. In other words, the representation of pointing, is
underspecified: there is a form in the lexical representation of pointing,
specifying only the extension of one or more selected fingers, with the
orientational feature [fingertip(s)]. In this dissertation pointing refers to an
extended (index) finger that is directed to a specific yet unspecified
location in neutral space, and that is not otherwise lexicalised as a word
in the relevant modality (sign or gesture).
However, the fact that the origin of a location depends on the
execution of a pointing sign derives from a stable factor across all
instances of pointing: the projected line.
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2.3 The projected line
In the previous section I have discussed the phonological components of
a pointing sign. I have tried to make clear that much variation in pointing
is possible and, Indeed, that this variation is similar to the variation in cospeech pointing gestures. However, what all of the instances of pointing
have in common is that the hand is shaped in such a way that it
represents the extension of a line into space. This line can be ‘drawn’
from the extended finger in the case of a single finger extension, or from
the forearm, in the case of pointing with a B-hand. This is a direct result
from the intention of pointing, which is not only articulated in space, but
also indicates something in space. The purpose of pointing is not to draw
the addressee’s attention to the finger, but to what is beyond the finger.
What this something is, is not determined by the meaning of the pointing
itself, but is actually what determines the meaning of the pointing sign or
gesture by interpreting it. Thus, the directionality of the pointing sign or
gesture is not fixed, but varies depending on the location of the entity
that is to be indicated.
The distance between the entity that is being indicated and the
pointing hand can be represented by a projected line. The closer the
entity is to the signer or speaker the shorter the length of the line. To
illustrate this, have a look at Figure 11, which shows a finger pointing at
a map.
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Figure 11 Pointing at a map (personal holiday material)
In Figure 11, the finger touches the map. In the case of Figure 11, the
distance between the fingertip and the object that is indicated is short,
almost zero. If the distance between the tip of the extended finger and
the intended location in space increases, the line becomes longer as
well. A pointing gesture or sign can become less accurate when the
distance between the tip of the finger and the intended location in space
becomes larger. Therefore, it is in the best interest of the sender to keep
the distance between the fingertip and the intended location as short as
possible.
Determining the ‘spatial coordinates’ that are provided by a
pointing sign or gesture is complicated. De Vos (2012) points out that
there are three different types of sign-spatial indeterminacy: horizontal,
distal and vertical indeterminacy. Horizontal indeterminacy indicates the
problem that it can be unclear what the intended end point of the
projected line must be, as is illustrated by Figure 12, taken from De Vos
(2012).
!
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Figure 12 Horizontal indeterminacy, the intended end point of a
projected line can be unclear
Distal indeterminacy refers to the fact that the further the intended
location is removed from the pointing hand, the less accurate the
directionality of the projected line might become. This is illustrated with
Figure 13 from De Vos (2012).

Figure 13 Distal indeterminacy, a distant intended location results in less
accuracy
The final kind of indeterminacy, concerning vertical indeterminacy, is
specifically described for Kata Kolok, an Indonesian village sign
language, but is probably equally important for NGT and Dutch. It
concerns the fact that, when trying to refer to a location very far away
from the signer, the signer elevates the pointing sign. This can mean
‘location somewhere up in the air’, but it can also mean ‘location very far
away’, as is illustrated in Figure 14.
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Figure 14 Vertical indeterminacy, unclarity about the height of the
intended location
These three types of indeterminacy indicate that determining the
intended location indicated by the pointing sign or gesture requires
information from multiple cues. Clearly, it’s the addressee’s task to find
out the intention of the sender when pointing. In this chapter I will focus
on linguistic and extra-linguistic cues that help the addressee to interpret
the sender’s pointing.
Line versus movement
In section 2.2 I have mentioned the importance of distinguishing
between a movement that is required to get a hand into the right position
and a movement that is significant, i.e. part of the stroke. Since a shorter
distance between a pointing hand and an entity results in less ambiguity
than a larger distance, a movement towards a location is often involved.
I would like to argue that when pointing has a movement towards a
location, this is an optimal realization of the end location and orientation.
However, this movement is not a core property of pointing, which
Crasborn, van der Kooij & Ros (2006) formalise by a representation
similar to that for end contact signs. A pointing sign that does not move
can still be indicating. Importantly, when a pointing sign or pointing
gesture moves, it moves along the line that is projected from the
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fingertip(s) and the movement is made to make the distance between
the fingertip and the location as short as possible for the purpose of
4

disambiguation or emphasis . Greftegreff (1992:168) argues that
“contact and distance features are non-significant as long as the
directionality

and

the

location

of

the

articulation

is

indicated

successfully”. The projected line is an imagined construction of the
signer and the addressee, which is used for the implementation of the
orientation feature [tip] and, optionally, the direction of the movement
towards the location. Pointing is therefore defined as in (1).
(1) Pointing projects an imagined line starting at the tip(s) of the
finger(s). The directionality of the line is determined by an
extension of the pointing finger or hand into space.
The definition in (1) is practically similar to De Vos’ (2012) definition of
pointing: “pointing is a communicative bodily action that projects a vector
whose direction is determined by the location of a relatum which may be
the referent or is associated with the referent.” (De Vos 2012:359).
However, the definition of pointing by De Vos (2012) is dependent on
external information, namely the actual location of the intended entity. By
contrast, the definition in (1) aims to be independent of external
information. It describes the act of pointing an sich, contextindependently. However, for the interpretation of the pointing sign or

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
%! Instead of the term line Kita (2003a)

uses the term vector (see also De Vos

2012). I believe this is only a terminological difference, but I will not use the term
vector, since although a vector can be used to represent a line in threedimensional space, a vector itself is a list of numbers which is not necessarily
three-dimensional.
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gesture we are still depending on information that is not encapsulated by
the pointing sign or gesture itself. As Liddell (2003) has noted, the
directionality itself does not encode anything. The interpretation of
pointing will be discussed in this chapter.
Line versus cone
Instead of a line Kranstedt, Lücking, Pfeiffer, Rieser and Wachsmuth
(2006) have argued for a cone. The cone starts at the tip of the finger
and widens to cover a region in space instead of a single entity, which is
consistent with De Vos’ (2012) distal indeterminacy. The more proximal
the region is to which the pointing is directed, the narrower the angle of
the cone is. I do not disagree with the possibility of a cone, but I don’t
think it is the starting point for the addressee’s interpretation process.
Even though the addressee might not be sure about what the intended
object or location of the sender is, she does know that when a sender is
pointing she is indicating an object or a location. Thus, she assumes that
it is the intention of the sender to project a line in space to indicate a
definite object or location: only when the line appears to contradict with
other forms of provided information (which will be discussed in Chapter
3), the addressee could widen the projected line to a region in which the
line remains to be the middle (Liddell 2003; Lacy 1974), as in Figure 15.

Figure 15 Projected line widening to region in the case of indeterminacy
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In the first part of this chapter I have addressed the issue of variation in
pointing. Surface forms of pointing signs and gestures show a great deal
of variation in hand shape, orientation and location. However, I have
argued that there is one feature in pointing that remains stable and,
moreover, is also the feature that binds all instances of pointing
independently of type of language (spoken or signed), namely the
projected line. As a result pointing can be defined as in (1) above. The
variation that occurs with performing pointing signs is similar to the
variation in pointing gestures. The directionality in both sign and gesture
is determined by the location (of an entity) that is pointed at. The
definition of pointing in (1) is underspecified for meaning. In the
remainder of this chapter I will focus on the interpretation of pointing on
the discourse level.

2.4 The basic function of pointing
In face-to-face discourse at least two people are present. They can talk
about the shared here-and-now, for instance by referring to objects that
are present in the actual discourse situation, but they can also refer to
objects and things that are not in the perceptual visual field of their
conversation, and moreover, they can talk about events and objects in a
time different from the present, for instance by talking about the past or
the future (Hockett 1960). Haviland (2000) argues that, when people are
talking about the here-and-now, reference, especially deictic reference,
is done equally well by ‘showing’ as by ‘saying’. Referring to something
by ‘showing’ is generally understood as pointing at something (Haviland
2000). In sign language and gesture research pointing gestures/signs
and deictic gestures/signs have been interchangeable terms when
talking about pointing (e.g. McNeill 1992; Lascarides & Stone 2009;
Bühler 1982; McBurney 2002). Indeed, pointing signs and gestures
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seem

intrinsically

related

to

deictic

elements

in

speech

like

demonstratives (this, that), locatives (here, there) and personal pronouns
(I, you, (s)he). While the act of pointing can thus be formally described
as an element in isolation, i.e., independently of the context in which it
occurs (Braun 1996), its interpretation crucially is context-dependent.
That is, in a given discourse situation the projected line is directed to a
location in space, and addressees know that when a sender is pointing,
the sender is pointing at something (Clark 2003; 2005) and thus, that it is
the sender’s intention for the addressee to direct her attention toward
that something. The basic interpretation of pointing may thus be called
deictic. In fact, pointing is more deictic than any linguistic elements that
may have deictic functions as well. A third person pronoun such as he in
the utterance He doesn’t have a hand-out yet can only get a deictic
interpretation when it is accompanied by pointing or nodding or at least
looking in the direction of the intended referent. Otherwise he is more
likely to be interpreted anaphorically, as in A man just came in. He
doesn’t have a hand-out yet. This is of course different for a first person
pronoun which can only get a deictic interpretation and never an
anaphoric interpretation. In order to interpret a third person pronoun
deictically, we need the extra information that is prototypically provided
by pointing, whereas we can interpret a first person pronoun deictically
without such pointing, because it straightforwardly refers to the speaker
of the utterance.
Deictic elements, like demonstratives, locatives, personal pronouns,
and pointing signs and gestures relate the linguistic utterance to the
space and time in which the sender is present. That is, if a sender
expresses ‘now’, this refers to the now of the moment of expression. If
the same sender expresses ‘now’ a day later, the now refers to a
different time. Thus, deictic elements are intrinsically linked to the hereand-now of the discourse situation. Especially in discussions on
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demonstratives and their semantic value the occurrence of a pointing
gesture is (implicitly) assumed. Researchers generally agree that the
notion demonstrative involves three components: the demonstrative, the
demonstratum, and, to link the two, a demonstration, which is most likely
a pointing gesture (e.g. Braun 1996; Kaplan 1979; Reimer 1991a;
1991b). To give an example, consider (2) uttered in a context in which
the speaker is the customer in a fish shop and it is his turn to place an
order.
(2) I would like [that salmon]

Figure 16 A man in a fish shop who is pointing at a salmon
Being in a fish shop establishes a discourse topic or frame in which the
sender is the customer, the addressee is the shop assistant and the
purpose of the sender by uttering (2) is to indicate which fish he would
like to buy. That is, the sender points at a location in which there is an
actual fish. At the same time the linguistic element that salmon helps the
addressee to interpret the pointing. The demonstrative that is uttered to
demonstrate the demonstratum, a particular fish, which is consequently
taken to be the referent of the demonstrative noun phrase. Thus, the
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linguistic expression and the actual object are linked together by the use
of a pointing gesture that shows, in terms of Haviland (2000), the
demonstratum of the demonstrative.
Deictic elements contain as little information about a referent as
possible, which keeps them from being attached to a specific referent
permanently (Bhat 2004). Personal pronouns generally contain more
information (for example on person, gender, and number) than
demonstrative pronouns (which are necessarily third person), but
pointing signs and gestures appear to contain even less information.
This leads to the well-known conflict between principles of Economy and
Iconicity (e.g., Cormier 2012, in relation to pointing). On the one hand,
for the sender’s benefit, the semantic value (markedness) of deictic
elements should be as low as possible, which makes them easy to use
in a variety of contexts. On the other hand, for the addressee’s benefit
some specific semantic information on for example gender, person and
distance will facilitate interpretation. For pointing, however, both
constraints, Economy and Iconicity, are satisfied to a considerable
degree. The formal features of pointing signs and gestures do not link
them to specific referents (which satisfies Economy since they can shift
easily), but on the other hand, they are quite easily linked to specific
referents due to the spatial coordinates that they provide (which satisfies
Iconicity, and drastically narrows down the number of possible
referents). McBurney (2002) refers to this as indexic specificity.
It is worth mentioning here that many scholars (e.g. Meier 1990;
Emmorey 2002; Engberg-Pedersen 1993; Stokoe et al. 1965, De Vos
2012) have considered pointing at the signer to be the only instance of
pointing that does have a default location, namely the chest of the
signer. I consider pointing at the signer as a regular instance of pointing
because the location is equally context-dependent, although in practice
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the location is that of the signer who performs the pointing (Cormier et al.
2013; McBurney 2002).
But how does an addressee arrive at the intended referent of a
pointing sign or gesture? Clearly, there is not always an actually present
object that is indicated by pointing. How does a pointing sign or gesture
facilitate interpretation when a sender is pointing at ‘nothing’ as in (3),
Figure 17 below, where the speaker is retelling a story and directs her
pointing gesture to an unspecified location in space, since the man she
is referring to is not present in the actual discourse situation?
(3) [die andere man] doet dat heel grappig
‘[that other man] is doing that really funny’

Figure 17 Pointing at a location that is not occupied by a physical object
(D4_1, 09:37:100)
Clearly, in this case it is the demonstrative noun phrase die andere man
‘that other man’ that the pointing coincides which, that determines the
referent of the pointing. Apparently, the other man is located in the
narrative space by using a pointing gesture, but the only way this can be
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correctly interpreted by the addressee is by taking into account the
linguistic information provided by the sender simultaneously with the
pointing.
Peirce (1991) distinguished three kinds of relation between signs
and their meanings: a symbolic relation (depends on convention), an
iconic relation (depends on a shared quality between the sign and
meaning, for instance onomatopoeia) and an indexical relation (a sign
can represent a referent based on spatial-temporal organization). From a
semiotic point of view, deictic elements, like pointing signs and gestures,
depend on their indexicality for resolving the intended referent, meaning
that there is an indexical relation between the sign and its meaning.
However, in the first part of this chapter I have shown that pointing can
be described independently from the context. This means that there also
has to be a symbolic relation, as has been acknowledged by Enfield
(2009) and Jakobson (1971). That is, a pointing sign or gesture consists
of a stable meaning component (a symbolic relation) as well as an
interpretive component that depends on its directionality in space (an
indexical relation). The interpretation of pointing varies from instance to
instance and has to be resolved in the actual discourse in which it
occurs.
A pointing sign or gesture is always performed in the space that
surrounds the sender and in which the discourse is situated. This is
necessarily so, since pointing is always pointing to a location in real
space and the sender is located in this space as well. Thus, the function
of a pointing hand is to project a line in space to indicate a location in
this space in order to refer to something. To determine what the
something is that the sender is referring to, the addressee does not only
consider the act of pointing but has to rely on contextual information as
well. Context is a term that covers several types of information:
information provided by the actual space that surrounds the sender and
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the addressee and is relevant for the ongoing discourse, linguistic
information, and common ground of both the sender and the addressee.

2.5 Pointing in (mental) space
The space that surrounds the discourse participants can contain a large
number of objects, and both linguistic and gestural clues are used to set
up mental spaces to interpret the discourse (Liddell 2003; Fauconnier
1994). The fact that the sender is pointing to an object that is located in
the surrounding space might not provide the addressee with enough
information to determine the intended referent of the pointing sign or
gesture. Imagine a woman pointing as in Figure 18.

Figure 18 A woman pointing at something in a living room
Since the number of objects in the world of the sender and the
addressee can be very large, it is highly unlikely that they are aware of
all of them at all times. The intended referent of the projected line in
Figure 18 can be a plant in the room, the wall, the colour of the wall, a
crack in the wall, etcetera. What is more, the sender and the addressee
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can have knowledge of things that are not even directly perceivable, like
a house that is located on the other side of the road or of the city
(Wittgenstein’s 1953 puzzle of ostensive reference). In ongoing
discourse people are consciously aware of the presence of objects only
if they are relevant to the ongoing discourse and possible candidates
that the sender might be referring to. For instance, even though the
addressee of the woman in Figure 18 knows that his house is located at
the other side of the city, this does not mean that he is consciously
aware (or thinks that the woman is consciously aware) of that fact at the
moment of Figure 18. Thus, the sender and the addressee are located in
a space that is filled with objects, which might or might not be(come)
relevant to the ongoing discourse. Crucially, further linguistic clues are
needed to resolve the pointing problem in Figure 18.
A conversation is a joint action, which requires both sender and
addressee to construct a discourse to make the conversation successful.
The sender and addressee can refer to objects that surround them, but
they can also be talking about an object or event in a different place or
time (cf. Langacker’s 1991 Current Discourse Space) or in a story. A
narrative space can be set up through similar linguistic and visual clues
(Dancygier 2012).
In Figure 18 a woman was pointing at something in a living
room. If we now imagine her to be talking about redecorating the living
room, the topic of redecorating makes objects in the room that are
related to that topic relevant to the ongoing discourse and consequently
potential objects for being pointed at. In Figure 18 the pointing is then
most likely interpreted as referring to the wall.
As it happens, the wall is also the first actual object that ‘blocks’ the
projected line of the pointing gesture. Since a pointing sign or gesture is
always performed in the here-and-now of the actual discourse, it is
tempting to hypothesize that the intended object of a projected line is the
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first actual object that blocks it. However, consider the following
utterance of the woman while she is pointing as in Figure 18.
(4) My sister in the [room next door] painted her wall pink
In this case, the projected line is not ‘blocked’ by the wall that separates
one room from the other, but by the room next door. If the addressee
would only take the discourse topic decoration and the first actual object
related to that topic into account, he would not think that the intended
object of the projected line is the room next door, but the wall that is right
in front of him, which would be incorrect. Clearly, being in the same
space as the sender and having a shared discourse topic is not enough
to determine the intended object of a projected line. In this case the
linguistic information contributed by the room next door that coincides
with the pointing gesture is the crucial factor in determining the optimal
interpretation of the pointing gesture.

2.6 Optimal interpretation of pointing
This section will present an Optimality Theoretic model of the
interpretation of pointing gestures and signs in discourse. In optimization
approaches to language, senders select the optimal form for their
intended meaning, whereas addressees select the optimal interpretation
of a given form (Smolensky and Legendre 2006, Hendriks et al 2010).
This selection of the optimal candidate takes place on the basis of a
ranked set of constraints. The strengths of the various constraints that
play a part in the optimization process are determined by empirical data.
When a given form in a certain context is associated with a particular
interpretation, we assume that this interpretation is optimal. We can
compare the violation pattern of this interpretation with the violation
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pattern of alternative candidate interpretations and this will give us some
clue as to the constraint ranking. In order to find a complete picture of
the constraint ranking we need to compare different situations in which
there is a conflict between two or more constraints and see which
candidates win the competition under different circumstances. At this
point, I will discuss important constraints that seem to play a role in the
interpretation of pointing, principles that I already hinted at above.
2.6.1 STAY LOCAL
This constraint relates to a basic function of language: referring to the
here-and-now (Hockett 1960). Since pointing is always performed in the
here-and-now and it is always indicating a location in the surrounding
space (whether or not this location is the intended referent of the
pointing or not), it is easier to interpret the pointing as referring to
something that is directly perceivable to both the sender and the
addressee. According to this constraint, the addressee therefore turns to
the surrounding space first when interpreting a pointing, before jumping
to more complicated mappings. I will formulate this principle of STAY
LOCAL as follows:
(5) STAY LOCAL: pointing is interpreted as pointing to an actual
location or object in the surrounding space.
This constraint can be seen as a faithfulness constraint between the
pointing gesture or sign and its referent. It leads the addressee to
interpret the act of pointing as indicating an actually present object or
location in the surrounding space. STAY LOCAL requires the addressee to
consider the surrounding space for interpretation. If there is no object in
the surrounding space that is relevant to the ongoing discourse, this
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constraint will be violated by the optimal interpretation of a pointing
gesture.
2.6.2 REFOBJECT
REFOBJECT captures the fact that pointing is interpreted as pointing at
something rather than somewhere despite the fact that all pointing is
directed at a location, as I have argued above. That is, if a sender utters
“Look!” while pointing, then the addressee will assume that it is the
sender’s intention to direct her attention to something in the location
pointed at (Clark 2003; 2005). The addressee will therefore look for an
entity present in the location pointed at, and she will not look at the
location itself. Recall Figure 18, copied below as Figure 19, and suppose
the woman pointing in this figure utters “Look!”

Figure 19 Woman pointing at a wall while saying ‘Look!’
When uttered out of the blue in a context like Figure 19, the pointing is
most likely to refer to the crack in the wall, since that is a salient entity
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occupying the location that the woman is pointing at. I will formulate the
constraint REFOBJECT as follows:
(6) REFOBJECT: pointing is interpreted as referring to an entity rather
than to a place.
This principle seems to be in line with a general tendency noted in the
literature to interpret novel words as referring to objects, not to certain
properties of entities, let alone the place where the entities are (see
Hogeweg 2009 for more discussion). Places themselves, that is, actual
locations in the surrounding space, will not so often be the topic of a
conversation. Hence, if a sender utters “Look!” while pointing in the
direction of a book, the pointing will readily be interpreted by the
addressee as referring to the actual object, the book, and not to the
location the book is at. The constraint STAY LOCAL furthermore
guarantees that the pointing is interpreted as referring to the actual
object in the surrounding space to which the pointing is directed, and not
for example to another entity such as Jan Siebelink, who happens to be
the author of the book. This can be illustrated in an Optimality Theoretic
tableau which shows the optimization of interpretation process of
pointing in the given context:
pointing to book;

REFOBJECT

STAY LOCAL

“[Look]!”
place’

*

!book’
Jan Siebelink’

*

Tableau 1: Optimization process to determine the optimal referent of
pointing to a book while uttering “[Look]!”
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Tableau 1 should be interpreted as follows. The input is given in the
upper left cell: this is the form to be interpreted, the pointing gesture to
the location occupied by a book that coincides with the linguistic element
Look! Three candidate interpretations are given in the first column
(place’ stands for the location being pointed to; book’ stands for the book
occupying that location, and Jan Siebelink’ stands for the individual
called Jan Siebelink, who is the author of the book. The three
interpretations (potential referents of the pointing gesture) are evaluated
against the two constraints REFOBJECT and STAY LOCAL. The winner of
this competition is the book, indicated by the symbol ! in front of it,
because this output candidate satisfies both constraints: it is an entity
(not a location) and it is present in the surrounding space. The two other
candidates each violate one of the constraints and therefore lose the
competition: if the pointing is interpreted as referring to the location of
the book, the constraint REFOBJECT is violated, and if the pointing is
interpreted as referring to the author of the book, the constraint STAY
LOCAL is violated. Note that on the basis of this example, the ranking of
these two constraints cannot be determined. This is indicated by a
dashed line instead of a solid line between the two columns.
2.6.3 CONNECT
Clark and Marshall (1981) argue that when an object is introduced
linguistically, the sender and addressee create a conceptual image of
the referent. That is, when communicating, the sender has a message
she needs to encode with a semantic structure to get it across. By
decoding the linguistic signal, the addressee creates her own conceptual
image of the referent. In case of successful communication, the image of
the referent that the addressee has constructed is similar to that of the
sender (Liddell 2003). As Liddell (1995:34) has noted, “we use language
to talk about the things around us, but we do not consider the things
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themselves to be part of any language”. In the case of pointing, the
intended referent is encoded by linguistic elements and/or pointing. The
addressee has to connect these two types of information to arrive at the
intended referent. According to Clark and Marshall (1981) Physical
Copresence refers to actual information in the surroundings within the
perceptual field of the interlocutors. I would like to argue that the actual
information of the surroundings should not only be within the perceptual
field of the sender and the addressee, but the information should also be
relevant to the ongoing discourse for the sender and the addressee to be
aware of certain elements in the actual surroundings.
In summary, discourse is constantly updated by physically and
linguistically co-present information (Clark and Marchall 1998). Different
types of information have to be connected by the addressee (Liddell
1995) to arrive at a referent. When linguistic elements are connected
with elements from the surrounding space there are two possible
outcomes: a match or a mismatch. In the case of an apparent mismatch
the linguistic information is usually more important than the spatial
information. That is, when a linguistic element and a pointing coincide,
the pointing is interpreted as referring to the object denoted by the
linguistic expression, since the linguistic information tends to be more
specific than spatial information. This is formulated by the following
constraint:
(7) CONNECT: when pointing co-occurs with a linguistic element, it is
interpreted as referring to the object referred to by the linguistic
element.
This constraint makes it possible for addressees to arrive at an optimal
interpretation in which a pointing to a physically unspecified location is
interpreted as referring to an entity which is not at all present in the
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surrounding space, or in which a pointing to an object is interpreted as
referring to another entity than the object which is actually present.
Consider (8), where someone is pointing at a book that is written by the
Dutch novelist Jan Siebelink.
(8) [Jan Siebelink] has groupies, you know.
In this case, the actual object that is present in the location that is
pointed at, is a book, but the book itself is not the intended referent.
Instead, the sender is referring to the author of the book, Jan Siebelink.
However, even though neither the location nor the object that the sender
is indicating with her pointing gesture is the intended referent, it is linked
to it, since the book in front of her is written by Jan Siebelink, the person
that she is referring to by using the linguistic element, Jan Siebelink. This
is explained by Fauconnier’s (1994) Identification principle, which
captures the possibility that if two entities are pragmatically linked, one
object can be used to refer to the other (also referred to as Indirect
Copresence by Clark and Marshall (1981) or Semantic Affinity by
Engberg-Pedersen (1993)).
At the moment the addressee perceives (8), she has to connect
two different pieces of information: there is pointing to a location in which
there is an actual object, a book. Both constraints STAY LOCAL and
REFOBJECT require the pointing to be interpreted as referring to the
actual book that is present in the surrounding space. However, these two
constraints get overruled by the constraint CONNECT. That is, the
simultaneous use of a linguistic element, the proper noun Jan Siebelink,
gives rise to an interpretation in which the intended referent of the
pointing is the author of the book and not the book itself (although the
book is the intended object indicated by the pointing gesture). A one-toone connection between the spatial information provided by the pointing
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and the linguistic element coinciding with the pointing gives rise to a
mismatch, i.e. a conflict between the relevant constraints. This conflict is
resolved in favour of the constraint CONNECT, as illustrated in the
following OT tableau:
pointing to book;

CONNECT

REFOBJECT

place’

*

*

book’

*

STAY LOCAL

“[Jan Siebelink]
has

groupies,

you know”

!Jan Siebelink’

*

Tableau 2: Optimization process to determine the optimal referent of
pointing to a book while uttering “[Jan Siebelink] has groupies, you
know”.
Thus, in case of a conflict between CONNECT and the other two
constraints, linguistic information takes priority over spatial information,
at least to a certain extent. In this example the addressee has to
implement more information to generate a more specified connector.
This information comes from Common Ground.
Common ground includes cultural experience, background and
world knowledge. While physical and linguistic co-presence are temporal
constructions for the interlocutors, which are necessarily linked to the
actual discourse, common ground is a more constant type of information
that remains available to a person in more than one conversation. While
Clark and Marshall’s (1981) use of common ground implies that it is not
only present, but activated as well, Pickering and Garrod (2004: 178)
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take a more minimalistic perspective by stating that “interlocutors align
on what we term an implicit common ground, and only go beyond this to
a (full) common ground when necessary. In particular, interlocutors draw
upon common ground as a means of repairing misalignment when more
straightforward means of repair fail”. They state that there is no need for
interlocutors to develop full common grounds as part of their routine
conversation, as this would be far too costly (Pickering & Garrod
2004:179). I agree with this point of view and will therefore assume that
full common ground, including cultural experience, background and
world knowledge, is only activated when there is a mismatch in
connecting spatial and linguistic information. This way, common ground
enables the addressee to make connections between entities that are
present in the here-and-now and entities that are not present in the hereand-now (Sweetser & Fauconnier 1996).
More specified connectors can thus be generated from common
ground. When perceiving (8) above, the addressee knows that a book
has to be written by someone. This generates knowledge about an
author-book relationship (or more generally: a producer-product
connector). The two separate pieces can thus be linked by the pragmatic
connector derived from common ground. This results in the referent Jan
Siebelink with information about him having written the book that the
sender is pointing to. In this case a simple one-to-one connector
between the linguistic element and the pointing is not enough: a more
specified connector that is generated from common ground, results in a
match between the linguistic utterance and the pointing gesture. As
Liddell (2003) noted, common ground is necessary to complete the
understanding of the different types of information, and thus prevent
these different types to become only a collection of elements.
In the example (8) above, as illustrated in Tableau 2, the winning
candidate satisfies not only CONNECT, but also REFOBJECT, while it
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violates STAY LOCAL. Given that CONNECT is ranked higher than both
REFOBJECT and STAY LOCAL, which are not ranked with respect to each
other, we predict that also when there is a conflict between CONNECT
and REFOBJECT, the winning candidate can be a candidate that violates
REFOBJECT. Thus, in case of a conflict between CONNECT and
REFOBJECT, the winning candidate can refer to the location that is
pointed at, rather than to an actual object present in that location. This
prediction is borne out, as illustrated by Example (9), Figure 20:
(9) en ik had zo’n snee [hier] en het bloedde heel erg
‘and I had a cut here, and it was bleeding pretty badly’

Figure 20 Pointing at a location on the hand (T1_1, 21:15:060)
In Example (9) the participant is talking about a time when she cut her
hand. While saying hier ‘here’ she points at her hand. However, she
does not intend her hand to be the referent, nor the cut that has been on
her hand in some other time. Rather the pointing is meant to refer to the
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exact location of the cut. Even though the hand is an actual object, which
‘contains’ the intended location pointed at here, it is not the intended
referent of the speaker. Rather, the location can be found on the hand.
The process of optimization of the interpretation of the pointing gesture
is represented in Tableau 3:
pointing to hand;

CONNECT

REFOBJECT

STAY LOCAL

“and I had a cut
[here]”
*

!place’
hand’

*

cut’

*

*

Tableau 3: Optimization process to determine the optimal referent of
pointing to hand while uttering “and I had a cut [here]”.
It is also possible that there is no actual object that the sender is pointing
at, but still the referent of the pointing is an entity. In that case, the
sender is pointing to an empty location. In my data (to be discussed in
Chapters 3 and 4) I encountered two types of pointing to an empty space
to refer to an object. As a case of the first type, recall Example (3),
Figure 18, repeated below as Example (10), Figure 21:
(10) [die andere man] doet dat heel grappig
‘[that other man] is doing that really funny’
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Figure 21 Pointing gesture at an empty location to indicate a non-present
referent (D4_1, 09:37:100)
The sender is pointing to an empty location, but it is interpreted as
pointing to one of the men in the story that the sender is retelling. The
demonstrative noun phrase die andere man ‘that other man’ coincides
with the pointing and determines its interpretation, even though the man
is not present in the surrounding space. I assume, however, that the
man is present in the narrative space that is constructed by the sender in
retelling the story. A narrative space is a construction which is set up
through linguistic means and continues being elaborated through some
parts of the story, though not necessarily all (Dancygier 2012). Crucially,
the pointing gesture is interpreted deictically within the narrative space,
and it is interpreted via the linguistic element to which it is connected.
This can be shown in an OT tableau:
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pointing to man
in

CONNECT

REFOBJECT

*

*

STAY LOCAL

narrative

space;
“ [the other man]
is

doing

that

really funny”
place’

*

!man’

Tableau 4: Optimization process to determine the optimal referent of
pointing to an empty location while uttering “[the other man] is doing that
really funny”.
The second type of pointing to an empty location to refer to an entity is
found in sign languages such as Sign Language of the Netherlands
(NGT). In Example (11), Figure 22, the signer is pointing to an empty
location to refer to her colleagues.
(11)

PT:colleague COLLEAGUE INFLUENCE #NGT SIGN
‘Colleagues influenced my NGT signing’

PT:colleague

!

COLLEAGUE

INFLUENCE

(#! !

#NGT

TO-SIGN

Figure 22 Pointing sign at an empty location to refer to a non-present
referent (CNGT0245, S013, 01:15:306)
The interpretation of the pointing in (11) crucially depends on the
linguistic context. Without the sign for colleague that immediately follows
the pointing sign, the pointing sign itself could not refer to the colleagues.
The utterance is not part of a story, and therefore the colleagues are not
present in a narrative space. However, the colleagues are not present in
the surrounding space either, nor are they grouped together in a mental
space, which could have been the case when the colleagues are usually
standing together in the location the sender is pointing at. Clark &
Marshall (1981) argue that even though an actual object is not present
anymore, due to prior copresence it can still strongly be linked to the
surrounding space (this is also true for pointing in spoken language).
Therefore it would be relatively easy for an addressee to recall the object
when the sender is pointing to the location where is has been present
before.
Note furthermore that the pointing sign precedes the linguistic
element for colleagues; it does not coincide with it. Here, the pointing
itself is a linguistic element, that is part of the stream of signing, and it
has the function of localizing a referent in the surrounding space (cf.
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Liddell 2003). This process of localizing a referent can be conceived of
as indexing a referent, which makes it possible to refer back to this
referent later on in the discourse by pointing again at the location
(Barberà and Zwets 2013).
Suppose the signer would like to continue her utterance in (11)
by giving more information about her colleagues, for instance that they
are lousy signers. In spoken language, such a statement could be
expressed by using a third person plural pronoun they, that would then
be interpreted anaphorically, referring back to the antecedent (my)
colleagues. However, there is no separate sign for they in NGT. Avoiding
(uneconomical) repetition of the noun phrase (my) colleagues, the signer
can simply point to the location pointed at when introducing her
colleagues in order to refer to them again in the continuing discourse.
Thus, pointing to an empty location that was previously assigned to a
discourse referent gives rise to an anaphoric interpretation of the
pointing sign. The process of using a pointing sign to localize a
discourse referent is called anchoring in Barberà and Zwets (2013),
following Clark and Marshall 1981 (similar terms in the literature are
reminder, Butcher et al. 1991 and symbol, Huttenlocher & Higgins,
1978). Thus, the sender anchors a referent in a certain location in the
surrounding space in order to be able to refer back to that referent in the
continuing discourse. The second type of pointing to an empty location in
order to refer to an absent object thus crucially differs from the first type.
In the first type of pointing, the sender points to a location in a mental or
narrative space in which an object is present, whereas in the second
type, the sender points to an empty location in real space to assign it to
a discourse referent.
How can we account for the second type of interpretation by a
ranking of the proposed constraints? Note that the constraint CONNECT is
about connecting the pointing to a linguistic element. In sign language,
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pointing can be interpreted either deictically or anaphorically. If the
location that is pointed at is empty and has not been used for introducing
another discourse referent yet, then there is no potential antecedent in
the input, and the pointing is interpreted as referring to the object that is
expressed by the adjacent noun phrase. Hence, we arrive at the
following OT tableau:

!
Pointing to empty
location;

CONNECT

REFOBJECT

*

*

STAY LOCAL

“PT

COLLEAGUE
INFLUENCE
#NGT SIGN”
place’
!colleagues’
Tableau 5: Optimization process to determine the optimal referent of
pointing to an empty location while uttering “[Pt] colleagues have
influenced my NGT signing”.
Tableaux 4 and 5 show one important difference between the two
subtypes of pointing to an empty location when referring to an object: the
first subtype (pointing to an object in a mental or narrative space)
violates the constraint STAY LOCAL, whereas the second subtype
(pointing to an empty location in real space) does not. Both subtypes of
pointing crucially depend on the linguistic context for their interpretation.
2.7 Summary and discussion
In this chapter I have discussed the complexity of the interpretation of
pointing signs and gestures. Pointing has a basic denotation that is
independent of the context in which it occurs, namely the purpose of
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indicating a location. Pointing is used to indicate a location in space,
irrespective of the type of language in which it occurs, i.e., either spoken
language or sign language. Our anatomical makeup prefers the use of
the index finger to the use of other digits for pointing, which leads to very
similar occurrences of pointing in sign language and spoken language.
However, the use of pointing gestures in spoken language and the use
of pointing signs in sign language have evolved in different linguistic
environments. Arguably, this could lead to different functions of pointing
gestures and signs in the two types of languages.
The above examples illustrate that a location that is pointed to in
the here-and-now may or may not be occupied by an actual entity (cf.
Liddell 1995). This shows the need for a distinction between object and
location. The latter is always involved in an instance of pointing; a
sender always projects a line in space to a certain location. However, an
object may or may not be present in this location. Moreover, even when
an actual object occupies the location, this object does not have to be
the referent of the pointing. It is also necessary to make a distinction
between location (either being specified by an object or not) and
5

referent. While a location is created by a pointing gesture or sign, the
referent derives from the interpretation process of the addressee. The
distinction between location and object and between location and
referent leads to four possible types of construction for pointing, which
are represented by Table 1.
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which the four types of construction, used to annotate the pointing signs and
gestures in the next two chapters, are based.!!
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[LOC+OBJ]

(pointing

to

object)

an

[LOC-OBJ]

(pointing

to

an

empty location)

1. OBJ = R

2. OBJ ! R

3. LOC = R

4. LOC ! R

Table 1 Four types of constructions with pointing, LOC = location, OBJ =
object, R = referent
The third type of construction in which a sender is pointing to a location
to refer to that location is the simplest kind of construction, also because
it is the characteristic feature of pointing to be spatial, i.e., to point to a
location. In fact, as I have argued above, all cases of pointing are cases
of pointing to a location, so pointing to a location in order to refer to that
location is the most basic type of pointing.
However, this most basic type of pointing is not necessarily the
most frequent one. In this construction the sender is projecting a line to
indicate a location that is not occupied by an object. Linguistic
information is needed to interpret pointing as referring to the location
itself. An example could be when a mother plays with her daughter and
the daughter holds a cup and looks at her mother as if to ask where to
leave it. The mother could then say “You can put it [over here]’. Even
though this type of construction fulfils the constraint STAY LOCAL, it
violates the equally important constraint REFOBJECT that requires
pointing to refer to an entity instead of a location. Therefore, I predict that
pointing to a location without there being an object, although it is the
least complex, will not occur very often in the gesture and sign language
data.
Presumably, the first type of construction in which pointing to an
object is meant to refer to that object is the most frequent type of
pointing, since it satisfies both STAY LOCAL and REFOBJECT (Anttila &
Cho, 1998).
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The second type of pointing is already more complex, since pointing to
an object is here not interpreted as referring to that object (thereby
violating the constraint STAY LOCAL) but to another (conceptually related)
object, on the basis of linguistic evidence (via the constraint CONNECT).
Finally, the fourth type of construction in which the sender is
pointing at an empty location in order to refer to an entity that is not
present in the surrounding space is the most complex type. As I have
argued above, it actually subsumes two subtypes of pointing: one in
which the pointing gesture or sign is interpreted as referring to an object
in a mental or narrative space (violating the constraint STAY LOCAL), the
other in which it is interpreted as indexing, that is, pointing to an empty
location in the surrounding space in which an (abstract) discourse
referent is localized by pointing (thereby satisfying the constraint STAY
LOCAL). The latter type of pointing can be anaphoric when the
localization of the discourse referent took place in the preceding
discourse.
I expect that the process of localizing a discourse referent in the
surrounding space by means of pointing (setting up an antecendent) in
order to be able to refer back to it by means of pointing (anaphoric
reference) is least frequent, and thus less likely to occur in gesture than
in sign, where pointing is already used to a lesser extent. The use of
pointing gestures, which are inherently the most deictic expressions
there are for anaphoric reference would be rather uneconomic and
inefficient in spoken language. Since there is no separate category of
anaphoric pronouns in Sign Language of the Netherlands, it can be
expected that pointing signs that refer deictically may receive anaphoric
interpretations at the very least more often in sign language.
In the next chapters I will compare the interpretive possibilities and
frequencies of pointing signs and gestures in NGT and Dutch in order to
test my predictions.!
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Chapter 3
Pointing signs in Sign Language of the
Netherlands
For a long time, sign language was considered a type of pantomime
rather than a real natural language. But after sign language research in
the ‘60s and ‘70s revealed full-fledged grammars and well-established
lexicons, sign languages have been readily accepted as natural
languages. However, the relationship between the use of co-speech
gestures and sign language signs is not at all clear. Some scholars
argue for a strong historical influence of co-speech gesture on the sign
system. Others stress the independence and equivalency of signed and
spoken languages by incorporating gestures into the grammar. One of
the most prominent and fundamental issues on which sign language
researchers disagree is the status of pointing signs in sign language
grammar (e.g. Meier & Lillo-Martin 2010, Berenz 2002, Neidle et al.
2000, Liddell 2003). In this chapter I will focus on pointing signs that are
produced by signers of NGT. Since in sign language the space that
surrounds the signer and the addressee is part of the primary
communication channel, it is likely that the use of pointing in sign
language has developed into a grammatical strategy.
In Chapter 2 I proposed the projected line as a basic feature of
all pointing gestures and signs. I have shown that pointing establishes
constructions of reference that range from straightforward pointing to a
location or an object in the surrounding space to pointing at an empty
location in order to refer to an object. I took a general approach to
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pointing, without making a principled distinction between pointing that
co-occurs with spoken language and pointing in sign language. In this
chapter I will focus on pointing signs in Sign Language of the
Netherlands. The question is whether pointing signs occur in all four
types of construction that were discussed in the previous chapter.
In Section 3.1 I will discuss the importance of the surrounding
space in NGT. In Section 3.2 I will discuss the sign language material
that was used for the analysis in the present chapter. The four types of
construction that were distinguished in the previous chapter will be
related to pointing signs in Section 3.3. This chapter will be summarized
in Section 3.4.

3.1 Surrounding space
Actual entities that are perceivable to both the sender and the addressee
in surrounding space and which are relevant to the ongoing discourse
are excellent targets for pointing at because they can be connected to
the intended referent in a one-to-one mapping. I have translated the
preference for pointing at present entities in the here-and-now as the
constraint STAY LOCAL in Chapter 2.
However, besides communicating about the here-and-now
people are able to refer to (abstract) objects and things that are not in
the visual field of their conversation, and moreover, they can also talk
about events and objects in a time different from the now ,Hockett
1960). This is no different for sign languages. A quick look at the Corpus
NGT shows that signers are able to communicate about anything, just
like users of spoken languages.
Engberg-Pedersen (1993) made the observation that signers in
Danish Sign Language prefer to direct their pointing signs to the hereand-now compared to the there-and-then. If a signer wants to refer to an
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object and that object is present in the here-and-now it would be
confusing and uneconomical to create an abstract anchor to establish
the reference. Similarly, Van Hoek (1996) reports that in ASL, when a
third person is physically present, the location of this person is
obligatorily used in reference. In elicitation sessions van Hoek (1996)
found that when an abstract location was used for reference to a person
and the person under discussion entered the room, the signer
immediately abandoned the abstract location and referred to the location
of the present person instead.
This appears even to be the case when the location of a present
entity is not directly or clearly perceivable for the addressee as in (1),
Figure 1.
(1) PT:drawing DAD ORANGE CLOTHING SAY PT:otherparticipant
BLUE PT:drawing
‘The dad on the drawing has orange clothing; she says that it is
blue; his clothing’

PT: drawing
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FATHER

ORANGE

)#! !

CLOTHING

SAY

BLUE

CLOTHING

PT:otherparticipant

PT:drawing

Figure 1 Pointing at an actually present object, even though this is not
visible for the addressee (CNGT0089, S005, 01:29:215)
In (1) the signer is describing a picture that is in her lap. The other
participant has the same picture, with some minor differences. Together,
without showing each other their picture, they try to figure out what
differences there are between the two pictures. In the first picture in
Figure 1, the signer points at her picture and then signs DAD. This is not
a random localization of the referent. Since the referent can be seen on
the picture, the signer chooses that location to refer to the ‘dad’.
Strikingly, her addressee (the experiment leader) cannot see the location
clearly, but the signer prefers to use the actual location nonetheless. In
the continuation of the discourse, the signer uses the actual location for
a further mention (the final picture in Figure 1).
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Marsaja (2008) reports that in Kata Kolok all pointing signs are directed
to locations that are occupied by actual objects in the here-and-now
(such as buildings or referents in the discourse situation) in an absolute
frame of reference. He even found that for referring to a third person, this
person has to be actually present or the pointing sign would be
interpreted as pointing at a location far away from the signer. De Vos
(2012) notes that in Kata Kolok pointing at absolute locations is preferred
even when the referents or locations are invisible, but are known to be at
a certain location. In the case of absent persons, these are associated
with locations that are in some sense linked to these persons (for
instance their house) or, in some cases, can be referred to by
associating them with the fingertips of the non-dominant hand. However,
localising referents in the signing space in front of the signer was not
observed. Friedman (1975:949) also noted for ASL “the real world
location

of

both

nominal

and

locative

referents

always

takes

precedence”.
Thus, even though the embedding of pointing signs has made
them a part of the grammar of the language, the surrounding space still
has a very strong position in the interpretation of pointing signs for
reference. Given this preference, the addressee expects that the signer
indicates an actual object in surrounding space. While the surrounding
space is perceptible to both the addressee and the signer and therefore
provides evidence for the spatial organization, pointing at an unspecified
location does so to a lesser degree. In the remainder of this chapter I will
examine material from a corpus of sign language (NGT) in order to find
out more about the frequency and the distribution of the various pointing
constructions that were discussed in the previous chapter.
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3.2 Corpus Nederlandse Gebarentaal (Corpus NGT)
The analyses in this chapter are based on material from the Corpus NGT
(Crasborn, Zwiterslood & Ros 2008, Crasborn & Zwitserlood 2008). The
corpus consists of 92 signers of NGT who performed tasks in dyads. The
tasks included in the present analysis are discussions on deafness and
sign language, storytelling, and narration about personal experiences.
The signers are recorded by four cameras: two recording the signers
from the front and two from the top. Part of the signed material has been
glossed by native signers of NGT. These glosses were under revision at
the time; about 80% of the glosses had already received an ID-gloss
label (Johnston, 2001) that refers to the Corpus NGT lexicon. Most of
this annotated material involves signers from Groningen, a province in
the Northern part of the Netherlands. The findings in the present chapter
are based on this annotated material. The corpus is hosted by The
Language

Archive

and

can

be

accessed

at

http://hdl.handle.net/hdl:1839/00-0000-0000-0004-DF8E-6. The Corpus
NGT is part of the browsable corpus of the Max Planck Institute for
Psycholinguistics in Nijmegen. !
3.2.1 Signers and tasks
For the analysis of pointing signs in NGT I have coded the pointing signs
in the sign language discourse of six signers from Groningen, based on
the glosses of the native NGT annotators. The two signers in the same
session were either superficially acquainted with each other or were
good friends or family members, or anything in between.
For the present analyses, I included a discussion on deafness,
introduction sessions (where signers had to introduce themselves to
their discourse participant) and two narrations: the fables Two friends
and a bear and The tortoise and the hare. Table 1 gives an overview of
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the signers and the tasks in which they were involved. A total of 19
minutes and 37 seconds of sign language discourse was annotated,
containing 317 pointing signs, excluding 31 instances of ‘pronoun
repetitions’, i.e. anaphoric use with which the signer refers back to a
location that was previously established. In Table 1 only first mentions of
pointing signs are included. This means that on average a pointing sign
was used every 4 seconds.
Signer

S013

Sex

F

Age

33

Task

Length of

Number of

annotated

pointing

recording

signs

Introduction

CNGT0245 03:34

50

Discussion on

CNGT0253 04:00

33

6

deafness
S014

F

41

46
80

S019

M

33

Introduction

CNGT0363 05:42

78

Fable bear

CNGT0364 01:46

18

Fable Tortoise and

CNGT0366 01:46

28

Hare
S020

F

34

29
1
0

S023

F

41

S024

M

44

Introduction

CNGT0460 02:54

22
26

Table 1 Information about the signers in the Corpus NGT data used for
the present analysis

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
'!Including pointing signs that were annotated as ‘unsure’.
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Before continuing the discussion of the tiers for annotating pointing
signs, a few important issues with the data collected in the Corpus NGT
should be mentioned.
Firstly, for the recordings of the sign language data, research
assistants travelled to locations that were convenient for the signers. All
the signers from Groningen were recorded at the deaf institute in Haren
where most of the signers were educated. Therefore geographical
context could trigger the direction of pointing signs. As a consequence,
some of the pointing signs could not be reliably annotated for direction.
That is, it might be unclear in some cases whether the signer was
referring to an object in the surrounding space (for instance, an actual
building), or to an empty location. In those cases where context provided
evidence for the directionality of the pointing sign I have included those
pointing signs in the analyses. In the other cases the pointing signs’
directions have been annotated as ‘unsure’ and they are not included in
the analyses in the following sections.
While the tasks for the gesture part of this study (to be
discussed in Chapter 4) were developed specifically for the present
study, the Corpus NGT is an open access database created by others,
which means that I had no influence on the type of tasks.
3.2.2 Tiers in ELAN
The material under discussion has been glossed by (near-)native signers
of NGT in ELAN. Glosses are on the gloss-tiers, two for each signer, for
the dominant and non-dominant hand. In addition, for the annotation of
pointing signs, three tiers (per gloss tier) were created, PT Direction, PT
Extension and Reference, which were annotated by myself.
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3.2.2.1 PT Direction
As mentioned before, the number of locations that is surrounding the
signer is in principle infinite, which complicates the annotation of the
direction of a pointing sign. However, we can distinguish a few constants
in space: there is always a signer present and someone to whom the
signer is signing. If the direction of a pointing sign is not the signer or the
addressee, it is a location in space: since the signer is performing a
pointing sign that is directed in the space that surrounds the signer there
is always a location that is indicated. I therefore distinguish the following
five values for this tier:
Value

Definition

Signer

the pointing sign is directed to the signer (the self)

Addressee

the pointing sign is directed to the addressee of the
signer

Loc+obj

the pointing sign is not directed to the signer or the
addressee, but to a location in space, which is occupied
by an actually present object

Loc-obj

the pointing sign is not directed to the signer or the
addressee, but to a location in space, which is not
occupied by an actually present object

Unsure

it is not clear what the pointing sign is directed to

3.2.2.2 PT Extension
The location or object that is the intended referent of the sender can be
in the surrounding space or not. This is indicated on the tier PT
Extension with the following values:
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Value

Definition

No

No, the location to which the pointing sign is directed
does not need extension to arrive at the intended
referent. That is, the location to which the pointing sign
is directed should also be interpreted as (containing) the
referent of the pointing sign.

Yes

Yes, the location to which the pointing sign is directed
does need extension to arrive at the intended referent.
That is, the location to which the pointing sign is directed
should not be interpreted as (containing) the referent of
the pointing sign.

Unsure

It is unclear whether the location or object in the hereand-now has to be interpreted as the intended referent
of the pointing sign or not.

3.2.2.3 Reference
The direction of the pointing sign is indicated in the previous tiers and
this also includes whether the location at which the pointing sign is
directed contains the intended referent of the pointing sign or not.
However, those tiers do not provide concrete information about the
intended referent. For example, when a signer points at her addressee
and the addressee is also the intended referent of the signer, this should
be annotated on the reference tier as ‘you’. If a signer points at a
location in which there is an actually present object, like a cup, the
annotation on the reference tier describes that object, ‘cup’. If the signer
points at a location that is not occupied by an actually present object, for
instance when the signer is localizing the cup, the annotation on the
reference tier describes the referent as ‘cup’ as well. Since referents
vary from context to context, and from pointing sign to pointing sign,
there was no controlled vocabulary for this tier.
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3.3 Pointing at present entities vs. pointing at nothing
In the previous chapter I have discussed four types of construction in
which pointing can occur. The basic division is between pointing at a
location that is occupied by an actual object ([LOC+OBJ]) and pointing at
a location that is not ([LOC-OBJ]). Both of these categories can be
subdivided into cases where the object or the location is to be
interpreted as the intended referent (OBJ=R; LOC=R) and cases in
which it is not (OBJ# R; LOC#R).
As argued in Chapter 2, all cases of pointing involve pointing to a
location (whether the location is occupied or not, whether the location is
the intended referent of the pointing or not, and whether the location is
located in surrounding or narrative space).

Because of this formal

characteristic of pointing, pointing to a location to refer to that location
(i.e., [LOC-OBJ], LOC=R) is in fact the simplest type of pointing.
However, I predicted that, due to the constraint REFOBJECT, the most
frequent type of pointing should be pointing to (a location in which there
is) an object to refer to that object (i.e., [LOC+OBJ], OBJ=R). The other
two types of constructions are more complex, because they require the
addressee to interpret the pointing to refer to an object that is not
actually present in the surrounding space. Because of the additional
steps needed to create a referent in Constructed Discourse Space that is
not present in the here-and-now of the discourse situation, these types
of constructions are more complicated. Linguistic information (and the
extension of Common Ground, see section 2.6.3) is crucial to help
addressees in arriving at the intended interpretation of these pointing
signs.
Table 2 represents the frequency of the four types of
construction in the Corpus NGT.
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Absolute
Type of construction

numbers

Percentages

[LOC+OBJ], OBJ=R

170

54%

[LOC+OBJ], OBJ#R

59

19%

[LOC-OBJ], LOC=R

4

1%

[LOC-OBJ], LOC#R

84

26%

Total

317

100%

Table 2 Occurrence of the four construction types in the selected part of
the Corpus NGT
Table 2 shows that pointing signs that are used to refer to objects in the
surrounding space ([LOC+OBJ], OBJ = R) are most frequent, which is to
be expected, since these pointing signs satisfy both STAY LOCAL and
REFOBJECT. However, these principles do not account for the high
frequency of what might be considered the most complex type of
pointing: pointing to an empty location in order to refer to an absent
object ([LOC-OBJ], LOC# R). What makes it possible that signers can
refer to unspecified locations without an actual anchor in surrounding
space so often?
In the remainder of this section, I will discuss pointing signs of each
of the four types.
3.3.1 Pointing to present objects to refer to those objects
([LOC+OBJ], OBJ=R)
In Section 3.3 I explained that in the Corpus NGT there were no tasks
involving actual objects that had to be discussed by the participants. For
instance, participants were not asked to describe any objects that were
lying in front of them (in contrast, there was such a task for the gesture
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data). Nevertheless, a large number of pointing signs were directed to
actual objects to indicate these objects.
There were three types of objects the signers could point at: the
signer, the addressee and anything that was neither the signer nor the
addressee. Since the participants were recorded in a location that was
familiar to them to a certain degree (i.e. the area where they went to
school), pointing that was directed at buildings surrounding the
participants also occurred, as in (2), Figure 2.
(2) WORK GUYOT PT:guyot
‘I worked at Guyot’

WORK

7

GUYOT

PT:guyot

Figure 2 Pointing to a nearby, but not visible, building (CNGT0460,
S024, 00:56:141)
The signer in (2), Figure 2, is pointing from his present location to an
object that is also in its present location (the object being not directly
perceivable). Arguably, this is different from instances where the object
is perceivable, however, in terms of directional motivation, the

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
(!Guyot was a centre of expertise for people with hearing problems. It is now
called Kentalis.!
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directionality of the pointing sign is not random. By pointing, the signer
provides spatial coordinates of the building to the addressee.
Participants could also point at the experiment leader, for instance,
when an assignment was not clear, as in (3).
(3) MEAN

PT:otherperson

WHEELCHAIR

MIND

MEAN

WHEELCHAIR

HANDICAPPED

SAME

EVERYTHING

(CNGT0253, signer 2, 00:46:584)
‘(S)he means like a wheelchair, the same as a wheelchair or a
mental handicap, everything’
The signer of (3) is explaining to her addressee what the experiment
leader means with being handicapped. The pointing sign is directed at
the location of the screen on which the questions were signed, thus
satisfying both principles STAY LOCAL and REFOBJECT. That is, the
pointing is directed to a screen in its actual location to refer to that
screen independently of its actual location.
In Example 4, Figure 3, the signer is pointing at an actual object, the
camera, to indicate its location.
(4) PT:camera MUST PT:camera
‘In the direction of the camera?’
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PT:camera
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MUST

PT:camera

Figure 3 Pointing to an object rather than to a location (CNGT0460,
S023, 02:31:419)
The signer of (4) is asking the experiment leader in which direction she
should sign: to the other participant or to the camera? In Figure 3 her
pointing sign indicates the location of the camera, but does she refer to
the location (“Should I sign in that direction?”) or does she refer to the
camera (“Should I sign to the camera?”)? In principle, both options seem
available, but note that the direction of the pointing sign is no
coincidence. That is, the location the signer is pointing to is occupied by
an actual object, namely the camera. Had the camera been in another
location, the signer would have pointed to that other location. Therefore,
due to the constraint REFOBJECT the pointing sign gets interpreted as
referring to the camera.
3.3.1.1 Referring to the signer and addressee
A relatively large number of pointing signs in the Corpus NGT are
directed to the signer her- or himself (of the 170 pointing signs in this
category, no less than 122 were directed to the signer and 37 to the
addressee). This is consistent with lexical frequency studies, e.g.
Johnston (2011), Cormier et al. (2011), Fenlon et al (in press). Figure 4
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shows a number of instances in which the signers are pointing at
themselves.

Figure 4 Self-referring pointing signs
Signers’ pointing signs to themselves or their addressees function the
same way as first and second personal pronouns in spoken language,
as shown in the Examples (5) and (6), or as possessive pronouns, like in
(7), Figure 5.
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(5) SAME

PAST

PT:signer

ANONYMIZED-PLACE

LIVE

(CNGT0245, S014, 00:33:960)
‘That’s the same, I used to live in anonymized-place’
(6) PT:addressee

GROW-UP

PT:addressee

HOME

OR

BOARDING SCHOOL (CNGT0460, S024, 00:33:101)
‘Did you grow up at home or in boarding school?’
(7) PT:signer FATHER
‘my father’

PT:signer

FATHER

Figure 5 Possessive pointing sign (CNGT460, S023, 01:34:520)
In sign language, pointing at the self and at the addressee can get a
pronominal or possessive interpretation, but it cannot be interpreted as
referring to a location. Because the pointing sign in sign language is
actually the linguistic element itself (in the sense that there is no
additional pronoun I or you that may coincide with the pointing, such as
in spoken language), there is no linguistic information that can overrule
this pronominal reference (the constraint CONNECT thus being vacuously
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satisfied). Therefore, pointing to the signer and the addressee
automatically gives rise to a pronominal interpretation.
Summarizing this subsection, signers can point at locations that
are occupied by objects in surrounding space to refer to these objects.
The primary function of pointing is to provide spatial information (locative
reference), but due to the constraint REFOBJECT pointing to a location is
interpreted as referring to the entity present in that location irrespective
of their location (pronominal reference). In the next subsection I will
discuss pointing signs that point to an object in surrounding space to
refer to an object or concept that is not present in the here-and-now of
the discourse situation.
3.3.2 Pointing to an object to refer to another object ([LOC+OBJ],
OBJ!R)
In the previous subsection I have shown examples of pointing signs to a
location that is occupied by an actual object in surrounding space. We
have seen that these signs are interpreted as referring to those actual
objects. However, in Chapter 2 it became clear that linguistic elements
can overrule this straightforward interpretation of a pointing to an object
in the surrounding space. In those cases the interpretation process
requires common ground to generate pragmatic connectors. I have
called this type of construction [LOC+OBJ], OBJ# R. As with the
previous type of construction there are three types of actual objects that
the signer can be pointing at: the signer, the addressee and anything
that is neither the signer nor the addressee. Additionally, signers can
point at their own fingers to refer to entities that are not in the here-andnow, as will become clear in section 3.3.2.2.
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3.3.2.1 Pointing at the signer
Constructed Action is a discourse strategy used widely within sign
languages in which the signer uses her face, head, body, hands, and/or
other non-manual cues to represent the actions, utterances, thoughts,
feelings and/or attitudes of a referent (Metzger, 1995). Constructed
action is involved in all instances when the signer pointed at herself to
refer to someone else. Example (8), Figure 6, illustrates this type of
pointing construction.
(8) PT:blindperson FEEL PT:I-blindperson @wait-a-minute PT:Iblindperson BLIND RIGHT

@like-that PT:I-blindperson FEEL

PT:I-blindperson HANDICAPPED
‘They don’t feel like that. I’m like ‘wait-a-minute! I’m blind, that’s
right, it is like that, but I don’t feel handicapped!’

PT

!

FEEL

PT:blindperson @wait-a-minute

*)! !

PT:blindperson BLIND

RIGHT

@like-that

PT:blindperson FEEL

PT:blindperson

HANDICAPPED

Figure 6 Body of signer as anchor for referring to someone else
(CNGT0253, S014, 02:55:910)
In (8) the discourse participants are discussing what it is like to be
handicapped and what exactly defines someone as being handicapped.
The signer in Figure 6 has mentioned several categories of disabled
people and now utters (8). The category of blind people has been
localized on her left hand side in the previous discourse and with the
sign in the first picture in Figure 6 she refers back to that group of
people. Next she performs the sign FEEL with non-manual negation to
mean that blind people don’t feel that way. Picture 3 in Figure 6 is a
pointing sign at the signer herself. However, the pointing sign is not
referring to the signer. Instead, she is taking the role of a blind person.
The role is indicated by the signer directing her eye gaze to a location
other than the addressee and by a torso-shift as well, which are
supposed to be indicators of Constructed Action.
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The issue of Constructed Action and pointing at the signer’s chest to
refer to a person that is not the signer has been extensively discussed in
sign language literature (e.g. Meier 1990; Berenz 2002; EngbergPedersen 1993). Liddell (2003) has discussed the matter of Constructed
Action in ASL in terms of spaces. According to Liddell (2003), in the case
of Constructed Action, the signer and addressee incorporate information
from a narrative space and properties of entities in this space are
imposed on objects (including the signer) in surrounding space.
Referring to the chest of the signer is still referring to an ‘I’ even though
that ‘I’ is not the actual signer in surrounding space. In the case of
reporting the thoughts or speech of someone/something, the signer’s
body is perfectly suitable for that, since she uses thoughts and speech
herself, with an extra advantage that the signer can involve her entire
body in the constructed action (facial expression, body posture) which
would be impossible with other people’s bodies.
The signer in Figure 6 does not imagine being in a completely
different environment: this is indicated by the fact that the signer, while
being in the role of the blind person, seems to be addressing her actual
addressee in the discourse situation (from picture 6 in Figure 12
onwards). Since the signer is using her own body as representing
another signer (which, importantly, is also congruent with the constraint
REFOBJECT) the interpretation of the pointing sign is pronominal
reference, which can only be derived from the pointing sign by first
determining the location that the pointing sign is indicating.
3.3.2.2 Pointing at the fingers of the signer
In addition to pointing at the self, with a default location (in NGT) on the
speaker’s or signer’s chest, senders can also point at other parts of their
bodies, in particular the fingers. For American Sign Language, Liddell
(2003) has argued that pointing at the fingers of the non-dominant hand
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functions as a list buoy. A list buoy provides a visual representation of a
series of ordered or unordered referents. A clear advantage of list buoys
is that they stay directly perceivable to the signer and the addressee.
Pointing at the fingers in the gesture data, to be discussed in the
next chapter, appears to differ from pointing at the fingers in the Corpus
NGT, especially the order in which the fingers are being pointed at. In
the gesture data one speaker, when mentioning her grandpa, points at
her thumb and next, when she mentions her grandma, points at her
index finger. Example (9), Figure 7, shows how the use of the nondominant hand for reference is structured in NGT.
(9)

PT:first WHEELCHAIR PT:second BLIND PT:third
@WITHOUT ARMS PT:fourth MIND LITTLE PT:fifth
MIND VARIETY
‘one: wheelchair, two: blindness, three: without arms,
four: mentally disabled, five: variety of mental problems’

PT:index

!

WHEELCHAIR

PT:middlefinger BLIND

!

PT:ringfiner

LITTLE

"+"!

@without-arms PT:littlefinger

PT:thumb

MIND

MIND

VARIETY

Figure 7 Pointing at the non-dominant hand for making a list
(CNGT0253, S013, 00:50:340)
In (9) the signer is summing up different kinds of handicaps. Each
handicap is represented by a finger at which the signer is pointing. As
can be seen in Figure 7 the signer starts with pointing at the index finger,
next the middle finger, the ring finger and then the little finger and finally
points at the thumb. Consider also (10), Figure 8, which illustrates the
structured use of pointing at the fingers to refer to a referent that is not
present in the here-and-now.
(10)

FOR EXAMPLE CANNOT WALK CANNOT HEAR
PT:third BLIND
‘For example, (he) cannot walk, or cannot hear or,
thirdly, is blind.’
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FOR EXAMPLE

CANNOT

PT:ringfinger

CANNOT

WALK

HEAR

BLIND

Figure 8 Structured use of pointing at the non-dominant hand
(CNGT0253, S013, 02:08:880)
In (10) the signer starts listing different kinds of handicaps. She has
already given two examples (people who can’t walk, people who can’t
hear) without using a list buoy construction. Next, she gives a third
example (people who are blind), but with this example she does indicate
a location on the non-dominant hand. She points at her ring finger, since
the ‘people who are blind’ are the third item on her list. The use of the
non-dominant hand allows the signer to not only organize her list, but
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also provides visual anchors for reference that stay available. It seems
as if the use of the non-dominant hand is independent from pointing
signs being directed to it. Apparently, for creating a list on the nondominant hand pointing is not obligatory. If pointing does occur it
provides spatial coordinates of locations occupied by the fingers in the
surrounding space. Compared to pointing at various empty locations to
refer to (list) different entities, pointing at the fingers has the advantage
of providing actually present objects that remain visible for referring back
to in the continuing discourse.
In this subsection I have discussed pointing signs that are
directed to the signer herself to refer to another person (taking the role of
the other person) and pointing at the fingers of the non-dominant hand to
refer to a list of referents that are not present in surrounding space. In
the next subsection I will discuss pointing signs that are directed to the
addressee to refer to something else than the addressee as a person.
3.3.2.3 Pointing at the addressee: backchanneling
Pointing at the addressee can be used to refer to something the
addressee has said. This appears to be a very general pragmatic
strategy for keeping the discourse as interactive as possible, and
pointing of this type occurs in spoken language discourse as well, as we
will see in Chapter 4. Pointing signs of this kind do not refer to the
addressee as a person, do not occur pre- or postnominally, but instead
have more pragmatic functions in the discourse. With the pointing signs
discussed in this subsection the signer gives feedback by indicating a
specific concept that relates to the addressee.
In some cases, palm-up signs are used to both indicate and
fulfill pragmatic purposes. In these cases pointing at the addressee is
done to acknowledge, agree or disagree with something that the
addressee has said, as in Figure 9.
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Figure 9 Pointing at the addressee to agree ‘Exactly that/ that’s right!’
(CNGT0254, S014, 00:50:685)
In Figure 9 the signer is directing her pointing sign to the other discourse
participant, who is arguing that being handicapped is just a medical label
which does not need to be similar to how you see yourself. The signer
agrees with her and performs the sign in Figure 9. She is thus giving
feedback to the other person who is signing without interrupting the other
person. Figures 10 and 11 show that these pointing signs do not refer to
a specific entity, but to larger chunks in the discourse.

Figure 10 Pointing at the addressee to mean ‘I agree with that’
(CNGT0253, S014, 02:13:890)
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Figure 11 Pointing at the addressee to mean ‘I understand what you are
signing’ (CNGT0460, S023, 01.02.000)
The pointing signs that are illustrated in Figure 10 and 11 do not occur in
a stretch of signing. That is, they are performed while the other person is
signing or has just finished signing, although the signers have also been
observed to perform these kinds of pointing sign with the non-dominant
hand within one stretch of signing as well (Crasborn, p.c.). The pointing
signs can only be interpreted as pronouns that refer to what is being said
by the other signer, comparable to that in I agree with that or it in I
understand it. Because the signers refer to what the addressee (the
other signer) is saying, they point to the addressee to express that they
acknowledge, agree or disagree with the addressee. Therefore, the
interpretation is indirect.
So far, I have discussed pointing signs that indicate locations
that are occupied by actual objects in surrounding space. The type of
construction that I will discuss next does not involve actual objects, but
refers to a location by pointing at the location in surrounding space.
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3.3.3 Pointing to a location to refer to that location ([LOC-OBJ], LOC
= R)
I have argued in Chapter 2 that even though this seems to be a case of
the most basic type of pointing (referring to a location by pointing at it),
and although signers refer to the here-and-now in this type of
construction, thereby satisfying STAY LOCAL, an addressee will be
looking for an actual object in the location that is pointed at, in an
attempt to satisfy REFOBJECT. The fact that the signer is not indicating a
random location, but is actually referring to a specific location in
surrounding space, requires the addressee to find that specific location
and determine its relevance to the ongoing discourse. I predicted in
Chapter 2 that this type of pointing would not be very frequent, also
because locations are not usually topics of conversation. This prediction
is borne out as far as sign language is concerned: only 1% of the
pointing signs in the data were of this type (4 instances in total). Another
(related) explanation for the low frequency of this type of pointing could
be that this basic meaning of pointing is also the most specific case of
pointing, and it is the least used simply because it is compatible with the
fewest number of contexts. Hogeweg (2009) argues for a similar
approach to the relation between semantic strength and frequency in the
case of the highly polysemous Dutch discourse particle wel). Hogeweg
(2009:134) argues that “the strongest meaning is the most specific
meaning, since it combines the most semantic features. Consequently,
this meaning is compatible with fewer situations.”
Note that signs that usually get the lexical gloss HERE/NOW are
closely related to this type of construction:
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Figure 12 Pointing sign that is interpreted as HERE ‘here’ (CNGT0363,
S020, 05:14:358)

Figure 13 Pointing sign that is interpreted as NOW ‘now’ (CNGT0460,
S024, 02:05:040)
The sign HERE/NOW in Figures 12 and 13 is similar to the pointing
signs with an externally determined stable location, such as EAR or
MIND. The sign is directed with a downward movement, the tip of the
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finger oriented at the ground. According to Bühler (1982), the deictic field
of human language is anchored to the location of the sender, which
Bühler refers to as the origo. The three words that necessarily overlap
with the origo are ‘I’, ‘here’ and ‘now’. The sign in Figures 12 and 13
seems to be the sign language equivalent to the words for ‘here’ and
‘now’. Importantly, they do not necessarily indicate specific locations in
surrounding space but instead refer to the ‘here’ or ‘now’ of the
discourse situation as a whole, by indicating a location near the origo. A
pointing gesture with a similar interpretation could occur in spoken
language. In a hypothetical example, an angry mother who is shouting at
her son You will clean up this mess right [NOW] could point downwards
on now.
3.3.4 Pointing to an empty location to refer to an object ([LOC-OBJ],
LOC!R)
The fourth and final type of construction that I would like to discuss is the
most complicated type, because in this case the addressee cannot fall
back on an actual object in a location in surrounding space to determine
the referent of the pointing, nor does the pointing refer to the location
itself. In Chapter 2, I distinguished two subtypes of this type of pointing
construction. In one subtype, the pointing sign to an empty location
refers to an (imaginary) object that is present in that location in a
narrative space (though not in the surrounding space) and is thus not
really ‘empty’. In this case the sender is not randomly directing her
pointing signs in space, but bases the directionality on the conceptual
objects that are present in narrative space. However, this subtype of
pointing to an empty location in order to refer to an object cannot
account for all 85 instances of pointing found in the selected part of the
Corpus NGT.
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Therefore, a second subtype needs to be distinguished. In this case the
pointing sign is directed to a randomly chosen empty location in which
the object that is referred to is localized for the purpose of the continuing
discourse. In the present subsection I will show that in sign language
discourse, both subtypes of the fourth pointing construction can be
found.
Cormier (2012) notes that “if the referent is not present, the
signer may establish a point in space for the referent, which could be
motivated in some way (e.g. pointing towards a chair where a person
usually sits) or could be arbitrary”. The localization of referents that are
not present in the here-and-now of the discourse situation has been
recognized by many, if not all, sign linguists (e.g. Berenz & Brito 1990,
Baker-Shenk & Cokely 1980, Friedman 1975, Liddell 1977, Lillo-Martin &
Klima 1990, Neidle et al. 2000, McBurney 2002). In the types of
construction that I have discussed in the previous sections the direction
of the projected line was motivated, i.e. in one way or another it was
determined by objects or specific locations in the surrounding space. In
this subsection, I will hypothesize that the distinction between an
external motivation for the directionality of the projected line and
arbitrarily determined directed projected lines is the main difference
between pointing gestures and pointing signs. But before I will discuss
this specific subtype of pointing found in sign language in Section 3.3.5, I
will first discuss the other subtype of the fourth type of pointing
construction, the one that can be found in sign language as well as in the
gesture data that will be discussed in Chapter 4.
3.3.4.1 The use of Narrative Space in NGT
In some instances of pointing, the directionality of the projected line to an
empty location seems to be motivated by storytelling or personal
recollections or fantasy in which objects referred to are imagined to be
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located in the indicated location within a mental space. The signers in
the sign language data point at locations in the Fable telling task to refer
to a referent that is not in the here-and-now, but in a mental space, or,
more specifically, in a narrative space (Dancygier 2012). I will talk about
narrative space when a sender tells or retells (i.e., narrates) events that
happened in the past (or future or elsewhere) or in the imaginary context
of a story. According to Clark (1996) the whole point of “demonstrating a
thing is to enable addressees to experience selective parts of what it
would be like to perceive the thing directly” (Clark 1996:174). This seems
to be a strategy that particularly fits the task of storytelling. To come to
this effect, the signer imagines herself in a situation in which the story
unfolds. In this imagined situation the signer can act as if it were real.
That is, the mental space contains anchors to which a projected line can
be directed. The main argument here, as was already pointed out in
Chapter 2, will be that these pointing signs are not directed at random
locations in the here-and-now of the discourse situation, but are directed
at motivated locations in narrative space. For this narrative space, the
constraint REFOBJECT is still satified.
Example (11), Figure 14, is an excerpt from the fable The two
friends and the bear in which two men are walking in a forest when they
come across a bear. One of the men flees into the tree. The other man
lies down on the ground, pretending to be dead, while the bear sniffs his
face. In (11) the signer just started his narration, signing about the two
men and the forest ahead of them.
(11) TWO FRIEND PERSON PERSON WALK PT:forest FOREST
‘Two friends are walking side-by-side. Over there is the forest.’
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FRIEND

PERSON

WALK

PT:forest

FOREST

PERSON

Figure 14 Pointing at the forest in narrative space (CNGT0364, S019,
00:05:000)
The signer of (11) places the two men in space by using the sign
PERSON twice, which is a sign that can be signed at a certain location
in space. The signer next performs the sign WALK, but not in its citation
form, which would be with one hand, but in this case he performs the
sign with two hands, one hand for each man. While signing WALK the
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signer is looking around as if he is looking at the surrounding
environment, walking in a relaxed manner, reflecting the assumed
attitude of the men. The next sign the signer makes is a pointing sign
directed to a location right in front of him. However, the signer is not
pointing at a location in surrounding space, but at a location in narrative
space. This becomes clear with the next sign he makes, namely
FOREST. From the signer’s perspective this location is occupied by the
imagined forest in narrative space. However, the addressee does not
know about the forest yet, but needs the linguistic information, the sign
for ‘forest’, to determine the intended referent of the pointing sign. Once
we understand the signer to imagine a narrative space in which the
forest is located in front of him, the directionality can be interpreted by
the addressee. As Emmorey, Corina & Bellugi (1995) have noted, “there
is a much stronger relationship between a spatial locus and its
associated nominal when that locus represents a possible real world
spatial layout”. The pointing sign that the signer performs sets the stage
for the rest of the story, namely that there is a forest ahead of the men
that they are about to enter.
Example (12), Figure 15, is an excerpt from the other fable, The
tortoise and the hare, in which a hare challenges a tortoise to do a race.
In the end, it is the modest tortoise that wins the race, and the arrogant
hare loses miserably.
(12)

PT:tortoise DARE BET TWO-OF-US PT:tortoise
PT:hare GO-TO PT:there
‘I dare to bet, the two of us, me and you go over there’
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PT:tortoise

DARE

TWO-OF_US

PT:tortoise

PT:there

GO-TO

BET

PT:these

Figure 15 Pointing at elements that are ‘present’ in Narrative Space
(CNGT0366, S019, 00:39:280)
In (12), Figure 15, the signer is pretending to be the tortoise. The hare
has just been mocking the tortoise for being slow, and the tortoise now
reacts with accepting the bet that the hare proposed earlier. The face of
the signer expresses a certain nonchalance, which is not the signer’s
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own nonchalance, but that of the tortoise who is not impressed by the
arrogant hare. That is, the signer is in character. The pointing sign that is
directed at the signer’s chest should therefore not be interpreted as ‘I’
referring to the signer, but as ‘I’ referring to the tortoise. Thus, the signer
refers to a narrative space while using Constructed Action. All of the
following signs are also directed at conceptual objects in narrative
space. The sign TWO-OF-US moves between the location of the signer
(being the tortoise) and a location to his left, which is to be associated
with the hare. Next, the signer points to his chest to indicate ‘I’-tortoise
and then points to the location to his left again to indicate the hare. The
following sign GO-TO is directed to a location in ‘the distance’ and that
location is also indicated with the last pointing sign in Figure 15. It is as if
the signer is actually looking at the finish line in the distance, which is not
a finish line in surrounding space, but a finish line in narrative space.
The use of narrative space requires the addressee to make
constructions of the mental spaces of the signer, since the signer is
pointing at a location that is not occupied by an object in surrounding
space, but by an imagined object in narrative space. As Bejarano
(2011:103) argued, “when the hearer receives a linguistic sign, he does
not see it as a received sign, but as a produced sign”. This implies that
the addressee tries to interpret the space from the signer’s perspective.
The next example shows that the signer actually expects the addressee
to understand his narrative space.
(13) CALL PT:tortoise ALWAYS LATE SLOW (?) PT:tortoise PU
‘(the hare) calls the tortoise: ‘you are always late’, it is slow, you
know’
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CALL

PT:tortoise

ALWAYS

LATE

SLOW (?)

PT:tortoise

PU

Figure 16 Requesting the addressee acknowledgement of Narrative
Space (CNGT0366, S019, 00:21:960)
In Example (13) the signer takes on the role of the hare and directs a
pointing sign to the imagined location of the tortoise. His eye gaze is
directed downwards, which is to be expected when a hare would be
talking with a smaller tortoise. The signer then becomes the narrator
again and explains to his addressee that the tortoise is slow. When
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doing so, he directs another pointing sign towards the location of the
imagined tortoise while looking at his addressee and then performs a
palm-up sign, which is to be interpreted as ‘you know’. Thus, the signer
is expressing: ‘it is slow, you know’ while pointing at the imagined
tortoise. Here, the signer is asking his addressee in the here-and-now of
the discourse situation for feedback, while directing a pointing sign to an
imagined referent in narrative space.
In the fable telling task the pointing signs mostly indicate the set
up of the narrative space, as in the examples given in (14), Figure 17.
(14) 1. PT:sun SHINE
‘the sun up there is shining intensely’
2. TORTOISE SEE PT:hare HARE
‘the tortoise sees the hare there’
3. PT:friend FRIEND PT:friend
‘The friend there’

1.
PT:sunshine
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2.
TORTOISE

SEE

PT:hare

HARE

3.
PT:friend

FRIEND

PT:friend

Figure 17 Setting up narrative space for the purpose of story telling (1.
CNGT366, S019, 01:02:080; 2. CNGT366, S019, 01:16:970; 3.
CNGT364, S019, 01:13:680)
Liddell (2003) argued that pointing signs in retellings help the addressee
understand the physical setup of the reported space and the pointing
signs are therefore still locative. That is, by pointing as in Figure 17 a
location is created in narrative space. Since the addressee cannot
directly perceive these objects the signer provides spatial coordinates of
their positions. The use of a narrative space can already be evoked by
minimal linguistic information (Dancygier 2012); it is not only found in
full-fledged stories such as the fables discussed above.
Thus, the direction of pointing signs can be motivated even
when the surrounding space contains no objects or locations that are
relevant to the ongoing discourse. However, in sign language, when the
signer is pointing at an empty location to refer to an entity that is not
present in the here-and-now of the actual discourse situation, there does
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not need to be a narrative or mental space in which this object is located.
Instead, the location in the surrounding space can be chosen completely
arbitrarily simply in order to localize a discourse referent in the
surrounding

space

(cf.

Cormier,

2012).

Friedman

(1975)

and

subsequently others as well (e.g. Berenz & Brito 1990) noted that “the
two types of indexic reference (i.e. pointing at present entities versus
pointing at absent entities) are fundamentally the same, the difference
being that in one case, the addressee merely sees the index and knows
by general convention what is being indicated while in the other, he must
see the index and remember what reference has been established for it
by the preceding portions of the discourse” (Friedman 1975:946). I will
argue in the next section that this is not entirely accurate.
3.3.5 Pointing to an arbitrary empty location to refer to an object
In Section 3.3.4.1 I have argued that when the sender is pointing at an
empty location, this can be interpreted as pointing at an object occupying
that location in narrative space. In this case, the signer imagines herself
being in a different here-and-now in which imagined referents are
present and can function as anchors for pointing at. But we have seen in
the previous chapters that in cases like (15), Figure 18, this is not the
case.
(15) PT:colleague COLLEAGUE INFLUENCE #NGT SIGN
‘Colleagues influenced my NGT signing’
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COLLEAGUE

INFLUENCE

TO-SIGN

Figure 18 Prenominal pointing sign (CNGT0245, S013, 01:15:306)
In (15), Figure 18, the signer is pointing at a location in the space in front
of her. This location remains unmotivated, that is, it is neither motivated
by (the location of) an actual object in surrounding space nor by (the
location of) an imagined object in a mental space. There is no evidence
that the signer is creating a mental space in which she is pointing to a
specific location. The fact that the signer points downward is not
intended to imply that these particular colleagues are typically lying down
or working one floor lower – nor is it a convention in NGT to point to
people’s feet in referring to them. The location that is pointed at seems
to be randomly chosen and is not to be interpreted as the intended
referent of the signer. By interpreting the next sign for ‘colleague’, the
addressee knows that the pointing sign is to be interpreted to refer to the
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object that the linguistic element refers to as well; if she did not know
that, the location would still have spatial coordinates but the purpose of
pointing to this location would remain unclear. Clearly, the pointing here
is a linguistic element and it has the function of localizing a referent in
the surrounding space (cf. Liddell 2003). This process of localizing a
referent makes it possible to refer back to the referent later on in the
discourse by pointing at the location again (Liddell 2003, Barberà and
Zwets 2013). That is, pointing to the same location later on in the
discourse will be interpreted anaphorically.
If the location that is pointed at is empty and has not been used
for introducing another discourse referent yet, there is no potential
antecedent present in the input, and the pointing is interpreted as
referring to the object that is expressed by the adjacent noun phrase (De
Hoop, to appear),
In the case of Example (15) the pointing sign that is directed at
an empty location in front of the signer’s body, is in fact directed at
nothing. There is no motivation for the directionality of the pointing sign,
but instead its directionality appears to be completely arbitrarily chosen.
We could say that the pointing sign in Figure 18 does nothing more than
provide a location for further reference. Barberà and Zwets (2013) have
explained this in terms of the File Card Theory of Heim (1988). In that
paper we focussed on pointing signs that are directed at nonspeaker/non-addressee oriented referents in NGT and pointing gestures
that co-occur with spoken Dutch by looking at them on a discourse
structure level. We differentiated between two functions that pointing can
fulfill in building the structure of a discourse, namely anchoring and
identifying. Identifying is similar to indicating in the terminology of the
present dissertation, but anchoring constitutes a different kind of
construction. With anchoring the location that is chosen by the signer to
be associated with the referent, is completely arbitrary. Actually, there
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might not even be a reason to establish the referent in space at all, other
than to create an anchor for further reference. Therefore, the pointing
sign in this construction creates an anchor. The anchor can be pointed at
again in further mentions, which is understood by the addressee as
being co-referential with the anchored referent. Thus, the subsequent
pointing signs get an anaphoric interpretation, which is unexpected
because we have seen that pointing signs are deictic by definition. The
anchoring interpretation that is illustrated once more in Example (16),
Figure 19, is a deictic function, but it is special because the deixis (the
direction of the pointing) is unmotivated.
(16) TWO LIVE GROUP PT:group1 PT:group2
‘two communities’

TWO

PT:group1

LIVE

GROUP

PT:group2

Figure 19 Pointing at an unmotivated location (CNGT0363, S019,
04:34:357)
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The empty locations that the signer in Figure 19 points to are not
motivated by actual objects in the surrounding space, nor is the signer
imagining these groups to be present at the indicated locations in a
mental space. Still, the signer is able to refer to the two groups of people
by directing single pointing signs to two empty locations. The linguistic
elements two and group guide the addressee to interpret the pointing
signs as referring to two groups. The fact that these groups as discourse
referents are now localized in the surrounding space enables later
reference to these referents by pointing at their locations.
In this section I have argued that in NGT (and reasonably other
sign languages as well) truly unmotivated locations can be pointed at in
order to refer to objects. The pointing signs that indicate these locations
lack motivation for their directionality. Instead, the spatial coordinates are
linked one-on-one to a discourse referent, such that these locations can
be used without further linguistic information for anaphoric reference in
the continuing discourse.

3.4 Summary and discussion
In the present chapter I have discussed pointing signs in NGT. Part of
the complexity of defining pointing signs as lexical signs is their
resemblance

to

pointing

gestures

in

spoken

language.

Some

researchers have proposed a grammaticalization path from pointing
gestures to pointing signs (Pfau 2011). Others have compared pointing
signs to pointing gestures and pronouns in spoken languages to reveal
similarities and dissimilarities (Cormier et al. 2013, Neidle et al. 2000,
McBurney 2002).
We have seen in this chapter that the four types of pointing that
were introduced in the previous chapter are found in NGT, but as
predicted in Section 2.6 not all four constructions are equally frequent. I
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have argued in Chapter 2 that in essence all pointing signs and gestures
fulfill the same basic function, they point to a location in the surrounding
space. Yet, the least frequent type of pointing is the construction in
which the signer points to a location to refer to that location. This has
been explained by the fact that addressees tend to interpret pointing
signs as pointing to ‘something’ rather than to ‘somewhere’ (which is
captured by the constraint REFOBJECT). Not surprisingly then, pointing to
objects to refer to those objects turned out to be the most frequent type
of pointing in NGT. Strikingly, the second most frequent type of pointing
turned out to be the most complex type, i.e., pointing signs to empty
locations to refer to absent objects. These pointing signs could only
partly be interpreted as referring to objects occupying the indicated
locations in a mental or narrative space.
The interpretation of a pointing sign or gesture depends on
whether or not there is an object present in the location that is pointed at,
whether the location that is pointed at is associated with a certain object
(for instance in narrative space), and whether there is a linguistic
element to be associated with the location pointed at. As a consequence
of modality, pointing signs occur within a stretch of signing, and thus
function as linguistic elements (comparable to pronouns) themselves.
When a referent is mentioned for the first time, pointing signs may be
used to create a location in the surrounding space in which the referent
is localized. When the referent is picked up from previous discourse,
pointing signs can be directed to the same location and in that case the
pointing is interpreted anaphorically, since the location is associated with
a referent in the discourse and there is no additional linguistic element
like a pronoun in spoken language. The pointing itself creates the index
for the discourse referent in order to make anaphoric reference in the
continuing discourse possible.
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Chapter 4
Pointing gestures in Dutch
Pointing gestures that co-occur with speech and pointing signs in sign
language are not only similar in formal aspects, but they also have a
similar basic function in discourse, which is derived from the projected
line feature, namely to indicate a location. In Chapter 3 I have discussed
pointing signs in NGT. Chapter 4 will be similar in structure, but focuses
on gestures that co-occur with Dutch. The pointing gestures that
occurred in the Radboud Corpus of Dutch Gestures were categorized
based on the four types of construction that I distinguished in Chapter 2.
Given the assumption that gestures have an auxiliary status to spoken
language, as a consequence speakers are more likely to use, for
instance, pronouns instead of pointing gestures for reference. We might
expect that the most complicated construction with pointing, the one that
takes on language-like properties (namely pointing at an empty location
to refer to an absent referent) rarely, if even, occurs with pointing
gestures in spoken language. For an Optimality Theoretic account that
accounts for the fact that hearing people developed spoken elements for
person, and use these more consistently than pointing gestures for
reference, see De Schepper (2013).
The gesture material analyzed for this chapter comes from the
Radboud Corpus of Dutch Gestures, which was created specifically for
the present study. Methods are discussed in Section 4.2. The pointing
gestures that occurred in the corpus were analyzed for the type of
construction they occurred in. In Section 4.3 I will discuss each type of
construction separately. In Section 4.4 I will discuss the supposed
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grammaticalization of certain pointing signs. The chapter will be
concluded in Section 4.5. First, in Section 4.1, I will discuss the matter of
Surrounding space.

4.1 Surrounding space
Even though gestures are integrated into the linguistic system to a
certain degree, they cannot be considered to be a fixed symbolic
system. According to Butcher, Mylander & Goldin-Meadow (1991) this
would mean that pointing gestures cannot be used to refer to the thereand-then, i.e. topics other than what happens in the here-and-now. In the
case of referring to the here-and-now, the location that is pointed at
occupies an actual object in the surrounding space that the pointing
refers to. Example (1), Figure 1, illustrates this.
(1) en als je dan op die [knop die grijze] knop op de zijkant drukt
‘and when you press that [button, that grey] button on the side’

Figure 1 A Dutch speaker pointing at an object in the here-and-now
(D2_1 00:45:140)
In (1) the participant explains the functioning of a label maker to the
other participant (this task is part of the Radboud Corpus of Dutch
Gestures, which will be discussed in Section 4.2). The label maker is
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actually present in surrounding space and is relevant to the ongoing
discourse. The speaker mentions a grey button, which coincides with the
pointing gesture and which leads to the interpretation that the pointing
gesture refers to the grey button in surrounding space. Indeed, there is
an object in the surrounding space that relates to the ongoing discourse
that can be connected one-to-one with the linguistic element that
coincides with the pointing gesture. There is no conflict between the
different types of information and the interpretation is straightforward
since it satisfies all three constraints that were argued to play a role in
the interpretation of pointing in Chapter 2, STAY LOCAL, REFOBJECT and
CONNECT.
The results of several studies show that people indeed prefer to
stay in the here-and-now of the discourse situation when they use
pointing gestures. In Zwets (2009b) I have discussed the matter of
‘clusivity’ in the pronominal system of Dutch. Dutch, like English, does
not distinguish between inclusive (including the addressee) and
exclusive (excluding the addressee) forms of the first person plural in its
lexical paradigm. However, by taking the gestures that can co-occur with
such a pronoun into account the distinction between inclusive and
exclusive we becomes apparent. For instance, a speaker might utter we
while pointing at her addressee and thereby indicating that the pronoun
should be interpreted as being inclusive. On the other hand, the speaker
could also utter we and point at a third person, which indicates an
exclusive interpretation of the pronoun. When the speaker utters we to
include an absent third person (and to exclude her addressee) and she
performs a pointing gesture with that pronoun, Zwets (2009b) found that
the pointing gesture is not directed to an unspecified location in space,
but instead to the speaker herself, as in (2), Figure 2.
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(2) Dus ja # dan kunnen ze toch beter bij ons zijn waar [wij] het heel
erg goed (…)
‘So, then it’s better for them to be here with us, where [we] very
good (mumbles)’

Figure 2 Exclusive ‘we’, the speaker points at himself instead of to an
empty location in space
Since the speaker’s partner is not present, the speaker prefers a pointing
gesture that is directed to an actual entity in the here-and-now (himself)
over pointing to an unspecified location to refer to the there-and-then (his
partner). That is, the speaker avoids pointing at a location that is not
motivated by the presence of an actual object.
Engberg-Pedersen (1993) has shown the preference for
referring to the here-and-now over referring to the there-and-then in
native Danish signers. If a signer wants to refer to an object and that
object is present in the here-and-now, it would be confusing and
uneconomical to create an abstract anchor to establish the reference.
The same goes for pronominal reference in spoken languages like
English and Danish (Engberg-Pedersen 1993). Engberg-Pedersen
argues that indirect speech is preferred over direct speech in these
languages if the person that is mentioned in the original utterance is
actually present. For instance, a speaker is more likely to say She told
me that you would be late than She told me ‘He will be late’ when the he
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refers to the addressee of the speaker (example taken from EngbergPedersen 1993:105). Hence, it is more felicitous to use a second person
pronoun which refers directly to a local discourse participant.
Butcher et al. (1991) investigated the language development of
a deaf child to see whether the child was able to refer to the there-andthen without the input of a conventional language system. He did appear
to point at absent entities, while his mother, who was hearing, hardly
ever did. According to Butcher et al. (1991:335) the deaf child “seems to
have taken the minimal (although perhaps crucial) input he received
about displaced gesture and fashioned it into an integral part of a
linguistic system”. This seems to suggest that pointing to refer to the
there-and-then is taking the function of pointing a step further and
develops when speech cannot carry out this function.
As mentioned in the previous chapters, given the constraints
STAY LOCAL and REFOBJECT, the addressee expects that the speaker
refers to an actual object in surrounding space. While the surrounding
space is perceptible to both the addressee and the sender and therefore
provides evidence for the spatial organization of the discourse, pointing
at an empty location does so to a lesser degree. Moreover, objects in
surrounding space stay directly perceivable to both the sender and the
addressee, providing absolute locations for certain discourse referents,
while pointing at empty locations does not. When a speaker uses the
visual modality for referring to a referent the interpretation will be rather
easy when the referent is actually present in the surroundings.
However, even though pointing gestures may be preferred when
they are directed at actual objects that occupy a location in the here-andnow, speakers also seem to use pointing gestures that cannot be
interpreted in such a way. That is, pointing can refer to absent entities by
pointing at ‘nothing’ in spoken language as well (which is consistent with
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what Mcneill (2003) calls abstract deixis). Example (3), Figure 3
illustrates such a construction.
(3) die andere man [die dan] z'n kunstgebit nog heeft
‘that other man [who] still has his false teeth’

Figure 3 Pointing at an empty location in surrounding space (D3_1,
09:15:580)
In (3) the speaker is retelling a story, which she just saw on a laptop
computer. When she refers to one of the two characters in the story, she
performs the pointing gesture that is shown in Figure 3. Clearly, the
character she is referring to is not present in the surrounding space.
Here, pointing at an empty location is interpreted as referring to an entity
(the other man), which is possible due to the linguistic element that
coincides with the pointing gesture (die ‘who’). The optimal interpretation
of the pointing in (3), Figure 3, thus violates STAY LOCAL and REFOBJECT
in order to satisfy CONNECT, because CONNECT is a stronger constraint
than STAY LOCAL and REFOBJECT (see Chapter 2).
In this section and in the examples discussed before in Chapter
2, we have seen that pointing gestures are closely intertwined with co-
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occurring speech. Since speech is the dominant modality, reference to
the there-and-then, which requires a conventional language system
(Butcher et al. 1991), is not expected to be expressed with pointing
gestures. However, Example (3), Figure 3, illustrates that speakers can
also point at locations to refer to objects that are not present in the
surrounding space. Before we will turn to the issue of pointing at present
versus absent referents, the material for this study will be discussed in
Section 4.3.

4.2 Methods
The gesture material is elicited for the specific purpose of this study,
coined the Radboud Corpus of Dutch Gestures. I will discuss the
participants in Section 4.2.1, the tasks that the participants had to
complete in Section 4.2.2 and the annotation process in Section 4.2.3.

4.2.1 Participants and recording room
18 female students participated in this study in six dyads and two triads.
The participants in a dyad or triad knew each other in order to take away
some of the awkwardness of sitting in an unfamiliar room with cameras.
Once they entered the room, the participants were told that they had to
perform several tasks. The participants were not informed about the goal
of the tasks and were not encouraged to gesture. All of the participants
were native speakers of Dutch, had Dutch-speaking parents and were
unfamiliar with sign language. In total 250 minutes of video material was
recorded in the gesture lab at the Max Planck Institute for
8

Psycholinguistics in Nijmegen.
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The participants sat in a room with no windows. Next to the recording
room was a room with monitors and recording desks. During the
recordings the experiment leader stayed in this room. In the dyad
situation the participants sat opposite each other as in the first picture in
Figure 4. In the triad situation the participants sat as in the second
picture of Figure 4.

Figure 4 Set-up in experimental setting
Dyads were recorded by three cameras: a camera was directed at the
upper body of each of the participants and one camera recorded the
entire situation. Triads were recorded by four cameras, one more for the
third participant. The video material of two of the dyads turned out to be
not usable due to problems with the audio. In the end 200 minutes of
gesture material of 14 female students (aged between 19-24 years) was
annotated. Table 1 gives an overview of the age of the participants, the
number of pointing gestures they used, the length of the recording
sessions and the tasks in which they were involved.
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Participant

Age

D1_1

24

# of
pointing
gestures
18

D1_2

22

27

D2_1

21

12

D2_2

20

19

D3_1

19

25

D3_2

21

31

D4_1

19

18

D4_2

20

17

Length of
recording
(mm:ss)
24:22

34:15

43:07
seconds

34:33

Tasks
Label maker description
task (patient)
Simple Narration task
(agent) (objects)
Family Tree task
Conversation task
Label maker description
task (agent)
Simple Narration task
(patient) (objects)
Family Tree task
Conversation task
Label maker description
task (agent)
Simple Narration task
(patient) (no objects)
Family Tree task
Conversation task
Label maker description
task (patient)
Simple Narration task
(agent) (no objects)
Family Tree task
Conversation task
Label maker description
task (patient)
Simple Narration task
(agent) (no objects)
Family Tree task
Conversation task
Label maker description
task (agent)
Simple Narration task
(patient) (no objects)
Family Tree task
Conversation task
Direction Giving task
Simple Narration task
(agent) (no objects)
Family Tree task
Conversation task
Direction Giving task
Simple Narration task
(patient) (no objects)
Family Tree task
Conversation task
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T1_1

20

5

T1_2

21

12

T1_3

20

11

T2_1

22

16

T2_2

20

1

T2_3

21

23

22:48

42:43

Divided Narration
(agent) (objects)
Conversation task
Divided Narration
(agent) (objects)
Conversation
(leader)
Divided Narration
(patient) (objects)
Conversation task
Divided Narration
(agent) (no objects)
Conversation
(leader)
Divided Narration
(agent) (no objects)
Conversation task
Divided Narration
(patient) (no objects)
Conversation
(leader)

task
task
task
task
task
task
task
task
task

Table 1 Information about participants, tasks and recordings

4.2.2 Tasks
The goal of this experimental set-up was to elicit pointing gestures in a
setting that was as natural as possible. Ideally, participants would have
had spontaneous conversations in which they would use pointing
gestures (as in the research of for instance Kendon 2004, Wilkins 2003,
Haviland 2000, Enfield et al. 2007, McNeill 2003). However, since my
purpose was to collect pointing gestures that occurred in different types
of construction, such as pointing at present entities versus absent
entities, participants were given several tasks to perform. I have
searched the gesture literature for tasks that could elicit the use of
pointing gestures. Unfortunately, there are not many of these tasks
mentioned, but I did find some general tendencies that are known for
eliciting the use of gestures in general. For instance, people tend to use
more gestures when they have a shared common ground: they might
know each other, have a similar background or, more particular, they
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both know what a task is about. Regarding the discourse setting, it has
been suggested that naturalistic discourse is more suited for the use of
gestures, although other research suggests that a narrative task, such
as retelling a cartoon or story, also increases the use of gestures. The
tasks that were designed for the present research were partly based on
the literature on gesture research and partly on my own intuitions.
4.2.2.1 Label maker description task (Dyad)
Intuitively, people are more likely to point at something if they are asked
to talk about an object that is physically present in the discourse
situation. After all, the default function of pointing is to indicate
something (for instance, see Lascarides and Stone 2009). This task is
supposed to lead to pointing gestures that are directed to an anchor in
Surrounding Space, triggered by the presence of the actual label maker.
Two participants, A and B, are sitting in the recording room. The
experiment leader takes A to the other room and explains to her how a
label maker works. A is then asked to go back with the label maker to
the other participant and explain to her how the label maker works. A is
explicitly asked not to touch the label maker but to place it on a small
table in between A and B. B is told that she has to pay close attention
because she will be asked some questions for control purposes by the
experiment leader.
4.2.2.2 Direction giving task (Dyad)
Kita (1998) video-recorded naturalistic route directions. He approached
pedestrians in front of the library of a university in Tokyo and asked how
to get to the subway station near the campus. With giving their
directions, the people often used pointing gestures that were supposed
to indicate abstract directionality or (invisible) objects (also see Iverson
et al. (1998) for the use of a route direction task to elicit gestures). This
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task is supposed to lead to pointing gestures that are directed to
unspecified locations, triggered by the knowledge of the layout of the
streets in Nijmegen.
The experiment leader tells participant A and B that they have to tell
each other the route from the Max Planck Institute to their homes. If a
participant did not live in Nijmegen, she had to relate the route from the
Max Planck Institute to the train station. The participant was told to be as
clear as possible, because the other participant had to draw the route
that was explained to her on a piece of paper.
4.2.2.3 Simple Narration task (Dyad)
Several researchers have used cartoons and videos as stimuli for
gesture elicitation. For instance, McNeill (1992) made his participants
retell a cartoon of Sylvester and Tweety, Cooperrider and Nunez (2009)
asked their participants to retell each other the story of the history of the
universe that was presented to them in a graphical stimulus. This task is
supposed to lead to pointing gestures that are directed to an unspecified
location in Physical Space, triggered by the video input, or to actual
objects in Surrounding Space.
In this task the experiment leader asks participant A to go to the
room next to the recording room, while participant B stays in the
recording

room.

A

watches

a

short

movie

(‘Teeth’

(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZFKgOK9aZN4) on a laptop and is
asked to remember as many details as possible.
The short movie ‘Teeth’ shows the story of two old men who go out
fishing. The movie starts with the two of them sitting in a boat on a lake.
One of the old men sneezes and thereby spits out his false teeth, which
fall into the water. The other man laughs and the next frame shows the
two men sitting in the boat with their backs turned to each other. At some
point the old man who still has his teeth catches a big fish. The other
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man does not notice this. The man takes out his own false teeth and
puts them into the mouth of the fish. Next he attracts the attention of the
toothless man and shows him the fish. The toothless man apparently
thinks those false teeth are his, takes them out of the mouth of the fish
and puts them in his own mouth. However, the false teeth do not fit and
he throws them overboard. Now neither one of the two men have teeth .
After having watched the movie, A goes back to the recording room
and tells the other participant what she has just seen. B is asked to pay
close attention since she will be asked to retell the story to the
experiment leader. There were two conditions in this task. One with
items laying on the small table between the participants (two hats, a
rubber fish, a set of false teeth) and one without these items.
4.2.2.4 Divided Narration task (Triad)
In this task again, the participants were asked to retell the story of a
cartoon that they had seen. However, in this task, two people each
watched parts of the cartoon and had to tell the complete story to a third
participant together. The idea was that the participants would choose to
keep track of their referents in space to make sure that they were talking
about the same referent. Ultimately, this task is supposed to lead to
pointing gestures that are directed to a location in the surrounding
space, triggered by the video input, or to actual objects in. It could also
lead to pointing at locations that were previously indicated by the other
participant since they had to tell the story together. Moreover, Melinger
and Kita (2007) found that gesture production increases when the
cognitive load of the task becomes higher. In this task two participants
were asked to put the different parts of the cartoon that they had seen
together logically and tell the entire story to a third participant.
In this task the experiment leader explains that A and B will
watch a short movie (the same movie as in the Simple Narration task),
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each on a separate laptop. Each participant sees only parts of the
movie, parts that the other participant does not see. Together A and B
have to tell the story as detailed as possible to C who has not seen the
movie at all. There is no time for A and B to discuss the movie first; they
have to tell the story to C immediately. C is allowed to interrupt the
storytelling when something is unclear, and has to tell the whole story to
the experiment leader at the end of the task. One triad had objects
present on the table (two hats, a rubber fish and false teeth), the other
triad did not.
4.2.2.5 Family tree task (Dyad)
As was already discussed in Chapter 2, people might point at empty
locations in the actual discourse situation when they have a clear image
in mind. In the case of a very strict concept that is known to both the
speaker and addressee a speaker might use the space to organize his
story. This would be the case in telling about family relations. This task is
supposed to lead to pointing gestures that are directed to a location in a
mental space triggered by the image of the tree.
In the Family Tree task participant A and B are sitting in the recording
room. The experiment leader comes in and asks them to explain their
family trees (up to their grandparents) to each other. The term ‘tree’ is
explicitly mentioned. The participants are asked to think a little while
about their tree before telling about it to the other participant, because
the other participant has to draw the tree on a piece of paper.
4.2.2.6 Conversation task (Dyad)
Ideally, people in a natural conversation would produce pointing
gestures all over the place and would be recorded at the same time.
Unfortunately, capturing people on camera while doing so is nearly
impossible. Kendon (2004), Wilkins (2003), Haviland (2000), Enfield et
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al. (2007) and McNeill (2003), to name a few, have done a pretty good
job in trying to get people to gesture in discourse situations that were as
natural as possible. At first, I asked the first dyad I recorded to have a
conversation. However, the participants, even though they knew each
other, did not seem to be able to find a topic to talk about and remained
silent for most of the time. I then decided to present participants with
dilemmas since the dilemma task has been used by other researchers to
elicit gestures as well. This task is supposed to lead to pointing gestures
that are directed to locations in a mental or narrative space.
The participants are asked to just talk to each other. To give the
participants something to talk about, they were given a sheet with
dilemmas, like the following one: “Imagine that a good friend is visiting
you. It was her birthday a few days before, but you couldn’t go to her
party and today is your chance to give her a present. It is a lottery ticket.
You’ve bought one for yourself as well. Your friend thanks you and the
two of you have a nice evening. When she has left you see that she had
forgotten her ticket. You won’t see each other again until next week but
the lottery draw is in two days. It turns out that you won 50 Euros. Out of
curiosity, you check the ticket you gave your friend. She won 150.000
Euros! What are you going to do? Your friend can’t possibly know, since
she can’t have remembered the number of the ticket.”
4.2.2.7 Conversation task (Triad)
The participants A, B and C are asked to talk to each other. The
experiment leader gives them a sheet with dilemmas, similar to the ones
in the task for dyads. One of the participants is asked to read the
dilemmas and eventually summarize the different points of view (if there
are any) in a kind of conclusion. Just as in a normal conversation
participants are allowed to interrupt each other.
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This task is supposed to lead to pointing gestures that are directed to
unspecified locations in Physical Space.
4.2.2.8 Future improvements for the tasks
As I mentioned at the beginning of this subsection, the gesture literature
does not contain many tasks for the elicitation of pointing gestures, even
though many circumstances for the increase in gesture production have
been suggested. For this research I did not only need the production of
pointing gestures, but also the production of pointing gestures in the
different types of constructions that were discussed in Chapter 2. To be
able to get these pointing gestures I could not only rely on the few tasks
that are mentioned in the gesture and sign language literature, but I
needed to be creative as well. Some of the tasks that were used for the
present research have been used in similar forms in other research, and
others have not. Although I feel that the tasks that are mentioned above
form a good basis for pointing gesture research in the future, and suit the
purposes of the present research well enough, there are some flaws with
these tasks. Getting people to gesture is a precious and time-consuming
task. Some observations that might help people doing gesture research
in the future: especially in the conversation task, people began to feel
freer after a couple of dilemmas. If there is time it would be good to let
people do a task for a long(er) period of time. At first they might feel a
little awkward but after some time they become more comfortable.
Looking back, it would have been very interesting to have a
second condition in the Label maker task, in which the participant was
not allowed to take back the label maker into the experiment room. In
this case the participant would have had to explain a rather complicated
instrument to her discourse partner, without being able to point at the
instrument directly. Comparing the two conditions might provide
interesting insights.
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In section 4.3.2.3 I explained that there were two conditions in the
narration task: one in which there were no relevant objects present in the
experiment room and one in which there were a few objects present. As
I will discuss in more detail in section 4.4.1, when there were objects
present, the participants did not point at these very often, probably
because they were not aware of the objects. It would be interesting to
see what happens if the objects that are lying on the table, would be
identical to the objects in the clip, and if, for instance, the experiment
leader would had walked into the room with the participant and explicitly
placed these objects on the table, without mentioning them to the
participants, i.e. making them more salient to the discourse participant.
The tasks in this corpus are not identical to the tasks in the
Corpus NGT, as I was not confident that applying those tasks to the
hearing participants would lead to enough pointing gestures. In future
research it would be nice to design tasks that are presented to both
signers and hearing participants in order to make the comparison even
more straight-forward.
4.2.3 Annotations and tiers
The video material was transcribed in detail by myself and two studentassistants,

using

the

software

package

ELAN

(http://www.lat-

mpi.eu/tools/elan). Before the first annotation was made, the studentassistants were instructed on working with ELAN, as well as on the
coding of pointing gestures. They both had a manual that they could
consult at any time. Each of the student-assistants annotated the
material independently.
For each speaker in a dyad or triad several tiers were created.
After the annotation of a session I compared the files to check for
similarities and dissimilarities between the annotators. When the
annotators agreed after discussion the gesture was consequently coded
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as a pointing gesture. When the annotators still disagreed the gesture
was consequently not coded as a pointing gesture. There were six tiers
for each speaker. The first three are summarized in Table 2, the other
three are discussed in more detail in Section 4.2.3.1 through 4.2.3.3.

!
Tier name
Gesture

Explanation
On this tier all communicatively relevant manual
movements of the speaker were annotated. This tier
was annotated without sound and annotations are
empty, just indicating the length of the gesture.

Stroke

If the gesture was considered to be a pointing gesture
the stroke was annotated on this tier, without sound. As
was discussed in Chapter 2, the stroke is the significant
part of a gesture, minus the preparation and retraction
phase. However, since the stroke of a pointing gesture
can be very short, on this tier the preparation phase +
stroke was annotated.

Gloss
speech

On this tier the speech with which the pointing gesture
co-occurs is annotated. To provide for context when the
material is exported from ELAN, the whole clause was
closed. The speech was not phonetically transcribed,
but recurrences of phrases were annotated as such,
significant pauses were annotated as ‘*’ and unclear
speech was annotated as ‘….’ If there was no cooccurring speech this was annotated as ‘NO SPEECH’.
Table 2 Tiers for the annotation of the gesture material
4.2.3.1 PT Direction
As mentioned before, the number of locations that is surrounding the
speaker is in principle infinite, which complicates the annotation of the
direction of a pointing gesture. However, we can distinguish a few
constants in space: there is always a speaker present and someone
whom the speaker is communicating with. If the direction of a pointing
gesture is not the speaker or the addressee, it is a location in space:
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since the speaker is performing a pointing gesture that is directed in the
space that surrounds the speaker there is always a location that is
indicated, even if that location is not the intended referent. For this tier I
therefore distinguish the following five values (the same distinctions as
those for the sign language data in Chapter 3 were used):
Value

Definition

Speaker

the pointing gesture is directed to the speaker (the self)

Addressee

the pointing gesture is directed to the addressee of the

speaker
Loc+obj

the pointing gesture is not directed to the speaker or the
addressee, but to a location in space, which is occupied
by an actually present object

Loc-obj

the pointing gesture is not directed to the speaker or the
addressee, but to a location in space, which is not
occupied by an actually present object

Unsure

it is not clear what the pointing gesture is directed to

4.2.3.2 PT Extension
The location or object that is referred to by the pointing gesture can be in
the surrounding space or not. This is indicated on the tier PT Extension
with the following values (the same distinctions as those for the sign
language data were used):
Value

Definition

No

No, the location to which the pointing gesture is directed
does not need extension to arrive at the intended
referent. That is, the location to which the pointing sign
is directed should also be interpreted as (containing) the
referent of the pointing gesture.
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Yes

Yes, the location to which the pointing gesture is
directed does need extension to arrive at the intended
referent. That is, the location to which the pointing
gesture is directed should not be interpreted as
(containing) the referent of the pointing gesture.

Unsure

It is unclear whether the location or object in the hereand-now has to be interpreted as the intended referent
of the pointing gesture or not.

4.2.3.3 Reference
Here the intended referent of the pointing gesture is annotated. That is, if
a speaker points to a cup saying that cup the referent is annotated as
‘cup’, if a speaker points to her addressee saying you the referent is
annotated as ‘you’. This tier, too, was annotated in a manner similar to
the sign language data set. .

4.3 Pointing at present entities vs. pointing at nothing!
When analysing the instances of pointing in the Radboud Corpus of
Dutch Gestures, the first noticeable thing is the low frequency of pointing
gestures compared to the frequency of pointing signs found in the
Corpus NGT, as described in Chapter 3. Whereas I found 324 pointing
signs in only 19:37 minutes of sign language, I found only 235 pointing
gestures in nearly 200 minutes of gesture data.
166 of the 235 pointing gestures (71%) turned out to be directed
to actual objects ([LOC+OBJ]). Table 3 represents the frequency of the
four types of constructions in the Radboud Corpus of Dutch Gestures.
As can be seen, the differences in distribution are not very different from
the pointing signs in Chapter 3. Most pointing gestures (although not the
absolute majority as in the sign language data) involves pointing to an
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object in order to refer to that object ([LOC+OBJ], OBJ=R), whereas
again pointing to a location in order to refer to that location ([LOC-OBJ],
LOC=R, the simplest type of pointing) is rare. The other two instances of
pointing (pointing to an object in order to refer to another (related) object
and pointing to an empty location in order to refer to an object) are
equally frequent.
Comparable
Absolute

percentages in

Type of construction

numbers

Percentages

the NGT data

[LOC+OBJ], OBJ=R

98

42%

54%

[LOC+OBJ], OBJ#R

68

29%

19%

[LOC-OBJ], LOC=R

2

1%

1%

[LOC-OBJ], LOC#R

67

29%

26%

Total

235

100%

100%

Table 3 Occurrence of construction types in Radboud Corpus of Dutch
Gestures
In the remainder of this section, I will discuss pointing gestures of the
four types.
4.3.1 Pointing to present objects to refer to those objects
([LOC+OBJ], OBJ=R)
Pointing at objects to refer to those objects is the most frequent type of
construction that occurs with pointing gestures, as was the case with
pointing signs. This can be partly explained by the type of task. In the
Label Maker Description task speakers made great use of the label
maker that was lying on the table by actively involving it in their
descriptions as was the case in Example (1), Figure 1 above.
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In the Simple and Divided Narration task there were objects lying on the
table between the participants: two hats, a rubber fish and a pair of false
teeth. Since these objects were relevant to the ongoing discourse of the
movie retelling, it was expected that the participants would point to those
objects while telling the story, as indeed happened, for example in (4),
Figure 5:
(4) [die twee petten]
‘[those two caps]’

Figure 5 Pointing at objects that were relevant to the ongoing discourse
(T1_1, 00:46:510)
However, not many of the speakers actually used these objects to point
at. There are three possible explanations for this: first of all, the
experiment leader did not make any reference to the objects lying on the
table. Therefore, it could be that the participants did not see them as
relevant to the ongoing discourse or were not even aware of them.
Secondly, the objects were not similar to the images in the movie. The
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rubber fish on the table did not look like the fish that was caught by the
old man. A third possible explanation has to do with redundancy. On the
one hand, indicating an actual object in space to refer to that object is
the most straightforward interpretation of a pointing gesture. On the
other hand, it also seems quite redundant since the speaker’s pointing to
these actual objects is not necessary in order for the addressee to arrive
at the intended referent of the linguistic item.
In the Family Tree and Direction Giving tasks there were
unintended actual objects that were activated as being relevant for the
ongoing discourse. In these tasks the speakers pointed at the drawing
that their addressee was making. An example of pointing at a drawing in
the Direction Giving task is (5), Figure 6.
(5) ja, het [is op de kop] maar het is goed
‘yes, it [is upside down], but it is right’

Figure 6 Pointing at a drawing of a map (D4_1, 00:41:510)
In the Conversation task the participants were not just describing things
to each other (as was the case in the Label Maker, Family Tree,
Direction Giving and Simple Narration task), but were interacting with
each other as well (this task was a dialogue, opposed to the previously
mentioned tasks). Pointing gestures in the Conversation task were
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mainly pointing gestures directed at the speaker (Example (6), Figure 7)
and the addressee (Example (7), Figure 8).
(6) ja ik [ik vind] meer
‘yes I [I think] more’

Figure 7 The speaker is pointing at herself (D4_1, 21:09:350)
(7) wat vind [jij] d'r van?
‘what do [you] think about it?’

Figure 8 The speaker is pointing at her addressee (T1_2, 08:53:090)
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In Example (6) the speaker points at herself to refer to herself. In
Example (7) the speaker points at the addressee to refer to the
addressee as such.
In all examples given here the speaker was pointing at a location
occupied by an actual object in surrounding space to refer to that object.
In the Label maker description task, the participants were explicitly
asked to discuss the label maker, which made it very relevant to the
ongoing discourse. Haviland’s (2000) observation that reference is done
equally well by showing as by saying is especially applicable in the Label
maker description task. In the other tasks the participants were not
explicitly asked to discuss actual objects in the surrounding space.
Nonetheless, speakers frequently pointed at drawings, themselves and
their addressees. In the next section I will discuss pointing gestures that
are directed at the locations of actual objects to refer to a related referent
not in the here-and-now of the discourse situation.
4.3.2 Pointing to an object to refer to another object ([LOC+OBJ],
OBJ!R)
When the location that is pointed at and that is occupied by an actual
anchor in surrounding space does not match the linguistic information,
the interpretation process requires more background knowledge to
connect the two conflicting pieces of information. Table 3 shows that
there were 68 instances of this type of pointing in the Radboud Corpus
of Dutch Gestures. What are participants pointing at when they wish to
refer to an object that is not in the here-and-now? The answer is given in
Table 4:
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[LOC+OBJ], OBJ!R

Absolute numbers

Percentages

Speaker

2

3%

Addressee

15

22%

Other

16

24%

Fingers of speaker

35

51%

Total

68

100%

Table 4 Pointing at actual objects to refer to something else
I will first discuss pointing gestures that are directed at objects other than
the speaker and the addressee.
4.3.2.1 Objects other than the speaker and the addressee
In Chapter 2 I discussed an example of pointing at a book to refer to its
author. This is the type of construction that occurs when the pointing
gesture is directed at an object in surrounding space that cannot be
connected one-to-one to the linguistic element, which leads to a
mismatch. Assuming that the sender is expressing a communicatively
relevant message, a more specific connector has to be generated from
common ground such as the author-book connector, which was
mentioned in Chapter 2. Similar constructions occurred in the gesture
material under discussion here. For instance, in the Direction Giving and
Family Tree tasks the speaker pointed at the drawing that her addressee
was making, or at the drawing that they had made themselves, not to
refer to the drawings as drawings (as was the case in Example (5)), but
to refer to actual streets, buildings or family members that were not
present in the here-and-now of the discourse situation. Example (8),
Figure 9 comes from the Direction Giving task and Example (9), Figure
10, illustrates this type of pointing in the Family Tree task.
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(8) Bij de [Oranjesingel] steek je die hele grote kruising over
‘At the [Oranjesingel] you cross that really big intersection’

Figure 9 Pointing at drawing in Direction Giving task (D4_2, 02:42:640)
(9) [Janke], die is ook getrouwd en die heeft ook twee kinderen
‘[Janke], she is also married and she also has two children’

Figure 10 Pointing at drawing in Family Tree task (D4_2, 15:25:820)
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In both examples the speaker is pointing at the drawing in her lap. In (8)
she is referring to a specific street in her city, the Oranjesingel. The
drawing she is pointing at is the one she made based on the directions
given to her by the other participant, but that participant also discussed
the Oranjesingel. Thus, in her drawing, the speaker of (8) has drawn the
Oranjesingel. However, by pointing at the drawing while saying
Oranjesingel she does not intend to refer to the representation of that
street in the drawing, it is her intention to refer to the actual street which
is located outside. By uttering Oranjesingel while pointing to the drawing,
the addressee arrives at the interpretation of the pointing referring to the
absent object (the street) by generating a relevant connector, which
connects pictures (or drawings) to real life entities in the world. The
same goes for Example (9), Figure 10 where the speaker is pointing at
the drawing in front of her, which represents a family tree, while uttering
the name Janke. The addressee understands that the speaker is
pointing to the representation of the person Janke, who is not present in
the surrounding space, in order to refer to Janke.
In the Conversation task, a similar thing happens. At the
beginning of the task the experiment leader handed the participants a
piece of paper on which several dilemmas were described. In Example
(10), Figure 11, the speaker is pointing at the piece of paper on which a
situation is described which involves a man. The man is not present on
the piece of paper, but is mentioned on it. By pointing at the piece of
paper while uttering man the addressee had to connect the situation that
was described on the piece of paper to a person by a description-real life
connector.
(10) Er [is een] man
‘There [is a] man’
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Figure 11 Pointing at paper to refer to an absent referent (D2_2,
21:40:955)
Thus, speakers can point at objects in surrounding space that are
relevant to the ongoing discourse. The presence of an actual object that
can function as an anchor (when it is relevant to the ongoing discourse)
triggers pointing, even when the anchor is not an exact match to the
linguistic element. By doing this, the constraints STAY LOCAL and
REFOBJECT are satisfied.
4.3.2.2 Pointing at the speaker
Pointing at the speaker in this type of construction occurred only twice in
the whole gesture set and is similar to the clusivity situation that was
mentioned in Section 4.1 of this chapter. In the first instance, the
speaker is pointing at herself while uttering (11).
(11) ze is altijd [bij ons] (D2_2, 20:12:900)
‘she is always [with us]’
By (11) the speaker does not refer only to herself, but to herself and her
family (in their home). ‘Us’ is plural and the speaker is not, so she can’t
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be the ‘whole’ referent. In the second instance a speaker is pointing at
herself while saying (12).
(12) die [vrienden van] mij waren … (D3_2, 39:42:625)
‘who were [friends of] me…’
Again, the speaker is pointing at herself, not to indicate herself, but to
refer to her friends that are not in the here-and-now of the discourse
situation. This shows that the body of the speaker can also function as
an anchor (as noted before by Liddell 2003). The addressee perceives
the pointing gesture and interprets it as referring to the speaker.
4.3.2.3 Pointing at the fingers
The fact that the speaker’s body is also part of the surrounding space
creates the possibility for speakers to point at their own bodies to keep
track of referents. For the Family Tree task the prediction was that
people would imagine their family tree to be in the space in front of them
and that they would refer to their family members by pointing at the
imagined tree. However, participants did not do so, but instead used
their fingers to keep track of the arrangement of family members, as is
illustrated by Example (13), Figure 12.
(13) ik heb een [opa] en [oma]
‘I have a [grandpa] and [grandma]’
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Figure 12a ‘Grandpa’
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Figure 12b ‘Grandma’ (D1_1, 14:10:860)

In (13) the speaker starts telling about her family. When she mentions
her grandpa she points at her thumb (Figure 12a) and when she
mentions her grandma she points at her index finger (Figure 12b). Of
course, a finger is not a family member. By uttering opa ‘grandpa’ the
pointing is interpreted as referring to the grandpa (via the constraint
CONNECT). The common ground of the addressee provides information
about fingers being used for enumerating and leads to the generation of
an appropriate connector. If the speaker had pointed two of her toes
instead of her fingers, the interpretation of these pointing gestures would
have been less straightforward. This also shows the strength of the
constraint STAY LOCAL; instead of using an imagined tree in the space in
front of the speaker to refer to the individual family members, the
speaker prefers pointing at an actual anchor for the specific purpose of
enumeration. (also see enumerator emblems (McNeill & Duncan, 2005)).
4.3.2.4 Pointing at the addressee: backchanneling
In the gesture material, pointing gestures occurred that were directed at
the addressee, not to refer to the addressee as a person, but to refer to
a referent or concept that stands in some relation to the addressee, as
was the case with the pointing signs in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.2.3.
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In Example (14), Figure 13, the speaker is pointing at the addressee to
refer to something the addressee said.
(14) O ja [dat] had je verteld
‘Oh yes, [that] you told me’

Figure 13 Pointing at addressee to refer to what the addressee said
(D2_2, 27:11:090)
In Chapter 3 pointing signs to the addressee were discussed that did not
refer to the addressee or a specific object but that had pragmatic
(discourse) functions. In Example (14), the girl on the left is talking about
one of her colleagues who was caught stealing things. The other
participant, the speaker of (14), interrupts her by saying that she
remembers the girl on the left telling her about that. The speaker of (14)
is not pointing at her addressee to refer to the addressee, but to refer to
the message that the addressee has uttered previously. This is also
indicated by the use of the demonstrative that. The demonstrative refers
to the message in the speech of the girl on the left, which is abstract, but
uttered by somebody, namely the girl on the left. In this case, the gesture
is projecting a line to the addressee in order to fulfil the pragmatic
function of acknowledgement to what the addressee is saying or has
said.
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A pragmatic function is also presented by the pointing gesture in (15),
Figure 14:
(15) Ja maar [dan] moet je sowieso naar de directie gaan
‘Yes, but [then] you should definitely go to the directorate’

Figure 14 Pointing at addressee to refer to what the addressee said
(D3_2, 32:36:260)
Why would the speaker want to point to the person she is talking to?
Clearly, there is a difference between pointing at an inanimate object
and pointing at the addressee (Bejarano 2011). By pointing at the
addressee, the speaker is not referring to one specific entity (as was the
case with the example of pointing at a book to refer to its author).
Instead, the speaker refers to whole chunks of discourse that were
expressed by a different participant, the addressee. Enfield et al. (2007)
argue that this type of pointing is socially regulated. By pointing at the
addressee the speaker acknowledges the authority of the other
participant without the need of explicitly mentioning this authority. In
Bavelas et al. (1992) this is one of the four functions that interactive
gestures can have, namely citing the other’s previous contribution. Table
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5 shows the kind of speech that co-occurs with these pointing gestures;
all utterances contain some referential element to refer to the speech of
the other discourse participant.
Sentence in spoken Dutch

Translation

[dat] heb ik ook gezien
(T1_2, 00:57:490)

‘I also saw that’

[ja dat] is logischer
(T2_1, 03:04:650)

‘Yes, that makes more sense’

[dat] is net zoiets
(D2_2, 25:58:870)

‘That is kind of similar’

o [ja dat] had je verteld
(D2_2, 27:11:090)

‘O yes, you told me that’

j[a dat] is waar
(D3_2, 21:34:250)

‘Yes, that is true’

[ daarom] en je hebt de keuze
tussen vijftig euro en honderdvijftig
euro
(D3_2, 22:18:180)

‘Exactly that, and you have the
choice between fifty Euros and
hundred fifty Euros’

ja nee, [dat] snap ik, maar
(D3_2, 27:51:220)

‘Yes, no I get that, but…’

ja dus, [die] persoon doet het zichzelf
aan (D3_2, 31:24:440)

‘Yes, so that person has himself to
blame’

ja maar [dan] moet je sowieso naar de
directie gaan
(D3_2, 32:36:260)

‘Yes, but then you should definitely
go to the direction’

[daarom], als het mooi is dan zeg je
het wel
(D3_2, 39:07:680)

‘Exactly that, if it is nice you say so’

[ja dat] vind ik dus juist niet
(T2_1, 14:29:630)

‘Yes, I don’t think that’

[Dat] deed me eraan denken
(T1_1, 22:27:210)

‘That made me think of it’

Table 5 Speech co-occurring with pointing gestures directed at the
addressee
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Kendon (2004) distinguishes between the use of the index finger
extended and the use of the open hand as a pointing gesture. In his
Neapolitan gesture data pointing with the index finger is used to
individuate an object while pointing with the open hand indicates that the
object is not the primary topic of the discourse. Instead, the object is
linked to the topic “either as an exemplar of a class, as the location of
some activity under discussion, because it is related to something that
happened, or it is something that should be inspected or regarded in a
certain way because this leads to the main topic” (Kendon 2004:208).
Similarly, Morris (1977:65) noted, “the pointing hand is a Guide Sign
indicating the course to be taken, while the pointing finger is more
concerned with indicating the position of the goal you are seeking”.
Apparently, there is a distinction between the use of the index finger and
the use of the open hand for pointing. The former has the pure function
of indicating, while the latter has more pragmatic implications.
While the projected line in itself can be seen as just indicating a
location, when it is used for communication it can lead to more
interactive interpretations as well. Enfield et al. (2007) find two different
types of pointing in their data from Laos, pointing gestures that mainly
provide locational information and pointing gestures that have more
pragmatic implications. Enfield et al. (2007:1736) argue that “they
function at levels of organization which are subordinate to the focal
information in the overall utterance”. It comes as no surprise that some
of the pointing gestures discussed in the present section have interactive
functions. Interestingly, as Figure 14 shows, these gestures are not
necessarily performed with an open hand, contra Kendon’s (2004)
assumptions on Neapolitan gestures.
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4.3.3 Pointing to a location to refer to that location ([LOC-OBJ],
LOC=R)
In this type of construction spatial coordinates do fulfil a primary function,
but there is no object occupying the location, and the location itself is the
intended referent of the pointing gesture. Example (16), Figure 15,
shows one of the two occurrences of this type of pointing construction in
the gesture data.
(16) Je kan ‘m ook [hierzo] doen
‘You can also do it over here’

Figure 15 Pointing at a location on a paper (D3_2, 13:11:720)
In Example (16) the participants are discussing their family trees. The
girl on the right is talking about hers and the girl on the left is drawing it.
However, it does not fit on the paper and the girl on the right utters (16).
While she says hierzo ‘over here’, she points at a location on the piece
of paper where the other girl could draw the remainder of the tree. That
is, she is pointing at a certain location on the paper not to refer to an
object (the paper), but to refer to a location, the location on the paper
she is pointing at. Clearly, this is an instance where STAYLOCAL is
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satisfied, but REFOBJECT is violated in order to satisfy the stronger
constraint CONNECT.
4.3.4 Pointing to an empty location to refer to an object ([LOC-OBJ],
LOC!R)
In this section I would like to discuss the fourth construction type in
which the location that is pointed at is not occupied by an actual anchor
for the intended referent. This goes against the locality principle and to
be able to interpret this type of pointing, the addressee must rely on the
linguistic element that coincides with the pointing or elements in the
shared context. In the Radboud Corpus of Dutch Gestures, there were
67 instances of pointing of this type. In (3), Figure (3) above, an example
of this construction was given, repeated below as Example (17), Figure
16.
(17) die andere man [die dan] z'n kunstgebit nog heeft
‘the other man [that] still has his false teeth’

Figure 16 Pointing at an unspecified location to refer to an absent
referent (D3_2, 09:15:580)
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In Example (17) the speaker is telling the story of the two old men in the
Narration task to her addressee. When mentioning one of the two men
she performs the pointing gesture in Figure 16. In the previous chapter
we saw that when an actual object is not present in surrounding space, it
may be imagined to be present in the location pointed at in a mental or
narrative space. For instance, when a person was standing in a corner
for a while but has now left, the speaker could still refer to that person by
pointing at the location where the person was standing. It would be
relatively easy for an addressee to recall the object when the sender is
pointing. Liddell (2003) argues that in this case the sender creates a
surrogate of the object. Surrogates are invisible, full sized entities. While
in Clark and Marshall’s terminology the object is ‘recallable’ for both the
sender and the addressee, the terminology of Liddell does not
necessarily imply this. The sender can create a surrogate of something
that she can recall while the addressee might not recall it.

As will

become clear in the remainder of this chapter, the spatial organization
that the speaker establishes with her pointing gesture helps the
addressee to imagine what the speaker is talking about. As Haviland
(2000: 22) notes, “the gestures here literally create their referents to
populate the illustrative graphic space”.
4.3.4.1 Pointing at imagined referents in Narrative Space
Consider Example (18), Figure 17.
(18) dan doe ik m'n lampje altijd aan [dat vakje]
‘then I always attach my light to [that little compartment]’
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Figure 17 Pointing at a part of an imagined backpack (T1_1, 22:06:500)
In Example (18) the speaker is telling her addressee that when she
carries her cello on her back (she does not mention a backpack or case)
when she is cycling in the dark, she always attaches a light to a little
compartment on the cello case. While mentioning the little compartment
she performs the pointing gesture that is shown by Figure 17. As can be
seen, she is not carrying the cello case right now. However, she
imagines that the cello is on her back when she is pointing. In order for
the addressee to be able to interpret this, she has to understand that the
speaker imagines her cello case to be on her back. The pointing is to be
interpreted as referring to an object occupying a location in a narrative
space. Liddell (2003:82) has argued that a “conceptual entity is treated
as a real physical entity, having all the physical properties of the physical
entity, including being located at a particular place in the immediate
environment”. One more illustration is given in Example (19), Figure 18.
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(19) Ik zou gewoon naar die twee toegaan, zo van ja ik heb gezien
wat [jij]1 deed, dat [jij]2 onschuldig was
‘I would approach those two, like ‘I have seen what [you]1 did,
that [you]2 were innocent’

Figure 18a ‘you1’

Figure 18b ‘you2’ (D4_1, 32:41:890)

In Example (19) the speech participants are discussing a dilemma in
which two people had a car accident and the participant would be the
only witnesses, but she is in a hurry to get to the airport. The speaker of
(19) pretends to be in that specific situation and location and talks to her
addressees (the two drivers). When she refers to the first driver, she
says you and points at an imaginary you and when she directs her
speech to the second driver, she says you again while pointing at the
other imagined person. The speaker of (19) uses direct speech when
she is pointing at the imagined people in narrative space. Clark and
Gerrig (1990) have argued that reported speech recreates an image of
the original speech. According to Clark (1996:174) the whole point of
“demonstrating a thing is to enable addressees to experience selective
parts of what it would be like to perceive the thing directly”. That is, by a
combination of speech and gesture the speaker ‘calls up an image’ and
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expects her addressee to be able to see it as well. Another example is
Example (20), Figure 19.
(20) Ik zou dan niet heel gemakkelijk op die persoon afgaan en
zeggen [jij steelt]
‘I would not easily approach that person and say [You’re
stealing]’

Figure 19 Pointing at an imaginary addressee while saying: ‘you are
stealing’ (D3_2, 34:04:020)
In this case, the two speech participants in the Dilemma Task are
discussing the imaginary case when a colleague would be stealing office
supplies. The speaker of (20) mentions that this is a delicate situation
and that she would not approach the colleague and say jij steelt ‘you’re
stealing’. While expressing this she pictures herself to be in the situation
where she would walk up to the colleague and address him (even
though she states that she would not do such a thing). She has already
introduced this situation by mentioning that she approached a person.
Moreover, the direct speech also indicates to the addressee that the
speaker is currently in a different here-and-now, a narrative space. The
pointing

gesture

thereby

provides

spatial

coordinates

identification of the position of the imagined object.
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Especially in the Narration task the speakers pointed at unspecified
locations. In this task the storyteller gets direct visual input of a specific
situation, which she has to retell to her addressee. Even though the
visual input is no longer directly accessible to the storyteller, she does
have memories of the input. Example (21), Figure 20, illustrates this.
(21) Nou het filmpje begint met shot van [een soort fjord] lijkt het
‘Well, the clip starts with a shot of a [kind of fjord] it seems’

Figure 20a Iconic gesture for fjord

Figure 20b Still from the

(D3_2, 06:03:600)

movie ‘Teeth’ showing the
fjord

Figure 20a shows how the speaker refers to the fjord and uses a gesture
(not a pointing gesture) to indicate the size or shape of the fjord in the
short movie. The addressee does not know exactly what the fjord looks
like, since she has not seen the movie, but she does get an idea of it by
interpreting the iconic gesture of the speaker. Besides reflecting shapes
and sizes, the speaker can also indicate positions in space, by recalling
the mental images of the short movie. Example (22), Figure 21,
illustrates this.
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(22) Dus [die ene] zit dan zonder tanden
‘So [one of them] is without teeth’

Figure 21a Pointing at old men

Figure 21b Still from the movie ‘teeth’

(D1_1, 06:09:660)
The speaker of (22) is reporting the story to her addressee and is
explaining that one of the old men in the clip lost his false teeth. While
mentioning the toothless man she performs a pointing gesture that is
directed to a location right in front of her. By considering Figure 21b it
becomes clear that the old men were located opposite each other and
that, from the perspective of the speaker, the old man without teeth was
located on her left hand side. Thus, the speaker is pointing to a location
in narrative space which is based on a recollection of the movie she saw
earlier, the image of the two old man who were sitting in the boat.
Example (23), Figure 22, is another example of the speaker
pointing in narrative space.
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(23) want die gooide hem toen in het [water]
‘because he tossed it in the [water]’

Figure 22 Pointing at water that is not present in the actual discourse
situation (T1_2, 01:53:930)
In Example (23) the speaker is discussing the movie with her addressee.
She explains that she saw one of the old men throwing the false teeth in
the water and with her pointing gesture she indicates the location of the
water. Again, while no water is present in the here-and-now of the
discourse situation, water is present in a narrative space and the
speaker directs her pointing to this water.
In the Narration task the participant who did not see the movie was
requested to relate the story to the experiment leader. Initially, the
purpose of this was to make sure that this participant would pay close
attention to the story and maybe ask for clarifications. Interestingly, when
the participants were retelling the story to the experiment leader they
used pointing gestures as well. While they did not have access to the
original movie images, they seem to create their own mental images,
based on the information provided to them, to such a degree that they
were able to point at the imagined referents in the story. According to
Pickering and Garrod (2004:177) “a representation that has just been
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constructed for the purposes of comprehension can then be used for
production (or vice versa)”. For the case of retelling the story, the
participant constructed a representation based on the clues given to her
by the speaker and by filling in the blanks with information from general
knowledge (for instance, even though the first storyteller might not have
mentioned ‘water’, the addressee knows that when one is in a boat, that
boat is most likely to be in the water). Example (24), Figure 23 illustrates
an instance of a participant retelling the story that was just told to her to
the experiment leader.
(24) dan valt zijn kunstgebit uit [op de rand van de boot]
‘then his false teeth fall out [on the edge of the boat]’

Figure 23 Pointing at the imagined edge of the boat, based on
information that was given to her by another participant (D3_1,
08:47:510)
The speaker of (24) is retelling the part where the false teeth fall on the
edge of the boat. Even though she has not seen the movie clip, she is
still pointing at the imagined edge. However, by listening and looking at
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the participant who told her the story and by activating common ground
(sitting in a boat means, normally, that the edge is somewhere at waist
level), she got enough input to create an image herself. The gesture and
speech of the storyteller that were prior to (24) are illustrated in Example
(25), Figure 24.
(25) En op het moment dat ie niest dan valt zijn kunstgebit uit en [dat
belandt op de rand van de boot]
‘And at the moment he sneezes, his false teeth fall out and
[they fall on the edge of the boat’

Figure 24 Participant is referring to the imagined edge of the boat (D3_2,
06:42:000)
The gesture (which is not a pointing gesture) of the speaker of (25) is
visible for the addressee. Moreover, the speaker holds her hand in the
position as seen in Figure 24 for a couple of seconds. Interestingly, while
the original storyteller takes the perspective of the sneezing old man and
indicates the position of the false teeth seen from his point of view (on
the right hand side of the boat), the speaker of (24) who has to retell the
story, copies the location that is provided to her by the storyteller and
points to the side where the storyteller made the gesture previously,
which is not congruent with the movie. That is, she is copying the
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absolute locations of the storyteller and incorporates those in her own
mental image of the event.
By assuming a narrative space, pointing to a location in this
narrative space to refer to an imaginary object is very well possible. The
location that the speaker is pointing at is thus motivated by the spatial
set-up of the mental space. Therefore, the location that the speaker
points at is not abstract or unmotivated, even though it is empty. This
type of pointing is more complicated from the addressee’s point of view,
since the addressee cannot rely on actual objects (or locations) in
surrounding space, but has to imagine a mental space in which the
pointing is meaningful. The pointing gesture matches the organization of
the speaker’s mental image and provides the addressee with spatial
information of this image. !
4.3.4.2 Unclear pointing cases
Narrative space accounts for almost all of the pointing gestures that are
directed at an empty location in space, but not all. Example (26), Figure
25, illustrates the use of pointing gestures that appear to indicate some
sequential organization.
(26) dus [het net] zit aan [de hengel] vast en daar zit een vis met dat
kunstgebit in?
‘so, [the net] is attached to the [fishing rod] and in there is the
fish with the false teeth?’
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Figure 25a the net

Figure 25b the fishing rod (T2_3, 02:54:140)

Example (26) comes from the Divided Narration Task, in which three
participants are present. Two of them watched different parts of a
cartoon clip and are now supposed to tell a coherent story to the third
participant. This third participant is trying to get clear what the two
storytellers have told her. There is confusion over (amongst other things)
a net and a fishing rod and whether these two are attached to each other
or not. The speaker of (26) interrupts the storytellers and summarizes
the situation as in (26). While referring to the net and the fishing rod the
speaker performs the pointing gestures in Figures 25a and 25b. The
spatial organization seems to be strange, because she is performing the
gestures from left to right. If she imagined the net to be attached to the
fishing rod, as she is saying in (26), it would be more logical for her to
direct her pointing gesture to refer to the net to a lower location than the
pointing gesture to the fishing rod. In the case of (26) it seems that the
speaker is creating contrast between the two referents, the net versus
the fishing rod, instead of indicating the net here and the fishing rod
there. It is likely that the speaker is not indicating locations, but is setting
apart referent in order to get some clarity about the story line.
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There are 8 more instances of pointing gestures for which directionality
remains unclear.
(27) [van die] vagelijk bekende jaargenoot
‘[of that] vaguely familiar classmate’

Figure 26 Pointing gesture with unclear directionality (D3_final, S1,
42:47:620)
Example (27) comes from the dilemma task. In this dilemma the speaker
is on her way to a class but is stopped by a vaguely familiar classmate
with some serious issues. She can stop to talk with him, but then she will
definitely miss an important class. The speaker of (27) explains that she
will try to call a friend of the classmate. She does not seem to imagine a
situation in which the classmate is standing somewhere, so in this case
there is no real motivation for the pointing gesture. Her intonation
indicates a contrast between two people that she doesn’t know: a friend
of that (makes pointing gesture) classmate. In the next three examples
directionality is also unclear but seems to indicate contrast as well.
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(28) [die andere] die lacht zich een breuk
‘[the other] is laughing his ass off’

Figure 27 Pointing gesture with unclear directionality (T2_final, S3,
03:21:880)
In (28) the speaker tries to get clear what has happened in the clip ‘teeth’
(Divided narration task). The information that she is getting from the
other participants is not very clear and she is trying to summarize the
story. The pointing gesture she makes in Figure 27 might be directed to
‘the other’ man in the story, but this cannot be said for certain. In fact,
the pointing gesture that is represented by Figure 28 follows the one in
Figure 28, which seems to indicate that the speaker is creating a
contrast between the two different men by setting them apart.
(29) en [degene] die aan het lachen is
‘and [the one] who is laughing’
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Figure 28 Pointing gesture with unclear directionality (T2_final, S3,
03:22:510)
The next example comes from the dilemma task again. In this dilemma
the speaker has caught a boy cheating on one of her friends. The
speaker says that she won’t tell her friend what she saw straight away,
but that she would say that men cannot be trusted in general and then
utters (30).
(30) [dat je niet denkt] dat [hij] vreemd gaat
‘[just so you don’t think] that [he] is cheating’

Figure 29a Movement that precedes the gesture in Figure 29b (T2_final,
S3, 23:32:900)
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The movement in Figure 29a might not even be a gesture, but it
precedes the pointing gesture in Figure 29b. In Figure 29a the speaker
moves her hand from the middle to her right hand side and then moves
her hand to the left with force, while expressing the word ‘he’ with
emphasis. It seems as if she wants to contrast the general case of
unreliable men with the specific boyfriend.

Figure 29b Pointing gesture with unclear reference (T2_final, S3,
23:33:940)
In the next case, the speaker is discussing a dilemma in which a man
who is sentenced to death row and then became schizophrenic. The
question is whether it is ethical to give a man who is not well mentally a
death warrant. One of the other participants says that a person should
be convicted according to the mental state he was in at the time of
committing the murder. The speaker of (31) agrees with her.
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(31) in die (mentale) toestand op [dat] moment
‘in that (mental) condition at [that] moment’

Figure 30 Pointing gesture with unclear directionality (T2_final, S3,
17:56:160)
The directionality of the pointing gesture in Figure 30 is unclear. Her
speech refers to a very specific moment in time. When saying ‘that’ she
emphasizes the word. Therefore, it could be that the purpose of the
pointing gesture is used to emphasize.
The next example comes from the same task as the previous
example and might be interpreted in two ways. The speaker says that in
case the man was schizophrenic at the moment he committed the
murder, it would not be ethical to give him the death sentence.
(32) op het moment dat ie [op dat moment] schizofreen was
‘at the moment that he was schizophrenic [at that moment]’
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Figure 31 Pointing gesture with unclear reference (D3_final, S2,
24:52:624)
In case of the pointing gesture in (32), Figure 31 it could be that the
speaker is adding emphasis, like in Example 30, Figure 29. However,
following this instance of pointing comes Example 33, Figure 32.
(33) [dan kun je zeggen] van kijk het is niet ethisch
‘[then you can say] l see it is not ethical’

Figure 32 Pointing gesture with unclear reference (D3_final, S2,
24:53:190)
This pointing gesture has more or less the same directionality as the one
in Figure 31 and might therefore be considered as the one instance of
possible anaphoric reference in the entire dataset. However, in both (32)
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and (33) the part of speech that co-occurred with the pointing gestures is
clearly emphasized.
However, even though these cases remain unclear concerning
their reference they are not necessarily counterexamples. That is, not
knowing exactly what a pointing gesture is referring to, does not instantly
make that pointing gesture an instance of anaphoric reference. Indeed,
in none of these examples the pointing gestures functions as antecedent
for later reference. Actually, the word ‘unclear’ in the title of this
paragraph is perhaps better taken to refer to the situation itself instead of
to the pointing gesture. In all of the examples above there is either
confusion for the speaker or fear of the speaker for confusion in the
addressee.
McNeill et al. (1993), McNeill (2003) argued for the case of
abstract pointing in combination with speech. According to McNeill et al.
(1993) pointing (by speakers) at empty locations is extremely common in
storytelling. McNeill et al. (1993:5) state: “there are referents — invisible
but existing — and by pointing the speaker can situate these referents in
space. The referents, although abstract, obtain a degree of physical
reality”. I have discussed this elaborately in sections 3.3.4.1 and 4.3.4.1.
Speakers, when they are (re)telling a story, can have a clear conceptual
picture of the story, which makes it possible for them to point at the
referents in this picture, even if the picture is unknown to the addressee.
McNeil et al. (1993) (and again in 2003, McNeill 2003) refer to this type
of pointing as ‘abstract pointing’. McNeill discusses this abstract pointing
in terms of Bühler’s (1982) deixis at phantasma. As was discussed in the
introduction, in the case of deixis at phantasma physical elements that
are not in the here-and-now of the discourse participants, are imagined
by the speaker as being so. Indeed, the data in the 1993 paper suggest
that the participants, who had seen a cartoon previously, pointed at
referents that were absent in a way that can only be explained if we
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assume the participants to have kept the layout of the cartoon and
imaged it to be in front of them. As long as the speaker has some
conceptual layout of the story, she is able to point at the conceptual
objects in that layout. These cases of ‘abstract pointing’ are similar to the
first subtype of pointing to an empty location in order to refer to an
absent object.
McNeill (2003) presents new data, containing abstract pointing
gestures in spontaneous discourse. However, it appears we are dealing
with a different level of abstractness here: “pointing contributed to the
dynamics of the conversation and included such interpersonal factors as
evasion, probing, and confession” (McNeill 2003; 300). The motivation
for ‘pointing’ in his data is probably pragmatic rather than linguistic, and
is similar to the examples discussed above in which confusion seems to
play an important role. The pointing gestures seem to be similar to
Bavelas et al.’s (1992) interactive gestures, performed with open hands,
palms up.
4.4 Grammaticalization of pointing
Many sign linguists (e.g. Meier 1990; Berenz 2000; Lillo-Martin & Klima
1990, McBurney 2002) have argued for grammatical functions of
pointing signs in sign language. Some have argued that pointing signs
originated from co-speech pointing gestures and have developed into
pointing signs that are now part of the sign language. Pfau (2011) has
proposed such a grammaticalization path for pointing signs. While
grammaticalization normally begins with lexical forms getting less
semantically specified, Pfau (2011) argues that pointing signs seem to
skip the lexical stage and “enter the linguistic system as functional
elements” (Pfau 2011:155). The path that Pfau assumes for pointing
signs starts with the pointing gestures in spoken language, which
develop into locative pointing signs when they enter the sign system,
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and then develop into demonstrative pronouns, then personal pronouns
and eventually (possibly) agreement markers. This means that pointing
signs might develop more symbolic, abstract meanings, and lose part of
their spatial meaning. An important remark made by Pfau (2011) is that
in sign language the grammaticalized and gestural forms of pointing
seem to co-exist. This has also been noted by Cormier et al. (2013).
That is, some of the pointing signs that occur in sign language are highly
similar to co-speech pointing gestures in providing spatial information for
the addressee, while others have a function that is less restricted to the
space in which they occur. This was also noted by Berenz and Brito
(1990: 31-32).
While investigating Nicaraguan Sign Language, a newly
developed sign language, Senghas and Coppola (2001) discovered that
during the development of the sign language, the pointing signs used by
the signers got “a more categorical, language-like, less context-bound
flavor than the co-speech forms that are their origin”. The notion of being
less context-bound keeps returning in sign language research.
Apparently, for pointing signs to become more like grammatical
elements, they need to lose their dependency on the context, in other
words, part of their iconicity. For a pointing sign to lose its dependency
on context, it should lose its relation to the spatial organization of the
discourse, or in other words, its function to point at something in space,
be it the surrounding space or a mental space. I have shown in Chapter
3 that this is indeed what is going on in sign language. In NGT, pointing
signs can refer to empty locations in the surrounding space, whose
spatial coordinates are unmotivated, i.e., they are not relevant in the
surrounding space nor in a mental space). However, these empty
locations are crucial for indexing discourse referents in order to be able
to refer back to them in the continuing discourse.
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In Chapter 2, I argued that pointing signs and gestures are meaningless
until they are used in context, but that they do have a basic function: a
projected line indicates a location. The fact that a pointing sign can be
unmotivated in that it is directed to a location that has no relation to the
ongoing discourse, is not the same as saying that the pointing sign itself
does not provide any spatial information anymore, as is illustrated by
Example (34), Figure 34.
(34) PT:signer BROTHER CAN SIGN US-TWO CAN PT:brother
PT:signer BROTHER ALSO CAN LITTLE ASL
‘My brother can sign, us-two can. My brother can also sign a
little ASL’

PT:signer

SIGN

!

BROTHER

US-TWO

CAN

CAN

!

PT:brother

ALSO

")$!

PT:signer

CAN

BROTHER

LITTLE

ASL

Figure 33 Sequence of reference directed to unmotivated location
(CNGT0245, S013, 01:00:713)
In (34) the signer is talking about her brother. In picture 7 of Figure 33
she points to a location to her left, thereby indicating a location that is
used as an index for the discourse referent my brother. That is, there is
no motivation for the directionality of the pointing sign. The signing
sequence in (34) is then followed by a response of the other participant.
The second signer does not refer to the previous signer’s brother by
using a lexical sign such as your brother, but she directs an auxiliary
sign that moves from the position of the signer to the location that was
indicated by the signer of (34) before. Hence the signer of (35)
anaphorically refers to the brother not by using an additional lexical item
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but by using the location that was assigned to the discourse referent by
the signer of (34).
(35) TEACH AUX
‘You taught him?’

TEACH

AUX

Figure 34 Use of previously established location by other signer
(CNGT0245, S014, 01:06:950)
If the pointing sign in (34) had not provided any spatial coordinates, the
direction of the auxiliary sign in (35) would be a coincidence. But it is not.
Instead, even though the directionality of the pointing sign in (34) is not
iconically spatially motivated and could in fact just as well be directed to
any other location in the surrounding space, subsequent reference to the
discourse referent that has been localized in the assigned location has to
be directed to that same location as well. Thus, pointing signs that
deictically refer to discourse referents in arbitrarily chosen locations in
the surrounding space add important information to the discourse,
information that can later be used for anaphoric reference by pointing.
By contrast, the 9 pointing gestures discussed above that were
also directed to empty positions which could not readily be interpreted as
pointing to locations in a mental space do not seem to add any
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referential information to the discourse. They do not localize the
discourse referents in the surrounding space and the locations in the
surrounding space that are pointed at cannot either be used for later
anaphoric reference. Of course, it would be possible to point to the same
location again, but in order to receive an anaphoric interpretation, the
pointing should be accompanied by linguistic context in spoken
language, while in sign language, the pointing element itself can be the
anaphor. Although all four pointing constructions that were found in sign
language were found in spoken language as well, one subtype of
pointing is clearly found in sign language, but not in the spoken language
data gathered for this study. In my spoken language data, pointing to an
empty location in order to refer to an object is mostly pointing to an
imaginary object in a mental or narrative space. In those cases in which
a pointing gesture to an imaginary object was not so easily related to an
actual location in narrative space, the pointing ceased to provide
information to the addressee. Pointing in those cases seems redundant
in that it is not used for reference but rather for more pragmatic functions
such as emphasizing or avoiding confusion. This was expected because
spoken languages have lexical items such as personal pronouns at their
disposal for anaphoric reference.

4.5 Summary and discussion
In this chapter I have analyzed pointing gestures that occurred in the
Radboud Corpus of Dutch Gestures, based on the four types of
constructions I proposed in Chapter 2 and that were found in sign
language as described in Chapter 3. I have emphasized the issue of
modality in spoken language. Even though speakers do not only
communicate with speech but with gesture as well, gesture is the
subordinate modality in spoken language. Nevertheless, pointing
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gestures have a function that is independent from the speech they cooccur with, namely indicating something in space, and in this sense they
add information to the discourse. Despite this independent function, in
order to find the right referent of a pointing gesture, the addressee has to
rely on the co-occurring speech.
The four constructions that were found in sign language were
also found in the gesture data and even with a more or less similar
frequency distribution. However, after a closer look at these instances it
appeared that the existence of the second subtype of the fourth
construction that was found in sign language does not occur in my
spoken language data. In sign language it is very common to provide a
spatial anchor in the surrounding space for a discourse referent which is
not present in the discourse situation. In spoken language, pointing to an
empty space to refer to an absent object mostly involves referring to a
location in a mental or narrative space in which the object is situated. In
these cases speakers are reconstructing (part of) a situation. They are
therefore not pointing at ‘nothing’ but at imagined referents that are
present in narrative space. Therefore, unlike the pointing signs of the
second subtype, these pointing gestures are not randomly directed to a
location but have a motivation for their directionality.
This means that there is one type of construction in my sign
language data that was not observed in my gesture data, which confirms
my hypothesis: since the speech carries the referential material,
especially in the case when reference to the there-and-then is made,
gestures will not be used for this function. In sign language, however,
pointing does not occur with a more dominant modality, but within the
dominant (and only) modality.!
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Chapter 5
Conclusion

In this dissertation I have analysed the status of pointing signs in Sign
Language of the Netherlands (NGT) compared to co-speech pointing
gestures in Dutch. While signs are the lexical elements in sign
languages, gestures are considered to be paralinguistic. However,
distinguishing between (manual) gesture and sign in a sign language is
complicated, because of the fact that in sign language the same
articulators are used for both signs and gestures, while in spoken
language gestures are performed in the visual modality and are
therefore easily distinguishable from linguistic elements that are made in
the spoken modality. Moreover, in both types of language, a typical
pointing sign or gesture is most accurately described as the extension of
one or more selected fingers, with the orientational feature [fingertip(s)].
For these reasons, research on pointing gestures, on pointing signs and
on the comparison of the two has not come up with a satisfying answer
to the question of how the use of pointing signs in sign language might
differ from co-speech pointing gestures. In this dissertation pointing
referred to an extended (index) finger that is directed to a specific yet
unspecified location in neutral space, and that is not otherwise
lexicalised as a word in the relevant modality (sign or gesture).
The present dissertation has aimed to clarify the issue by
categorizing several types of constructions in which pointing signs and
gestures occur. Generally, the focus of research has been on the
different functions that co-speech pointing gestures and pointing signs in
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sign language can fulfill and meanings they can express (Bavelas et
al.1992, Berenz 2002, Clark 2003, Cormier et al. 2013, Enfield et al.
2007, Haviland 2000, Kendon 2004, Meier & Lillo-Martin 2010, Pfau
2011). Although this research has provided many insights into the
behaviour of pointing signs and gestures, it has drifted away from the
basic reason for humans to use pointing: to indicate a location in space.
The first and primary task of the addressee when perceiving a pointing
gesture or sign is to find the intended location the sender is pointing at.
The merit of this dissertation is that the analysis of co-speech
pointing gestures and pointing signs in sign language was performed in
a similar way, based on the type of constructions that can occur with
pointing, and within one culture: the Dutch culture. Research has shown
that gesture differs both quantitatively and qualitatively between cultures
(Kendon 2004, McNeill 1992, Enfield 2001, Wilkins 2003). A comparison
between pointing signs and pointing gestures is therefore best made
within one culture. Since deaf people (in the Netherlands) are in daily
contact with hearing people, it is likely that some of the signs in sign
language have origins in the gestures of hearing people. In this final
chapter I will summarize the main findings, and offer concluding
remarks.
5.1 The projected line
What is significant in pointing is that the extended selected finger
projects a line, an extension of the pointing finger into space. The
purpose of the pointing finger is not to draw the addressee’s attention to
the finger, but to what is beyond the finger, that is, what is being
indicated in space. The most basic function of pointing is therefore
‘indicating a location’. This basic function is maintained in all types of
pointing I have encountered in the sign language data and the gesture
data. I have visualized this function as a line, starting at the tip of the
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finger(s) and being projected into space. The projected line is the only
feature that binds all instances of pointing, irrespective of the type of
language in which the pointing is performed and irrespective of the
variation in hand shape, location, and movement. This makes it possible
to determine a consistent set of pointing gestures and signs in the
gesture data and sign language data. By determining a common basis
first, it becomes clearer what the differences are.
5.2 Four types of pointing constructions
By pointing, a sender always indicates a location. This location may be
occupied by an actual object that is present in surrounding space, but
neither this object nor the location that is pointed at are necessarily the
intended referents of the pointing. I have distinguished four types of
construction that involve pointing: (i) pointing to a location to refer to that
location (the most basic type of pointing, which is however also the most
infrequent type both in sign language and in gesture), (ii) pointing to an
object to refer to that object (which is the most common type of pointing,
both in sign language and in gesture), (iii) pointing to an object to refer to
another object, and (iv) pointing to an empty location to refer to an
absent object. These four constructions were used as the basis for
annotating the sign language data in Chapter 3 and the gesture data in
Chapter 4.
5.3 Optimization of interpretation
In Chapter 2 I developed an Optimality Theoretic analysis of the
interpretation of pointing. I proposed that three violable and potentially
conflicting constraints - whose existence can be independently motivated
for on the basis of the existing literature - together determine the optimal
interpretation of pointing in context. These constraints are STAY LOCAL,
REFOBJECT, and CONNECT. They respectively require addressees to
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interpret pointing to refer to an actually present location or object, to an
entity rather than to a location, and to a referent that matches the
linguistic information available. The constraints STAY LOCAL and
REFOBJECT cannot be ranked with respect to each other, because
typically when they are in conflict, the strongest constraint, CONNECT, will
resolve the conflict. When pointing to an object is interpreted as referring
to that object, both STAY LOCAL and REFOBJECT are satisfied, but when it
is not, STAY LOCAL is violated in favour of satisfying CONNECT. When
pointing to a location is interpreted as referring to that location, STAY
LOCAL is satisfied but REFOBJECT is violated, again in order to satisfy
CONNECT. Finally, when pointing to an empty location is interpreted as
referring to an absent object, the interpretation of pointing is dependent
on the linguistic context, via satisfaction of CONNECT. When this type of
pointing refers to an object in a mental space, STAY LOCAL is violated
since the pointing gesture or sign does not indicate a location or object in
the surrounding space. However, in sign language, there is another
option as well for the use of this type of pointing. In sign language,
pointing to an empty location in order to refer to an absent object can be
used to localize a discourse referent in the surrounding space, that is, to
give it an unmotivated yet spatial anchor in the discourse. In this case,
we are dealing with a pointing sign that indicates an empty but real (or
arbitrary, but important) location in the surrounding space in order to
refer to a discourse referent, and we can thus assume that STAY LOCAL
is satisfied.

5.4 Locating the difference
An important distinction between pointing signs and pointing gestures is
that the former occur in Sign Language and the latter co-occur with
speech. The present analysis has shown that the form and basic
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function of pointing gestures and pointing signs are the same. Also, the
four different types of pointing constructions that I introduced in this
dissertation appeared to be present in both types of language, sign
language and spoken language. The fact that instances of pointing
gestures that co-occur with speech may occur in sign language as well,
was for example acknowledged by Cormier et al. (2013) and Pfau
(2011). However, thus far it was not clear which constructions with
pointing signs were similar or dissimilar to instances of co-speech
pointing. Breaking down the group of pointing instances into different
categories of constructions revealed striking similarities between pointing
in NGT and Dutch, but also revealed the occurrence of one subtype of
pointing signs in NGT that did not occur in the gesture data, namely
pointing at an empty location in the surrounding space that has no other
purpose than making further reference possible. The purpose of their
occurrence is purely to indicate a location, which is after all the basic
function of all pointing.
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Samenvatting
Als mensen met elkaar communiceren kunnen ze het hebben over het
hier en nu, bijvoorbeeld door te refereren aan dingen die aanwezig zijn
in de gesprekssituatie, maar ze kunnen ook refereren aan dingen die
niet direct waarneembaar zijn en ze kunnen zelfs communiceren over
gebeurtenissen en objecten in het verleden of de toekomst. Wanneer
mensen het hebben over het hier en nu zegt een gebaar soms net
zoveel als woorden. Bijvoorbeeld, mensen kunnen refereren aan een
zichtbaar object door het te benoemen, maar ook door er simpelweg
naar te wijzen. In dagelijkse communicatie tussen mensen wordt
veelvuldig gebruik gemaakt van wijsgebaren, in zowel gebarentaal als in
gesproken taal. De vraag is echter of wijsgebaren in een gesproken taal,
waar verbale communicatie dominant is, dezelfde vorm en interpretatie
hebben als wijsgebaren in gebarentaal, waar visuele communicatie
dominant is en waar wijsgebaren voorkomen in sequenties van lexicale
gebaren.
Het doel van dit proefschrift is om de status van wijsgebaren in
gesproken taal en gebarentaal te onderzoeken. Een geselecteerd deel
uit het corpus NGT en een speciaal voor deze studie ontwikkeld corpus
van wijsgebaren in gesproken Nederlands worden daartoe vergeleken.
Controversie: de relatie tussen gesticulatie en gebaren
Hoewel onderzoek naar gesticulatie in gesproken taal heeft laten zien
dat gebaren tot op zekere hoogte worden geïntegreerd in het
linguïstische systeem, kunnen ze in gesproken taal niet gezien worden
als een vastgesteld symbolisch systeem. Onderzoek naar gebarentalen
daarentegen heeft laten zien dat gebaren in die talen wel degelijk
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linguïstisch van aard zijn en, net als in gesproken talen, gecombineerd
worden om grotere betekeniseenheden te creëren.
Een deel van de complexiteit wanneer het erom gaat
wijsgebaren in gebarentaal als lexicale gebaren te definiëren, is de grote
gelijkenis die ze vertonen met wijsgebaren in gesproken taal. Hoe
kunnen wijsgebaren in het ene type taal (gesproken taal) als gesticulatie
zonder linguïstische status gezien worden en in het andere type taal
(gebarentaal) als linguïstische elementen, terwijl ze dezelfde vormelijke
kenmerken hebben en zelfs een gedeelde basisfunctie, namelijk het
indiceren van een locatie?
De geprojecteerde lijn
Wijsgebaren in NGT kunnen variëren in handvorm, oriëntatie van de
handpalm en de locatie waar ze naar verwijzen. Diezelfde variatie komt
voor in wijsgebaren in gesproken taal. Echter, wat alle gevallen van
wijzen gemeen hebben is dat de hand zo gevormd wordt dat hij een lijn
representeert, die begint bij de vingertop en geprojecteerd wordt in de
ruimte. De functie van een wijsgebaar is om met de geprojecteerde lijn
een locatie in de ruimte te indiceren om naar iets te verwijzen. Wat dat
iets is, wordt niet bepaald door de betekenis van het wijsgebaar, maar is
juist wat de betekenis van het wijsgebaar bepaalt. Op die manier heeft
een wijsgebaar twee verschillende soorten relaties tot een betekenis.
Enerzijds is het projecteren van een lijn contextonafhankelijk. Dat wil
zeggen, een wijsgebaar bestaat uit een stabiele betekeniscomponent,
namelijk de functie van aanwijzen (symbolische relatie tot de betekenis).
Anderzijds is een deel van de betekenis van een wijsgebaar juist volledig
contextafhankelijk, de richting en dus de locatie waarnaar gewezen
wordt (indexicale relatie tot de betekenis). De interpretatie van een
wijsgebaar wisselt als gevolg daarvan van geval tot geval. Om te
bepalen waarnaar gewezen wordt, moet de geadresseerde niet alleen
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het wijsgebaar in acht nemen, maar ook vertrouwen op contextuele
informatie. Context is een term die verschillende typen informatie
behelst: informatie uit de daadwerkelijke ruimte die de gesprekspartners
omringt en die relevant is voor de conversatie, linguïstische informatie
en gemeenschappelijke kennis. Via een proces van optimalisatie kan de
geadresseerde het wijsgebaar interpreteren.
Optimalisatie van interpretatie
De interpretatie van een wijsgebaar kan worden geanalyseerd binnen
een model van optimaliteit. In dit model selecteert de gebruiker een
optimale vorm voor een gewenste betekenis, terwijl de geadresseerde
de optimale interpretatie zoekt voor een gegeven vorm. Het selecteren
van de optimale interpretatie gebeurt aan de hand van een verzameling
constraints.
STAY LOCAL
De constraint STAY LOCAL, ofwel blijf lokaal, heeft maken met de
basisfunctie van taal: refereren aan het hier en nu. Omdat wijzen altijd
gebeurt in het hier en nu (een wijzende hand zit nu eenmaal vast aan
een arm van een persoon en die persoon kan niet anders dan in het hier
en nu zijn) en altijd een locatie aanwijst in de omringende ruimte, is het
gemakkelijker om een wijsgebaar te interpreteren alsof het refereert aan
iets dat direct waarneembaar is voor de gesprekspartners. Volgens deze
constraint richt de geadresseerde zich eerst op de omringende ruimte,
met daadwerkelijk aanwezige objecten en significante locaties, wanneer
zij

een

wijsgebaar

probeert

te

interpreteren,

alvorens

meer

gecompliceerde vormen van interpretatie toe te passen. Wanneer er
geen object in de omringende ruimte is dat relevant is voor de
conversatie, wordt deze constraint geschonden door de optimale
interpretatie van het wijsgebaar.
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REFOBJECT
REFOBJECT stelt dat wijzen moet worden geïnterpreteerd als wijzen naar
iets in plaats van wijzen naar ergens. Dat wil zeggen, wanneer er
gewezen wordt, zal de geadresseerde dat eerst interpreteren als een
wijsgebaar dat is gericht is op een object, in plaats van naar een lege
locatie.
CONNECT
In termen van mentale representatie, heeft de zender een boodschap in
het hoofd die ze moet coderen met een semantische structuur om hem
door te geven. De geadresseerde decodeert vervolgens dat signaal en
creëert op basis ervan een eigen conceptueel beeld van de referent. In
het geval van succesvolle communicatie is het conceptuele beeld van de
geadresseerde min of meer gelijk aan dat van de zender. In het geval
van wijzen kiest de zender een codering van een wijsgebaar met
eventueel linguïstische informatie. De geadresseerde moet deze
informatie combineren om een ‘beeld’ van de referent te kunnen
construeren. Als linguïstische elementen gecombineerd worden met
elementen uit de omringende ruimte zijn er twee mogelijke uitkomsten:
een match of een mismatch. In het geval van een mismatch is de
linguïstische informatie doorgaans belangrijker dan de ruimtelijke
informatie.

Dat wil zeggen, als een linguïstisch element en een

wijsgebaar samenvallen, dan wordt het wijsgebaar geïnterpreteerd als
verwijzend naar het object dat genoemd wordt door de linguïstische
expressie, omdat de linguïstische informatie vaak specifieker is dan de
ruimtelijke informatie. Deze constraint zorgt er dus voor dat de
linguïstische informatie wordt gekoppeld aan een wijsgebaar. Op deze
manier is het mogelijk voor de geadresseerde om een optimale
interpretatie

te

vinden

voor

een

wijsgebaar

naar

een

fysiek

ongespecificeerde locatie, door die te interpreteren als wijzen naar een
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entiteit die niet aanwezig is in de omringende ruimte. Op deze manier is
het ook mogelijk dat wijzen naar een object geïnterpreteerd kan worden
als refereren aan een andere entiteit dan het object dat daadwerkelijk
aanwezig is.
De constraint CONNECT is belangrijker dan de voorgaande twee
constraints. Dat wil zeggen dat linguïstische informatie in het
interpretatieproces

prioriteit

heeft

over

ruimtelijke

informatie.

Bij

linguïstische informatie echter, is informatie nodig die dieper gaat dan
‘oppervlakkige’ ruimtelijke informatie om het wijsgebaar aan de bedoelde
referent te kunnen koppelen. Die informatie komt van common ground,
ofwel

gemeenschappelijke

kennis.

Common

ground

stelt

geadresseerden in staat om connecties te maken tussen entiteiten en
locaties die aanwezig zijn in het hier en nu en entiteiten die niet in het
hier en nu zijn.
Vier verschillende soorten constructies
Grofweg gezegd kunnen wijsgebaren gericht zijn op locaties die bezet
worden door een object en locaties die dat niet worden (dus ‘leeg’ zijn).
Dit onderscheid kan verder verfijnd worden tot instanties waar de locatie
(met of zonder object) geïnterpreteerd kan worden als de bedoelde
referent of niet.
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Soort constructie
1. Wijzen naar een object om te refereren aan dat object
2. Wijzen naar een locatie om te refereren aan die locatie
3. Wijzen naar een object om te refereren aan een ander object niet in
het hier en nu
4. Wijzen naar een locatie om te refereren aan een locatie of object
niet in het hier en nu
Tabel 1 Verschillende constructies met wijzen
Alle gevallen van wijzen betreffen een wijsgebaar naar een locatie, of die
locatie nu bezet wordt door een object of niet en of de locatie nu
geïnterpreteerd kan worden als de bedoelde referent of niet. Vanwege
dat feit lijkt het wijzen naar een locatie om te refereren aan die locatie de
meest simpele vorm van wijzen, waarmee ook aan de constraint STAY
LOCAL wordt voldaan. Maar, vanwege de contraint REFOBJECT, die zegt
dat er naar een object gewezen moet worden, is het waarschijnlijker dat
het wijzen naar een object om aan dat object te refereren de meest
frequente constructie van wijzen is. Bovendien voldoet deze constructie
ook aan de constraint STAY LOCAL. De laatste twee constructies zijn
meer complex, omdat ze vereisen dat de geadresseerde persoon een
wijsgebaar zo interpreteert dat het refereert aan een object dat niet
aanwezig is in het hier en nu, waarmee de constraint STAY LOCAL wordt
geschonden om aan de belangrijkere constraint CONNECT te kunnen
voldoen.
De onderstaande tabel geeft de frequentie van de verschillende
soorten constructies

in het Corpus wijsgebaren in gesproken

Nederlands en in het geselecteerde deel van het Corpus Nederlandse
Gebarentaal.
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Percentages

Percentages

in gesproken

Nederlandse

Soort constructie

Nederlands

Gebarentaal

1. Wijzen naar een object om te

42%

54%

1%

1%

29%

19%

29%

26%

100%

100%

refereren aan dat object
2. Wijzen naar een locatie om te
refereren aan die locatie
3. Wijzen naar een object om te
refereren aan een ander object niet in
het hier en nu
4. Wijzen naar een locatie om te
refereren aan een locatie of object niet
in het hier en nu
Totaal

Tabel 2 Frequentie van de vier constructies in het Corpus Wijsgebaren
in gesproken Nederlands en in het geselecteerde deel van het Corpus
NGT
Tabel 2 laat zien dat wijsgebaren die gebruikt worden om een object in
de omringende ruimte aan te wijzen en ook te refereren aan dat object
het meest frequent zijn, zoals verwacht.
Maar tabel 2 laat ook iets onverwachts zien: de vierde soort
constructie waarbij gewezen wordt naar een lege locatie om te refereren
aan een entiteit die niet aanwezig is in de omringende ruimte, is het
meest complex, maar komt relatief vaak voor. Bij de analyse van deze
wijsgebaren blijkt dat er eigenlijk twee subconstructies binnen deze
constructie vallen: een waarbij het wijsgebaar geïnterpreteerd wordt als
het refereren aan een object in een mentale of narratieve ruimte (waarbij
STAY LOCAL geschonden wordt), de andere waarbij het wijsgebaar
geïnterpreteerd wordt als een index, dat wil zeggen, wijzen naar een
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lege locatie in de omringende ruimte waarbij een (abstracte) referent
wordt gelokaliseerd (en waarbij wordt voldaan aan STAY LOCAL). De
laatste subconstructie van wijzen kan anaforisch zijn wanneer de
lokalisatie van de referent plaats heeft gevonden in de voorafgaande
conversatie.
Het gebruik van de narratieve ruimte
In sommige gevallen van wijsgebaren lijkt de directionaliteit van de
geprojecteerde lijn gemotiveerd te zijn door het vertellen van een verhaal
of door persoonlijke herinneringen of fantasie waarin gedaan wordt of de
objecten waaraan gerefereerd wordt daadwerkelijk aanwezig zijn op de
locatie die wordt aangewezen. We kunnen daarom zeggen dat de
wijzende persoon niet wijst naar het hier en nu, maar zich verplaatst
naar een narratieve ruimte waarin de aangewezen locaties wel degelijk
bezet worden door de bedoelde referenten. Het punt hier is dat dit soort
wijsgebaren dus niet willekeurig op een locatie in het hier en nu worden
gericht, maar gericht worden op gemotiveerde locaties in een narratieve
ruimte. In deze narratieve ruimte wordt nog steeds voldaan aan de
constraint REFOBJECT, maar niet aan de constraint STAY LOCAL, omdat
het wijsgebaar niets aanwijst in de omringende ruimte.
Door het aannemen van deze narratieve ruimte, kunnen (bijna)
alle instanties van wijsgebaren in gesproken Nederlands die lijken te
wijzen naar lege locaties (constructie 4 in tabel 2), verklaard worden. Dit
geldt echter niet voor alle gevallen in het geselecteerde deel van het
Corpus NGT. Een deel van de wijsgebaren kan wel verklaard worden in
het kader van een narratieve ruimte, maar in NGT is het ook mogelijk om
ongemotiveerde locaties te gebruiken om te refereren aan referenten die
niet aanwezig zijn in het hier en nu. In dit geval hebben we te maken met
een wijsgebaar dat een lege maar echte locatie in de omringende ruimte
aanwijst om te refereren naar een referent, waardoor wordt voldaan aan
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STAY LOCAL. Deze wijsgebaren ontberen dus een motivatie voor hun
directionaliteit. In plaats daarvan worden de ruimtelijke coördinaten van
de locatie gekoppeld aan een referent, op zo’n manier dat de locatie
gebruikt kan worden voor anaforische referentie zonder verdere
linguïstische informatie.
Grammaticalisatie van wijsgebaren
Stel, een gebaarder heeft het over een paar collega’s. Na het gebaar
voor collega heeft ze een locatie in de ruimte voor collega aangewezen
die nu dus geassocieerd wordt met ‘collega’. Nu wil ze het weer hebben
over haar collega’s. In gesproken taal gebruiken sprekers daarvoor
persoonlijke voornaamwoorden, in dit geval zij, waarmee anaforisch
terugverwezen wordt naar het antecedent ‘collega’s’. Maar in NGT is er
geen apart gebaar voor zij. Om onnodige herhaling van het gebaar voor
collega te voorkomen, kan de gebaarder naar de locatie wijzen die
eerder al geassocieerd werd met collega’s. Op die manier fungeert de
locatie dus als anker voor verdere verwijzingen. Deze constructie met
wijzen naar een lege locatie verschilt cruciaal van de constructie met
wijzen waarin de lege locatie in een narratieve ruimte wel bezet wordt.
Gebarentaalonderzoek tot nu toe heeft gesuggereerd dat
wijsgebaren in gebarentaal afstammen van wijsgebaren in gesproken
taal en vervolgens verder zijn ontwikkeld tot wijsgebaren die een
geïntegreerd onderdeel zijn van gebarentaal. Dit betekent echter niet dat
alle wijsgebaren in gebarentaal ook echt een symbolische, abstracte
betekenis hebben. Zoals Pfau (2011) ook heeft beargumenteerd, is het
mogelijk dat gegrammaticaliseerde en ongegrammaticaliseerde vormen
van wijsgebaren naast elkaar bestaan. Dus, sommige van de
wijsgebaren in gebarentaal zijn tot op grote hoogte gelijk aan de
wijsgebaren in gesproken taal, terwijl andere een functie hebben die
minder beperkt is door de ruimte waarin ze voorkomen.
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In NGT kunnen wijsgebaren refereren aan lege locaties in de
omringende

ruimte,

en

de

coördinaten

van

die

locaties

zijn

ongemotiveerd. Dat wil zeggen, ze zijn niet relevant in de omringende
ruimte of in een narratieve ruimte. Desalniettemin zijn deze locaties
cruciaal voor het indiceren van referenten, zodat er op een later punt in
de conversatie naar terugverwezen kan worden. Dus, de ruimtelijke
coördinaten zijn ongemotiveerd, maar de wijsgebaren zelf zijn niet
redundant, omdat ze belangrijke grammaticale informatie aan de
conversatie toevoegen. In latere verwijzingen naar de referent moet
diezelfde locatie weer gebruikt worden.
Lokaliseren van het verschil
Een belangrijk verschil tussen wijzen in gesproken taal en wijzen in
gebarentaal kan dus gevonden worden in de laatste soort constructie:
wijzen naar een locatie in de omringende ruimte om te verwijzen naar
een niet aanwezige referent. In deze constructie wordt abstract gebruik
gemaakt van de omringende ruimte: de ruimtelijke coördinaten zijn dan
wel van belang, maar zijn ongemotiveerd, zoals het geval is bij wijzen in
een narratieve ruimte. Uit de analyse van de data die is verkregen voor
deze studie, blijkt dat wijzen naar lege locaties in gesproken taal alleen
gebruikt wordt in combinatie met een narratieve ruimte. In NGT kan een
dergelijk wijsgebaar ofwel wijzen naar een denkbeeldig object in een
mentale of narratieve ruimte, in welk geval de locatie is gemotiveerd
(niet willekeurig), of het kan wijzen zijn naar een lege locatie in de
omringende ruimte met het doel een referent te lokaliseren om daar later
(anaforisch) naar terug te kunnen verwijzen.
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